
SPIRITUAL DISCERNMENT

ABRAHAMIC RELIGIONS
“The Abrahamic religions are a group of religions centered around the worship of the God of
Abraham. Abraham, a Hebrew patriarch, is extensively mentioned in the religious scriptures of
the Quran, and the Hebrew and Christian Bibles.

Jewish tradition claims that the Twelve Tribes of Israel are descended from Abraham through
his son Isaac and grandson Jacob, whose sons formed the nation of the Israelites in Canaan;
Islamic tradition claims that twelve Arab tribes known as the Ishmaelites are descended from
Abraham through his son Ishmael in the Arabian Peninsula.

In its early stages, the Israelite religion was derived from the Canaanite religions of the Bronze
Age; by the Iron Age, it had become distinct from other Canaanite religions as it shed
polytheism for monolatry. The monolatrist nature of Yahwism was further developed in the
period following the Babylonian captivity, eventually emerging as a firm religious movement of
monotheism. In the 1st century CE, Christianity emerged as a splinter movement out of Judaism
in the Land of Israel, developed under the Apostles of Jesus of Nazareth;[6] it spread widely
after it was adopted by the Roman Empire as a state religion in the 4th century CE. In the 7th
century CE, Islam was founded by Muhammad in the Arabian Peninsula; it spread widely
through the early Muslim conquests, shortly after his death.

Alongside the Indian religions, the Iranian religions, and the East Asian religions, the Abrahamic
religions make up the largest major division in comparative religion.By total number of
adherents, Christianity and Islam comprise the largest and second-largest religious movements
in the world, respectively.[8][page needed] Abrahamic religions with fewer adherents include
Judaism, the Baháʼí Faith, Druzism, Samaritanism, and Rastafari.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abrahamic_religions

YAHWISM
“Yahwism is the name given by modern scholars to the religion of ancient Israel and
Judah.Yahwism was essentially polytheistic, with a plethora of gods and goddesses. Heading
the pantheon was Yahweh, the national god of the Israelite kingdoms of Israel and Judah, with
his consort, the goddess Asherah, and second-tier gods and goddesses such as Baal,
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Shamash, Yarikh, Mot, and Astarte, each of whom had their own priests and prophets and
numbered royalty among their devotees.

The practices of Yahwism included festivals, sacrifices, vow-making, private rituals, and the
adjudication of legal disputes. Contrary to the picture presented in the Hebrew Bible, the Temple
in Jerusalem was not the sole, or even central, temple of Yahweh, but the king was the head of
the national religion and thus the viceroy on Earth of the national god, a role reflected each year
when he presided over a ceremony enthroning Yahweh in the Holy Temple in Jerusalem.

Yahwism underwent several redevelopments and recontextualizations, as the notion of divinities
aside from or comparable to Yahweh was gradually degraded by new religious currents and
ideas. During the monarchic period (c. 10th to 6th centuries BCE) of the mid-Iron Age, the
religion of Israel moved towards the sole worship of Yahweh alone; however, these theological
changes initially remained largely confined to small groups, only spreading to the population at
large during the widespread political turbulence of the 7th and 6th centuries BCE. The
progressive evolution towards monotheism had ultimately culminated by the end of the
Babylonian exile in the late 6th century BCE, and by the 4th century BCE, Yahwism had
coalesced into what is now known as Second Temple Judaism. Yahwism also gave rise to
Samaritanism.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yahwism

HEBREWS
“The Hebrews were an ancient Semitic-speaking people who are mostly considered to be
synonymous with the Israelites, with the term "Hebrew" denoting an Israelite from the nomadic
era that preceded the establishment of the Kingdom of Israel.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hebrews

ISRAELITES
“The name of Israel first appears in the Merneptah Stele of ancient Egypt, dated to about 1200
BCE. Modern archaeology suggests that the Israelites branched out from the Canaanites
through the development of Yahwism, a distinct monolatristic—and later monotheistic—religion
centred on the national god Yahweh. They spoke an archaic form of the Hebrew language,
which was a regional variety of the Canaanite language, known today as Biblical Hebrew. In the
Iron Age, the kingdoms of Israel and Judah emerged. The Kingdom of Israel, with its capital at
Samaria, fell to the Neo-Assyrian Empire around 720 BCE; while the Kingdom of Judah, with its
capital at Jerusalem, was destroyed by the Neo-Babylonian Empire in 586 BCE. Some of the
Judean population was exiled to Babylon, but returned to Israel after Cyrus the Great conquered
the region.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israelites
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canaan

ISHMAELITES
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“The Ishmaelites were a collection of various Arabian tribes, confederations and small kingdoms
described in Islamic tradition as being descended from and named after Ishmael, a prophet
according to the Quran, the first son of Abraham and the Egyptian Hagar.

According to the Book of Genesis in the Hebrew Bible, Ishmael had one daughter and twelve
sons, the "twelve princes" mentioned in Genesis 17:20. In Islamic tradition, this gave rise to the
"Twelve Tribes of Ishmael", Arab tribes from which the early Muslims were descended. In
Jewish tradition, the Twelve Tribes of Israel were descended from Abraham and his wife Sarah’s
son, Isaac, via Isaac's son Jacob. These traditions are accepted by both Islam and Judaism.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ishmaelites

KING SOLOMON
“Solomon (/ˈsɒləmən/),[a] also called Jedidiah,[b] was a monarch of ancient Israel and the son
and successor of King David, according to the Hebrew Bible and the Old Testament. He is
described as having been the penultimate ruler of an amalgamated Israel and Judah. The
hypothesized dates of Solomon's reign are from 970–931 BCE. After his death, his son and
successor Rehoboam would adopt a harsh policy towards the northern tribes, eventually leading
to the splitting of the Israelites between the Kingdom of Israel in the north and the Kingdom of
Judah in the south. Following the split, his patrilineal descendants ruled over Judah alone.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solomon

SOLOMON’S TEMPLE
“Solomon's Temple, also known as the First Temple (Hebrew: הָרִאשׁוֹןבֵּית-הַמִּקְדָּשׁ  , Bēṯ
hamMīqdāš hāRīʾšōn, transl. 'First House of the Sanctum'), was a biblical Temple in Jerusalem
believed to have existed between the 10th and 6th centuries BCE. Its description is largely
based on narratives in the Hebrew Bible, in which it was commissioned by biblical king Solomon
before being destroyed during the Siege of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar II of the
Neo-Babylonian Empire in 587 BCE. Although no remains of the temple have ever been found,
most modern scholars agree that the First Temple existed on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem by
the time of the Babylonian siege, though there is significant debate over the date of its
construction and the identity of its builder.

The Hebrew Bible, specifically within the Book of Kings, includes a detailed narrative about the
construction's ordering by Solomon, the penultimate ruler of the United Kingdom of Israel. It
further credits Solomon as the placer of the Ark of the Covenant in the Holy of Holies, a
windowless inner sanctum within the structure. Entry into the Holy of Holies was heavily
restricted; the High Priest of Israel was the only authority permitted to enter the sanctuary, and
only did so on Yom Kippur, carrying the blood of a sacrificial lamb and burning incense. In
addition to serving as a religious building for worship, the First Temple also functioned as a
place of assembly for the Israelites. The First Temple's destruction and the subsequent
Babylonian captivity were both events that were seen as a fulfillment of biblical prophecies and
thus affected Judaic religious beliefs, precipitating the Israelites' transition from either
polytheism or monolatrism (as seen in Yahwism) to firm Jewish monotheism.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solomon%27s_Temple
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SEAL OF SOLOMON
“The Seal of Solomon or Ring of Solomon (Hebrew: שלמהחותם , Ḥotam Shlomo; Arabic: خاتم
,سلیمان Khātam Sulaymān; Turkish: Mühr-ü Süleyman) is the legendary signet ring attributed to
the Israelite king Solomon in medieval mystical traditions, from which it developed in parallel
within Jewish mysticism, Islamic mysticism and Western occultism.

It is often depicted in the shape of either a pentagram or a hexagram. In religious lore, the ring
is variously described as having given Solomon the power to command the supernatural,
including shedim and jinn, and also the ability to speak with animals. Due to the proverbial
wisdom of Solomon, it came to be seen as an amulet or talisman, or a symbol or character in
medieval magic and Renaissance magic, occultism, and alchemy.

The seal is the predecessor to the Star of David, a Jewish symbol, and in modern vexillology, it
features on the Flag of Israel. The pentagram on the Flag of Morocco also represents the seal.
The Seal of Solomon was also depicted on the flag of Nigeria during British colonial rule.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seal_of_Solomon

KEY OF SOLOMON
“The Key of Solomon (Latin: Clavicula Salomonis; Hebrew: שלמהמפתח [Mafteah Shelomoh])
(also known as The Greater Key of Solomon) is a pseudepigraphical grimoire (also known as a
book of spells) attributed to King Solomon. It probably dates back to the 14th or 15th century
Italian Renaissance. It presents a typical example of Renaissance magic.

It is possible that the Key of Solomon inspired later works, particularly the 17th-century grimoire
also known as Clavicula Salomonis Regis, The Lesser Key of Solomon, or Lemegeton, although
there are many differences between the books.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Key_of_Solomon

DAVIDIC LINE
According to the Bible, David, of the Tribe of Judah, was the third king of the United Monarchy
of Israel and Judah. He was later succeeded by his son, Solomon. After Solomon's death, the
ten northern tribes rejected the Davidic line, refusing to accept Solomon's son, Rehoboam, and
instead chose Jeroboam as king and formed the northern Kingdom of Israel. The southern
tribes of Judah and Benjamin remained loyal to the House of David, and this kingdom came to
be known as the Kingdom of Judah. All subsequent kings of Judah, except Athaliah, are said to
be direct descendants of David. The kingdom fell to the Neo-Babylonian Empire in 587/6 BCE.
The Hasmoneans, who established their own monarchy in Judea in the 2nd century BCE, were
not considered connected to the Davidic line nor to the Tribe of Judah.

In Judaism and Christianity, the Davidic Line is the bloodline from which the Hebrew Messiah
has a patrilineal descent. In Jewish eschatology, the Messiah is a future Jewish king from the
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Davidic line, who is expected to rule the Jewish people during the Messianic Age and world to
come.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Davidic_line

ORIGINS OF JUDAISM
“The origins of Judaism lie in the Bronze Age amidst polytheistic ancient Semitic religions,
specifically evolving out of the polytheistic ancient Canaanite religion, then co-existing with
Babylonian religion, and syncretizing elements of Babylonian belief into the worship of Yahweh
as reflected in the early prophetic books of the Hebrew Bible.

During the Iron Age I, the Israelite religion became distinct from the Canaanite polytheism out of
which it evolved. This process began with the development of Yahwism, the monolatristic
worship of Yahweh, one of the Canaanite gods, that gave acknowledgment to the existence of
the other Canaanite gods, but suppressed their worship. Later, this monolatristic belief
cemented into a strict monotheistic belief and worship of Yahweh alone, with the rejection of the
existence of all other gods, whether Canaanite or foreign.

During the Babylonian captivity of the 6th and 5th centuries BCE (Iron Age II), certain circles
within the exiled Judahites in Babylon refined pre-existing ideas about their Yahweh-centric
monolatrism, election, divine law, and Covenant into a strict monotheistic theology which came
to dominate the former Kingdom of Judah in the following centuries.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Origins_of_Judaism,

MOUNT EBAL
“In advance of the Israelites' entry to the Promised Land, Deuteronomy 11:29 records Moses'
direction that "when the Lord your God has brought you into the land which you go to possess,
that you shall put the blessing on Mount Gerizim and the curse on Mount Ebal".

In the masoretic text and the Septuagint version of Deuteronomy 27, an instruction is given to
build an altar on Mount Ebal, constructed from natural (rather than cut) stones, to place stones
there and whiten them with lime, to make peace offerings on the altar, eat there, and write the
words of this law on the stone. According to the Samaritan Pentateuch and a Qumran fragment,
this instruction actually concerns Mount Gerizim, which the Samaritans view as a holy site;
some scholars believe that the Samaritan version is probably more accurate in this respect, the
compilers of the masoretic text and authors of the Septuagint being likely to be biased against
the Samaritans. Recent Dead Sea Scrolls work supports the accuracy of the Samaritan
Pentateuch's designation of Mount Gerizim rather than Mount Ebal as the sacred site.[9]
Christophe Nihan and Herve Gonzalez wrote in 2018 that it is now widely agreed that the
reading "on Mt. Gerizem" is older than that referring to Mt. Ebal which they say "arguably
represents a later, polemical revision."”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Ebal

JEWS
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“Jews trace their origins to the Israelites, a people that emerged from within the Canaanite
population to establish the Iron Age kingdoms of Israel and Judah. Judaism emerged from
Yahwism, the religion of the Israelites, by the late 6th century BCE, with a theology considered
by religious Jews to be the expression of a covenant with God established with the Israelites,
their ancestors. The Babylonian captivity of Judahites following their kingdom's destruction, the
movement of Jewish groups around the Mediterranean in the Hellenistic period, and subsequent
periods of conflict and violent dispersion, such as the Jewish–Roman wars, gave rise to the
Jewish diaspora. The Jewish diaspora is a wide dispersion of Jewish communities across the
world that have maintained their sense of Jewish history, identity and culture.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jews

SAMARITANS
“Samaritans also known as Israelite Samaritans are an ethnoreligious group who originate from
the ancient Israelites. They are native to the Levant and adhere to Samaritanism, an Abrahamic
and ethnic religion similar to Judaism, but differing in several important aspects.

Samaritan tradition claims the group descends from the northern Israelite tribes who were not
deported by the Neo-Assyrian Empire after the destruction of the Kingdom of Israel. They
consider Samaritanism to be the true religion of the ancient Israelites and regard Judaism as a
closely related but altered religion. Samaritans also regard Mount Gerizim (near both Nablus
and biblical Shechem), and not the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, to be the holiest place on Earth.
They believe that the schism between them and the Jews originated from Eli's establishment of
a competing shrine at Shiloh, in opposition to Mount Gerizim.

The similarities between Samaritans and Jews were such that the rabbis of the Mishnah found it
impossible to draw a clear distinction between the two groups. Attempts to date when the
schism among Israelites took place, which engendered the division between Samaritans and
Judaeans, vary greatly, from the time of Ezra down to the destruction of Jerusalem (70 CE) and
the Bar Kokhba revolt (132–136 CE). The emergence of a distinctive Samaritan identity, the
outcome of a mutual estrangement between them and Jews, was something that developed
over several centuries. Generally, a decisive rupture is believed to have taken place in the
Hasmonean period.”

“The head of the community is the Samaritan High Priest, who is the 133rd generation since
Ithamar, a son of Aaron the priest's line from 1624 CE onward; before then, the line of
priesthood went through Elazar, son of Aaron the priest.] The current high priest is Aabed-El
ben Asher ben Matzliach who assumed the office on 19 April 2013. The High Priest of every
generation is selected by the eldest in age from the priestly family and resides on Mount
Gerizim.

Much of the local Palestinian population of Nablus is believed to be descended from Samaritans
who converted to Islam. According to the historian Fayyad Altif, large numbers of Samaritans
converted due to persecution under various Muslim rulers, and because the monotheistic nature
of Islam made it easy for them to accept it. The Samaritans themselves describe the Ottoman
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period as the worst period in their modern history, as many Samaritan families were forced to
convert to Islam during that time. Even today, certain Nabulsi family names such as Al-Amad,
Al-Samri, Maslamani, Yaish, and Shaksheer among others, are associated with Samaritan
ancestry.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samaritans

CUTHITES
“The Cuthites is a name describing a people said by the Hebrew Bible (Old Testament of
Christianity) and by the 1st-century historian Josephus to be living in Samaria around 500 BCE.
The name comes from the Assyrian city of Kutha in line with the claim that the Samaritans were
descendants of settlers placed in Israel by the Neo-Assyrian Empire after the destruction of the
northern Kingdom of Israel around 720 BCE. The label "Cuthites" was a pejorative name for
Samaritans in later rabbinic literature.

The modern scholarly view is that Yahweh-worshippers in the north of Ancient Israel
outnumbered post-722 BCE Assyrian settlers, who assimilated into the existing Yahwist
population. The "Cuthites", therefore, were not a foreign population in Israel but instead "a
branch of Yahwistic Israel in the same sense as the Jews."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cuthites

SAMARITANISM
“Samaritanism is the Abrahamic, monotheistic, ethnic religion of the Samaritan people, an
ethnoreligious group who originate from the ancient Israelites. Its central holy text is the
Samaritan Pentateuch (or Torah), which Samaritans believe is the original, unchanged version
of the Torah.

Samaritans describe their religion as the holy faith that began with Moses, unchanged over the
millennia that have since passed. The holiest site for Samaritans in their faith is Mount Gerizim
near Nablus.

Samaritanism holds that the summit of Mount Gerizim is the true location of God's Holy Place.
Samaritans trace their history as a separate entity to a period soon after the Israelites' entry into
the Promised Land. Samaritan historiography traces the schism itself to High Priest Eli leaving
Mount Gerizim, where stood the first Israelite altar in Canaan, and building a competing altar in
nearby Shiloh. The dissenting group of Israelites who had followed Eli to Shiloh would be the
ones who in later years would head south to settle Jerusalem (the Jews), whereas the Israelites
who stayed on Mount Gerizim, in Samaria, would become known as the Samaritans.

Abu l-Fath, who in the 14th century wrote a major work of Samaritan history, comments on
Samaritan origins as follows:

A terrible civil war broke out between Eli son of Yafni, of the line of Ithamar, and the sons of
Pincus (Phinehas), because Eli son of Yafni resolved to usurp the High Priesthood from the
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descendants of Pincus. He used to offer sacrifices on an altar of stones. He was 50 years old,
endowed with wealth and in charge of the treasury of the Children of Israel. ...

He offered a sacrifice on the altar, but without salt, as if he were inattentive. When the Great
High Priest Ozzi learned of this, and found the sacrifice was not accepted, he thoroughly
disowned him; and it is (even) said that he rebuked him.

Thereupon he and the group that sympathized with him, rose in revolt and at once he and his
followers and his beasts set off for Shiloh. Thus Israel split in factions. He sent to their leaders
saying to them, Anyone who would like to see wonderful things, let him come to me. Then he
assembled a large group around him in Shiloh, and built a Temple for himself there; he
constructed a place like the Temple [on Mount Gerizim]. He built an altar, omitting no detail—it
all corresponded to the original, piece by piece.

At this time the Children of Israel split into three factions. A loyal faction on Mount Gerizim; a
heretical faction that followed false gods; and the faction that followed Eli son of Yafni in Shiloh.

Further, the Samaritan Chronicle Adler, or New Chronicle, believed to have been composed in
the 18th century using earlier chronicles as sources, states:

And the Children of Israel in his days divided into three groups. One did according to the
abominations of the Gentiles and served other gods; another followed Eli the son of Yafni,
although many of them turned away from him after he had revealed his intentions; and a third
remained with the High Priest Uzzi ben Bukki, the chosen place.

Modern genetic studies (2004) suggest that Samaritans' lineages trace back to a common
ancestor with Jews in the paternally-inherited Jewish high priesthood (Cohanim) temporally
proximate to the period of the Assyrian conquest of the kingdom of Israel, and are probably
descendants of the historical Israelite population.[6][7] The religion of the proto-Samaritans at
this time was probably no different than that of their southern counterparts in Judea. This likely
remained the case for several centuries after the destruction of the Kingdom of Israel, as
Judean cultic reforms instituted by the kings Hezekiah and Josiah experience little opposition
extending to the Samarian people in the north, according to the biblical text.[8]

Though Samaritans certainly had cultural uniquities, they were closely intertwined with the Jews
to the south. As such, Samaritanism likely did not emerge as a distinct tradition until the
Hasmonean and Roman era, by which point Yahwism had coalesced into Second Temple
Judaism.[9] The temple on Mount Gerizim, the central place of worship in Samaritanism, was
built in the 5th century BCE,[10] as one of many Yahwistic temples in Samaria. However, the
temple precinct experienced a centuries-long period of large-scale construction beginning
around the 4th century BCE, which indicates that its status as the pre-eminent place of worship
among Samaritans had only just been established. Likewise, theological debates between Jews
and Samaritans are attested as early as the 2nd century BCE, indicating that the Samaritan
Pentateuch had already taken shape, in some form.
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The Hasmonean king John Hyrcanus destroyed the Mount Gerizim temple and brought Samaria
under his control around 120 BCE, which led to a longlasting sense of mutual hostility between
the Jews and Samaritans. From this point, the Samaritans likely sought to consciously distance
themselves from their Judean brethren, and both peoples came to see the Samaritan faith as a
religion distinct from Judaism.

The relationship between Jews and Samaritans only further deteriorated with time. By the time
of Jesus, Samaritans and Jews deeply disparaged one another, as evinced by Jesus' Parable of
the Good Samaritan.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samaritanism

MOUNT GERIZIM
“A Samaritan temple dedicated to Yahweh was built on Mount Gerizim during the 5th century
BCE. It existed alongside the Jewish Second Temple in Jerusalem. By that point, the Israelites
were divided as "Samaritans" and "Jews", both claiming descendance from the Biblical Israelites
and preaching adherence to the Torah, but diverging on the holiest place on Earth to adore God:
Mount Gerizim, for the Samaritans, and Jerusalem, for the Jews.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Gerizim

EARLY CHRISTIANITY
“Christianity originated as a minor sect within Second Temple Judaism. The Second Temple in
Jerusalem was built c. 516 BC after the Babylonian captivity. While the Persian Empire
permitted Jews to return to Judea, there was no longer a native monarchy. Instead, political
power devolved to the high priest, who served as an intermediary between the Jewish people
and the empire. This arrangement continued after the region was conquered by Alexander the
Great in the 4th century BC. After Alexander's death, the region was ruled by Ptolemaic Egypt
and then the Seleucid Empire. The anti-Jewish policies of Antiochus IV Epiphanes sparked the
Maccabean Revolt in 167 BC, which culminated in the establishment of an independent Judea
under the Hasmoneans, who ruled as kings and high priests. This independence would last until
63 BC when Judea became a client state of the Roman Empire.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Early_Christianity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Germania
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Britannia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caledonia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francia

SPREAD OF ISLAM
“Muslim Arab expansion in the first centuries after Prophet Muhammad's death soon established
dynasties in North Africa, West Africa, to the Middle East, and south to Somalia by the
Companions of the Prophet, most notably the Rashidun Caliphate and military advents of Khalid
Bin Walid, Amr ibn al-As and Sa'd ibn Abi Waqqas. The historic process of Islamization was
complex and involved merging Islamic practices with local customs. This process took place
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over several centuries. Scholars reject the stereotype that this process was initially "spread by
the sword" or forced conversions.”

ISLAM
“There are two major Islamic denominations: Sunni Islam (85–90%) and Shia Islam (10–15%)
While Sunni–Shia differences initially arose from disagreements over the succession to
Muhammad, they grew to cover a broader dimension, both theologically and juridically.[30]
Muslims make up a majority of the population in 49 countries. Approximately 12% of the world's
Muslims live in Indonesia, the most populous Muslim-majority country; 31% live in South
Asia;[34] 20% live in the Middle East–North Africa; and 15% live in sub-Saharan Africa. Muslim
communities are also present in the Americas, China, and Europe. Due largely to a higher
fertility rate than that of other religions, Islam is the world's fastest-growing major religious
group, and if current trends hold, it could slightly surpass Christianity as the world's largest
religion by the end of the 21st century.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islam

ISLAMIC SCHOOLS AND BRANCHES
“Islamic schools and branches have different understandings of Islam. There are many different
sects or denominations, schools of Islamic jurisprudence, and schools of Islamic theology, or
ʿaqīdah (creed). Within Islamic groups themselves there may be differences, such as different
orders (tariqa) within Sufism, and within Sunnī Islam different schools of theology (Atharī,
Ashʿarī, Māturīdī) and jurisprudence (Ḥanafī, Mālikī, Shāfiʿī, Ḥanbalī). Groups in Islam may be
numerous (the largest branches are Shīʿas and Sunnīs), or relatively small in size (Ibadis,
Zaydīs, Ismāʿīlīs). Differences between the groups may not be well known to Muslims outside of
scholarly circles, or may have induced enough passion to have resulted in political and religious
violence (Barelvi, Deobandi, Salafism, Wahhabism). There are informal movements driven by
ideas (such as Islamic modernism and Islamism) as well as organized groups with a governing
body (Ahmadiyya, Ismāʿīlism, Nation of Islam). Some of the Islamic sects and groups regard
certain others as deviant or accuse them of not being truly Muslim (for example, Sunnīs
frequently discriminate Ahmadiyya, Alawites, Quranists, and Shīʿas). Some Islamic sects and
groups date back to the early history of Islam between the 7th and 9th centuries CE (Kharijites,
Sunnīs, Shīʿas), whereas others have arisen much more recently (Islamic neo-traditionalism,
liberalism and progressivism, Islamic modernism, Salafism and Wahhabism) or even in the 20th
century (Nation of Islam). Still others were influential in their time but are not longer in existence
(non-Ibadi Kharijites, Muʿtazila, Murji'ah). Muslims who do not belong to, do not self-identify
with, or cannot be readily classified under one of the identifiable Islamic schools and branches
are known as non-denominational Muslims.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_schools_and_branches

MUHAMMAD: THE MESSENGER OF GOD - PLURALISM
PROJECT, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

“The Prophet Muhammad is both a messenger of God and a personal role model for Muslims.
Born in the city of Mecca on the Arabian peninsula in 570 CE, he was raised an orphan in his
uncle’s house. He married an older woman, the widow Khadijah, for whom he had worked in the
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caravan trade. As a merchant, he was known by reputation as al-Amin, the trusted one. When
Muhammad was forty years old, he had a profound experience that changed his life and
ultimately established the Muslim faith.

Muhammad performed devotions each year on Mount Hira, outside of Mecca. One night during
the month of Ramadan, Muhammad reported having a strange encounter while half-asleep in a
cave. An angel commanded him, “Recite!” Twice Muhammad asked, “Recite what?” The third
time the angel replied: “Read! In the name of your Lord who created: He created man from a
clinging form. Read! Your Lord is the Most Bountiful One who taught by [means of] the pen, who
taught man what he did not know.” (Qur'an, 96:1-5). Muhammad recited this and then awoke,
feeling “as though the words were written on [his] heart.” He ran down the mountain, but he
heard a voice from the sky: “Muhammad, you are the Messenger of God, and I am Gabriel.”
Looking up, Muhammad saw an angelic form standing astride the horizon, repeating the
message.

Muhammad continued to receive revelations, which he recited to his wife and followers as a
small group of believers began to grow in Mecca. The message he received was a warning of
divine judgment and an invitation to return to the ways of the earlier prophets, including
Abraham, Moses and Jesus. These revelations challenged the foundations of 7th century
Meccan society. Mecca was the pilgrimage site of the polytheistic Arabian religion, the center of
which was the Ka’bah, a central cube-shaped structure which housed over 360 idols. In this
polytheistic world, Muhammad spoke of tauhid, the unity and oneness of God. Where tribal
bonds and blood feuds pervaded the social structure, the Prophet spoke of a universal
community, or ummah. The revelation Muhammad received demanded social justice and
reform: one should not only perform regular prayers, but also care for the poor and the weak.

The small community of Muslims was met with harsh and continual persecution. In 622 CE, the
Prophet and his followers emigrated north from Mecca to Medina. This event, known as the
hijrah, marks the establishment of the model Islamic community and thus the beginning of the
Muslim calendar. Through an elective process, the Prophet became the temporal and spiritual
leader of Medina, establishing order and unity in a town suffering from political turmoil.
Muhammad continued to receive revelations from God in Medina, and the message spread. In
630 CE, after a series of military battles and negotiations with enemies in Mecca, Muhammad
returned to the city victorious. Many Meccans embraced Islam, and the Prophet rededicated the
Ka’bah to the worship of the one God. By the time of the Prophet’s death in 632 CE, much of the
Arabian peninsula had embraced Islam.

After Muhammad died, his community preserved the memory of what he did and said as the
best example of how to live in response to God’s will. The records of the Prophet’s words were
later collected in books of traditions, or hadith; these are a part of the Sunnah of the Prophet,
which include his words and practice. The Sunnah serves as a reminder of how to follow God’s
will in daily life. Most Muslims are careful to insist, however, that “Muhammad is no more than a
messenger” (Qur'an 3:144), and not a divine being. When Muslims refer to the Prophet
Muhammad, to show reverence, his name is often followed by the phrase “salla llahu alayhi wa
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sallam” meaning “May the prayers and peace of God be upon him.” In writing, this may be
abbreviated as (sa), SAW, or PBUH meaning “peace be upon him,” while in other cases the
calligraphic Arabic form is written.”
https://pluralism.org/muhammad-the-messenger-of-god

ARABS
“According to Arab-Islamic-Jewish traditions, Ishmael son of Abraham was "father of the Arabs",
to be the ancestor of the Arabs. That Abraham be the ancestor of the Arabs and Israelites.
Shem's descendants: Genesis chapter 10 verses 21–30 gives one list of descendants of Shem.
In chapter 11 verses 10–26 a second list of descendants of Shem names Abraham and thus the
Arabs and Israelites. Genetic research has indicated that Arabs and Jews share common
genetic ancestry and are closely related along with other Semitic peoples. Additionally, it is
common for Arabs and Jews to refer to each other as "cousins". The Book of Genesis narrates
that God promised Hagar to beget from Ishmael twelve princes and turn him to a "great nation".
Ya'rub is the grandson of Abir being the son of Qahtan/Joktan is an ancestor of the Ishmaelites
and the Israelites according to the "Table of Nations" in the Book of Genesis (Genesis 10–11)
and the Books of Chronicles (1 Chronicles 1).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arabs

MUSLIMS
Muslims ( "Submitters [to God]") are people who adhere to Islam, a monotheistic religion
belonging to the Abrahamic tradition. They consider the Quran, the foundational religious text of
Islam, to be the verbatim word of the God of Abraham (or Allah) as it was revealed to
Muhammad, the main Islamic prophet. The majority of Muslims also follow the teachings and
practices of Muhammad (sunnah) as recorded in traditional accounts (hadith).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muslims

ARAB MUSLIMS
“Arab Muslims are adherents of Islam who identify linguistically, culturally, and genealogically as
Arabs. Arab Muslims greatly outnumber other ethnoreligious groups in the Middle East and
North Africa. Arab Muslims thus comprise the majority of the population of the Arab world.

Not all citizens of Arab-Muslim majority countries identify as Arab Muslims; many Arabs are not
Muslim and most Muslims are of non-Arab ethnicity. Arab Muslims form the largest ethnic group
among Muslims in the world, followed by Bengalis, and Punjabis.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arab_Muslims

ARAB CHRISTIANS
“As "People of the Book", Christians in the region were accorded certain rights under Islamic law
to practice their religion (including having Christian law used for rulings, settlements or
sentences in court). In contrast to Muslims, who paid the zakat tax, they paid the jizya, an
obligatory tax. The jizya was not levied on slaves, women, children, monks, the old, the sick,
hermits, or the poor. In return, non-Muslim citizens were permitted to practice their faith, to enjoy
a measure of communal autonomy, to be entitled to Muslim state's protection from outside
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aggression, to be exempted from military service, and to be exempted from the zakat.Like Arab
Muslims, Arab Christians refer to God as "Allah". As with the Christians of Malta, this practice is
distinguished from the Islamic use of the word "Allah" which refers to the personal name of God
in that faith.[76] The use of the term Allah in Arab churches predates Islam.

During the Islamic Golden Age, Christians contributed to the Islamic civilization in various fields,
and the institution known as the House of Wisdom employed Christian scholars to translate
works into Arabic and to develop new knowledge.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arab_Christians

ARAB JEWS
“Arab Jews is a term for Jews living in or originating from the Arab world. The term is politically
contested, often by Zionists or by Jews with roots in the Arab world who prefer to be identified
as Mizrahi Jews. Many left or were expelled from Arab countries in the decades following the
founding of Israel in 1948, and took up residence in Israel, Western Europe, the United States
and Latin America.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arab_Jews

THE PRIESTHOOD OF ANCIENT ISRAEL
“The priesthood of ancient Israel was the class of male individuals, who, according to the
Hebrew Bible, were patrilineal descendants from Aaron (the elder brother of Moses), who
served in the Tabernacle, Solomon's Temple and Second Temple until the destruction of
Jerusalem in 70 CE. Their temple role included animal sacrifice. The priests (Hebrew kohanim)
are viewed as continuing in the Kohen families of rabbinical Judaism.

The earliest priest mentioned in the Bible, Melchizedek, was a priest of the Most High and a
contemporary of Abram. The first priest mentioned of another god is Potipherah priest of On,
whose daughter Asenath married Joseph in Egypt. The third priest to be mentioned is Jethro,
priest of Midian, and Moses' father in law. The first mention of a priesthood occurs in Exodus
40:15 "And thou shalt anoint them, as thou didst anoint their father [Aaron], that they may
minister unto me in the priest's office: for their anointing shall surely be an everlasting
priesthood throughout their generations." (KJV, 1611) Among these priests a High Priest was
anointed (first mentioned Leviticus 21:10), to serve in unique functions, such as entering the
Holy of Holies once yearly on the Day of Atonement.

The priests were to officiate at many offerings under the Law of Moses, including the burnt
offering, meal offering, dough offering, sin offering, guilt offering, release of the scapegoat,
peace offering, heave offering, drink offering, incense offering, thank offering, etc., throughout
the liturgical year. In addition, they would engage in many different rituals, such as the priestly
blessing, the red heifer, the redemption of the firstborn, and various purification rituals.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Priesthood_(ancient_Israel)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Story_of_Melchizedek

KINGDOM OF JERUSALEM
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“The Kingdom of Jerusalem, also known as the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, was a Crusader
state that was established in the Levant immediately after the First Crusade. It lasted for almost
two hundred years, from the accession of Godfrey of Bouillon in 1099 until the siege of Acre in
1291. Its history is divided into two periods with a brief interruption in its existence, beginning
with its collapse after the siege of Jerusalem in 1187 and its restoration after the Third Crusade
in 1192.

The original Kingdom of Jerusalem lasted from 1099 to 1187 before being almost entirely
overrun by the Ayyubid Sultanate under Saladin. Following the Third Crusade, it was
re-established in Acre in 1192. The re-established state is commonly known as the "Second
Kingdom of Jerusalem" or alternatively as the "Kingdom of Acre" after its new capital city. Acre
remained the capital for the rest of its existence excluding the two decades that followed the
Crusaders' establishment of partial control over Jerusalem during the Sixth Crusade, through
the diplomacy of Frederick II of Hohenstaufen vis-à-vis the Ayyubids.

The vast majority of the Crusaders who established and settled the Kingdom of Jerusalem were
from the Kingdom of France, as were the knights and soldiers who made up the bulk of the
steady flow of reinforcements throughout the two-hundred-year span of its existence; its rulers
and elite were therefore predominantly French. French Crusaders also brought their language to
the Levant, thus establishing Old French as the lingua franca of the Crusader states, in which
Latin served as the official language. While the majority of the population in the countryside
comprised Christians and Muslims from local Levantine ethnicities, many Europeans (primarily
French and Italian) also arrived to settle in villages across the region.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kingdom_of_Jerusalem

HASMONEAN DYNASTY
“Forces of the Roman Republic intervened in the Hasmonean Civil War in 63 BCE and made it
into a client state, marking the decline of Hasmonean dynasty; Herod the Great displaced the
last reigning Hasmonean client-ruler in 37 BCE.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hasmonean_dynasty

HEROD THE GREAT
“Herod I or Herod the Great (c. 72 BCE – c. 4 BCE) was a Roman Jewish client king of the
Herodian Kingdom of Judea. He is known for his colossal building projects throughout Judea.
Among these works are the rebuilding of the Second Temple in Jerusalem and the expansion of
its base—the Western Wall being part of it. Vital details of his life are recorded in the works of
the 1st century CE Roman–Jewish historian Josephus.

Herod also appears in the Christian Gospel of Matthew as the ruler of Judea who orders the
Massacre of the Innocents at the time of the birth of Jesus, although most Herod biographers do
not believe that this event occurred. Despite his successes, including single handedly forging a
new aristocracy from practically nothing, he has still been criticized by various historians. His
reign polarizes opinion among historians, some viewing his legacy as evidence of success, and
some viewing it as a reminder of his tyrannical rule.”
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herod_the_Great

FLIGHT INTO EGYPT
“When the Magi came in search of Jesus, they went to Herod the Great in Jerusalem to ask
where to find the newborn "King of the Jews". Herod became paranoid that the child would
threaten his throne, and sought to kill him (2:1–8). Herod initiated the Massacre of the Innocents
in hopes of killing the child (Matthew 2:16–Matthew 2:18). But an angel appeared to Joseph in a
dream and warned him to take Jesus and his mother into Egypt (Matthew 2:13).

Egypt was a logical place to find refuge, as it was outside the dominions of King Herod, but both
Egypt and Judea were part of the Roman Empire, linked by a coastal road known as "the way of
the sea", making travel between them easy and relatively safe.

After a time, the holy family returned from Egypt. The text states that Herod had died. Herod is
believed to have died in 4 BC, and while Matthew does not mention how, the Jewish historian
Josephus vividly relates a gory death.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flight_into_Egypt

HEROD’S PALACE
“Herod's Palace at Jerusalem was built in the last quarter of the 1st century BC by Herod I the
Great, King of Judea from 37 BC to 4 BC. It was the second most important building in
Jerusalem, after the Temple itself, in Herod's day and was situated at the northwestern wall of
the Upper City of Jerusalem (the Western Hill abandoned after the Babylonian sacking of
Jerusalem). Herod lived in it as a principal residence, but not permanently, as he owned other
palace-fortresses, notably at Masada, Herodium and Caesarea Maritima. Nothing remains of
the Jerusalem Palace today except for portions of the surrounding wall-and-tower complex,
much altered and generally known as "the Citadel" (see Tower of David). The site of the former
palace is now occupied by the Tower of David Museum, a police station, and a former Turkish
barracks/prison known as the Kishle.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herod%27s_Palace_(Jerusalem)

CYRUS THE GREAT
“The achievements of Cyrus the Great throughout antiquity are reflected in the way he is
remembered today. His own nation, the Iranians, have regarded him as "The Father," the very
title that had been used during the time of Cyrus himself, by the many nations that he
conquered, as according to Xenophon:

And those who were subject to him, he treated with esteem and regard, as if they were his own
children, while his subjects themselves respected Cyrus as their "Father" ... What other man but
'Cyrus', after having overturned an empire, ever died with the title of "The Father" from the
people whom he had brought under his power? For it is plain fact that this is a name for one that
bestows, rather than for one that takes away!
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The Babylonians regarded him as "The Liberator", as they were offended by their previous ruler,
Nabonidus, for committing sacrilege.

The Book of Ezra narrates a story of the first return of exiles in the first year of Cyrus, in which
Cyrus proclaims: "All the kingdoms of the earth hath the LORD, the God of heaven, given me;
and He hath charged me to build Him a house in Jerusalem, which is in Judah."(Ezra 1:2)

Cyrus was distinguished equally as a statesman and as a soldier. Due in part to the political
infrastructure he created, the Achaemenid Empire endured long after his death.[citation needed]

The rise of Persia under Cyrus's rule had a profound impact on the course of world history.
Iranian philosophy, literature and religion all played dominant roles in world events for the next
millennium. Despite the Islamic conquest of Persia in the 7th century AD by the Islamic
Caliphate, Persia continued to exercise enormous influence in the Middle East during the
Islamic Golden Age, and was particularly instrumental in the growth and expansion of Islam.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyrus_the_Great

SECOND TEMPLE
“The Second Temple (Hebrew: , הַשֵּׁניִ בֵּית־הַמִּקְדָּשׁ Bēṯ hamMīqdāš hašŠēnī, transl. 'Second House
of the Sanctum'), later known as Herod's Temple, was the reconstructed Temple in Jerusalem
between c. 516 BCE and 70 CE. It stood as a pivotal symbol of Jewish faith and identity during
the Second Temple period. The Second Temple served as the central place of Jewish worship,
ritual sacrifice, and communal gathering for Jews, attracting Jewish pilgrims from distant lands
during the three pilgrimage festivals: Passover, Shavuot and Sukkot.

The Second Temple replaced Solomon's Temple, which is presumed to have been built at the
same location before its destruction by the Babylonians c. 587 BCE. Construction began under
the auspices of the Persian King Cyrus the Great and was completed during the reign of Darius
I, signifying a period of renewed Jewish hope and religious revival. According to the Bible, the
Second Temple was originally a relatively modest structure built by Jews who had returned from
exile in Babylon under the authority of Persian-appointed governor Zerubbabel, the grandson of
Jeconiah, the penultimate king of Judah.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Temple

SECOND TEMPLE JUDAISM
“Second Temple Judaism is the Jewish religion as it developed during the Second Temple
period, which began with the construction of the Second Temple around 516 BCE and ended
with the Roman siege of Jerusalem in 70 CE.

The Second Temple period was marked by the emergence of multiple religious currents as well
as extensive cultural, religious, and political developments among Jews. It saw the progression
of the Hebrew Bible canon, the synagogue, and Jewish eschatology. Additionally, the rise of
Christianity began in the final years of the Second Temple period.
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According to Jewish tradition, authentic prophecy , נבְוּאָה) Nevu’ah) ceased during the early
years of the Second Temple period; this left Jews without their version of divine guidance at a
time when they felt most in need of support and direction.[3] Under Hellenistic rule, the growing
Hellenization of Judaism became a source of resentment among Jewish traditionalists, who
clung to strict monotheistic beliefs. Opposition to Hellenistic influence on Jewish religious and
cultural practices was a major catalyst for the Maccabean Revolt against the Seleucid Empire.
Following the establishment of the Hasmonean dynasty, traditional Judaism was reasserted by
the Maccabees across the Land of Israel as they expanded their independent territory. The later
years of the Second Temple period saw the development of a number of Jewish messianic
ideas. From c. 170 BCE to 30 CE, five successive generations of the Zugot headed the Jews'
spiritual affairs; it was during this period that several factions, such as the Pharisees,
Sadducees, Essenes, Zealots, and early Christians were formed. The "people of the land", that
is the uneducated people of the Holy Land, may be seen as another faction of Second Temple
Judaism.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Temple_Judaism

JESUS - THE GREAT HIGH PRIEST OF MELCHIZEDEK
HEBREWS 4:
14Seeing then that we have a great high priest, that is passed into the heavens, Jesus the Son
of God, let us hold fast our profession. 15For we have not an high priest which cannot be
touched with the feeling of our infirmities; but was in all points tempted like as we are, yet
without sin. 16Let us therefore come boldly unto the throne of grace, that we may obtain mercy,
and find grace to help in time of need.

HEBREWS 5:
1For every high priest taken from among men is ordained for men in things pertaining to God,
that he may offer both gifts and sacrifices for sins: 2Who can have compassion on the ignorant,
and on them that are out of the way; for that he himself also is compassed with infirmity. 3And
by reason hereof he ought, as for the people, so also for himself, to offer for sins. 4And no man
taketh this honour unto himself, but he that is called of God, as was Aaron.

5So also Christ glorified not himself to be made an high priest; but he that said unto him, Thou
art my Son, to day have I begotten thee.

6As he saith also in another place, Thou art a priest for ever after the order of Melchisedec.

7Who in the days of his flesh, when he had offered up prayers and supplications with strong
crying and tears unto him that was able to save him from death, and was heard in that he
feared; 8Though he were a Son, yet learned he obedience by the things which he suffered;
9And being made perfect, he became the author of eternal salvation unto all them that obey
him; 10Called of God an high priest after the order of Melchisedec.

FULFILLMENT OF THE LAW
MATTHEW 5:
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17 Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets: I am not come to destroy, but to
fulfill.

YAHWEH
“Yahweh[a] was an ancient Levantine deity, and national god of the Israelite kingdoms of Israel
and Judah. Though no consensus exists regarding the deity's origins, scholars generally
contend that Yahweh emerged as a "divine warrior" associated first with Seir, Edom, Paran and
Teman, and later with Canaan. The origins of his worship reach at least to the early Iron Age,
and likely to the Late Bronze Age, if not somewhat earlier.

In the oldest biblical literature he possesses attributes typically ascribed to weather and war
deities, fructifying the land and leading the heavenly army against Israel's enemies. The early
Israelites were polytheistic and worshipped Yahweh alongside a variety of Canaanite gods and
goddesses, including El, Asherah and Baal. In later centuries, El and Yahweh became conflated
and El-linked epithets such as El Shaddai came to be applied to Yahweh alone, and other gods
and goddesses such as Baal and Asherah were absorbed into Yahwist religion.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yahweh

GOD THE ALMIGHTY FATHER
“God the Father is a title given to God in Christianity. In mainstream trinitarian Christianity, God
the Father is regarded as the first person of the Trinity, followed by the second person, God the
Son Jesus Christ, and the third person, God the Holy Spirit. Since the second century, Christian
creeds included affirmation of belief in "God the Father (Almighty)", primarily in his capacity as
"Father and creator of the universe".

However, in Christianity the concept of God as the father of Jesus Christ goes metaphysically
further than the concept of God as the creator and father of all people, as indicated in the
Apostles' Creed where the expression of belief in the "Father almighty, creator of heaven and
earth" is immediately, but separately followed by in "Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord", thus
expressing both senses of fatherhood.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/God_the_Father

JESUS SAYS “YOU DON’T KNOW MY FATHER”
(GOD THE FATHER ALMIGHTY - NOT YAHWEH!)

JOHN 8:
12 Then spake Jesus again unto them, saying, I am the light of the world: he that followeth me
shall not walk in darkness, but shall have the light of life. 13 The Pharisees therefore said unto
him, Thou bearest record of thyself; thy record is not true. 14 Jesus answered and said unto
them, Though I bear record of myself, yet my record is true: for I know whence I came, and
whither I go; but ye cannot tell whence I come, and whither I go. 15 Ye judge after the flesh; I
judge no man. 16 And yet if I judge, my judgment is true: for I am not alone, but I and the Father
that sent me. 17 It is also written in your law, that the testimony of two men is true. 18 I am one
that bear witness of myself, and the Father that sent me beareth witness of me. 19 Then said
they unto him, Where is thy Father? Jesus answered, Ye neither know me, nor my Father: if ye
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had known me, ye should have known my Father also. 20 These words spake Jesus in the
treasury, as he taught in the temple: and no man laid hands on him; for his hour was not yet
come.

21 Then said Jesus again unto them, I go my way, and ye shall seek me, and shall die in your
sins: whither I go, ye cannot come. 22 Then said the Jews, Will he kill himself? because he
saith, Whither I go, ye cannot come. 23 And he said unto them, Ye are from beneath; I am from
above: ye are of this world; I am not of this world. 24 I said therefore unto you, that ye shall die
in your sins: for if ye believe not that I am he, ye shall die in your sins. 25 Then said they unto
him, Who art thou? And Jesus saith unto them, Even the same that I said unto you from the
beginning. 26 I have many things to say and to judge of you: but he that sent me is true; and I
speak to the world those things which I have heard of him. 27 They understood not that he
spake to them of the Father. 28 Then said Jesus unto them, When ye have lifted up the Son of
man, then shall ye know that I am he, and that I do nothing of myself; but as my Father hath
taught me, I speak these things. 29 And he that sent me is with me: the Father hath not left me
alone; for I do always those things that please him. 30 As he spake these words, many believed
on him.

31 Then said Jesus to those Jews which believed on him, If ye continue in my word, then are ye
my disciples indeed; 32 and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. 33 They
answered him, We be Abraham’s seed, and were never in bondage to any man: how sayest
thou, Ye shall be made free? 34 Jesus answered them, Verily, verily, I say unto you, Whosoever
committeth sin is the servant of sin. 35 And the servant abideth not in the house for ever: but the
Son abideth ever. 36 If the Son therefore shall make you free, ye shall be free indeed. 37 I know
that ye are Abraham’s seed; but ye seek to kill me, because my word hath no place in you. 38 I
speak that which I have seen with my Father: and ye do that which ye have seen with your
father. 39 They answered and said unto him, Abraham is our father. Jesus saith unto them, If ye
were Abraham’s children, ye would do the works of Abraham. 40 But now ye seek to kill me, a
man that hath told you the truth, which I have heard of God: this did not Abraham. 41 Ye do the
deeds of your father.

Then said they to him, We be not born of fornication; we have one Father, even God. 42 Jesus
said unto them, If God were your Father, ye would love me: for I proceeded forth and came from
God; neither came I of myself, but he sent me. 43 Why do ye not understand my speech? even
because ye cannot hear my word. 44 Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father
ye will do. He was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is
no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and the father of
it. 45 And because I tell you the truth, ye believe me not. 46 Which of you convinceth me of sin?
And if I say the truth, why do ye not believe me? 47 He that is of God heareth God’s words: ye
therefore hear them not, because ye are not of God.

48 Then answered the Jews, and said unto him, Say we not well that thou art a Samaritan, and
hast a devil? 49 Jesus answered, I have not a devil; but I honour my Father, and ye do
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dishonour me. 50 And I seek not mine own glory: there is one that seeketh and judgeth. 51
Verily, verily, I say unto you, If a man keep my saying, he shall never see death.

52 Then said the Jews unto him, Now we know that thou hast a devil. Abraham is dead, and the
prophets; and thou sayest, If a man keep my saying, he shall never taste of death. 53 Art thou
greater than our father Abraham, which is dead? and the prophets are dead: whom makest thou
thyself? 54 Jesus answered, If I honour myself, my honour is nothing: it is my Father that
honoureth me; of whom ye say, that he is your God: 55 yet ye have not known him; but I know
him: and if I should say, I know him not, I shall be a liar like unto you: but I know him, and keep
his saying. 56 Your father Abraham rejoiced to see my day: and he saw it, and was glad. 57
Then said the Jews unto him, Thou art not yet fifty years old, and hast thou seen Abraham? 58
Jesus said unto them, Verily, verily, I say unto you, Before Abraham was, I am.

59 Then took they up stones to cast at him: but Jesus hid himself, and went out of the temple,
going through the midst of them, and so passed by.”

JESUS DISAGREES WITH MOSAIC LAW
JOHN 8:
Jesus went unto the mount of Olives.
2 And early in the morning he came again into the temple, and all the people came unto him;
and he sat down, and taught them.
3 And the scribes and Pharisees brought unto him a woman taken in adultery; and when they
had set her in the midst,
4 They say unto him, Master, this woman was taken in adultery, in the very act.
5 Now Moses in the law commanded us, that such should be stoned: but what sayest thou?
6 This they said, tempting him, that they might have to accuse him. But Jesus stooped down,
and with his finger wrote on the ground, as though he heard them not.
7 So when they continued asking him, he lifted up himself, and said unto them, He that is
without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her.
8 And again he stooped down, and wrote on the ground.
9 And they which heard it, being convicted by their own conscience, went out one by one,
beginning at the eldest, even unto the last: and Jesus was left alone, and the woman standing in
the midst.
10 When Jesus had lifted up himself, and saw none but the woman, he said unto her, Woman,
where are those thine accusers? hath no man condemned thee?
11 She said, No man, Lord. And Jesus said unto her, Neither do I condemn thee: go, and sin no
more.

JESUS ON THE SABBATH
LUKE 6:
And it came to pass on the second sabbath after the first, that he went through the corn fields;
and his disciples plucked the ears of corn, and did eat, rubbing them in their hands. 2 And
certain of the Pharisees said unto them, Why do ye that which is not lawful to do on the sabbath
days? 3 And Jesus answering them said, Have ye not read so much as this, what David did,
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when himself was an hungred, and they which were with him; 4 how he went into the house of
God, and did take and eat the shewbread, and gave also to them that were with him; which it is
not lawful to eat but for the priests alone? 5 And he said unto them, That the Son of man is Lord
also of the sabbath.

6 And it came to pass also on another sabbath, that he entered into the synagogue and taught:
and there was a man whose right hand was withered. 7 And the scribes and Pharisees watched
him, whether he would heal on the sabbath day; that they might find an accusation against him.
8 But he knew their thoughts, and said to the man which had the withered hand, Rise up, and
stand forth in the midst. And he arose and stood forth. 9 Then said Jesus unto them, I will ask
you one thing; Is it lawful on the sabbath days to do good, or to do evil? to save life, or to
destroy it? 10 And looking round about upon them all, he said unto the man, Stretch forth thy
hand. And he did so: and his hand was restored whole as the other. 11 And they were filled with
madness; and communed one with another what they might do to Jesus.

JOHN 7:
19 Did not Moses give you the law, and yet none of you keepeth the law? Why go ye about to
kill me? 20 The people answered and said, Thou hast a devil: who goeth about to kill thee? 21
Jesus answered and said unto them, I have done one work, and ye all marvel. 22 Moses
therefore gave unto you circumcision; (not because it is of Moses, but of the fathers;) and ye on
the sabbath day circumcise a man. 23 If a man on the sabbath day receive circumcision, that
the law of Moses should not be broken; are ye angry at me, because I have made a man every
whit whole on the sabbath day? 24 Judge not according to the appearance, but judge righteous
judgment.

TAX PAID
MATTHEW 17:
24 And when they were come to Capernaum, they that received tribute money came to Peter,
and said, Doth not your master pay tribute? 25 He saith, Yes. And when he was come into the
house, Jesus prevented him, saying, What thinkest thou, Simon? of whom do the kings of the
earth take custom or tribute? of their own children, or of strangers? 26 Peter saith unto him, Of
strangers. Jesus saith unto him, Then are the children free. 27 Notwithstanding, lest we should
offend them, go thou to the sea, and cast an hook, and take up the fish that first cometh up; and
when thou hast opened his mouth, thou shalt find a piece of money: that take, and give unto
them for me and thee.

JESUS REFUSES KINGSHIP
JOHN 6:
14 Then those men, when they had seen the miracle that Jesus did, said, This is of a truth that
prophet that should come into the world. 15 When Jesus therefore perceived that they would
come and take him by force, to make him a king, he departed again into a mountain himself
alone.

GLORY - THE HOUR HAS COME
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JOHN 12:
23 And Jesus answered them, saying, The hour is come, that the Son of man should be
glorified. 24 Verily, verily, I say unto you, Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it
abideth alone: but if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit. 25 He that loveth his life shall lose it; and
he that hateth his life in this world shall keep it unto life eternal. 26 If any man serve me, let him
follow me; and where I am, there shall also my servant be: if any man serve me, him will my
Father honour.

27 Now is my soul troubled; and what shall I say? Father, save me from this hour: but for this
cause came I unto this hour. 28 Father, glorify thy name. Then came there a voice from heaven,
saying, I have both glorified it, and will glorify it again.

44 Jesus cried and said, He that believeth on me, believeth not on me, but on him that sent me.
45 And he that seeth me seeth him that sent me. 46 I am come a light into the world, that
whosoever believeth on me should not abide in darkness. 47 And if any man hear my words,
and believe not, I judge him not: for I came not to judge the world, but to save the world. 48 He
that rejecteth me, and receiveth not my words, hath one that judgeth him: the word that I have
spoken, the same shall judge him in the last day. 49 For I have not spoken of myself; but the
Father which sent me, he gave me a commandment, what I should say, and what I should
speak. 50 And I know that his commandment is life everlasting: whatsoever I speak therefore,
even as the Father said unto me, so I speak.

TRANSFIGURATION
MATTHEW 17:
17 And after six days Jesus taketh Peter, James, and John his brother, and bringeth them up
into an high mountain apart, 2 and was transfigured before them: and his face did shine as the
sun, and his raiment was white as the light. 3 And, behold, there appeared unto them Moses
and Elias talking with him. 4 Then answered Peter, and said unto Jesus, Lord, it is good for us
to be here: if thou wilt, let us make here three tabernacles; one for thee, and one for Moses, and
one for Elias. 5 While he yet spake, behold, a bright cloud overshadowed them: and behold a
voice out of the cloud, which said, This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased; hear ye
him. 6 And when the disciples heard it, they fell on their face, and were sore afraid. 7 And Jesus
came and touched them, and said, Arise, and be not afraid. 8 And when they had lifted up their
eyes, they saw no man, save Jesus only.

9 And as they came down from the mountain, Jesus charged them, saying, Tell the vision to no
man, until the Son of man be risen again from the dead.

JESUS OVERTURNS THE TABLES
MARK 11:
15 And they come to Jerusalem: and Jesus went into the temple, and began to cast out them
that sold and bought in the temple, and overthrew the tables of the moneychangers, and the
seats of them that sold doves; 16 and would not suffer that any man should carry any vessel
through the temple. 17 And he taught, saying unto them, Is it not written, My house shall be
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called of all nations the house of prayer? but ye have made it a den of thieves. 18 And the
scribes and chief priests heard it, and sought how they might destroy him: for they feared him,
because all the people was astonished at his doctrine. 19 And when even was come, he went
out of the city.

TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY
LUKE 9:
Then he called his twelve disciples together, and gave them power and authority over all devils,
and to cure diseases. 2 And he sent them to preach the kingdom of God, and to heal the sick. 3
And he said unto them, Take nothing for your journey, neither staves, nor scrip, neither bread,
neither money; neither have two coats apiece. 4 And whatsoever house ye enter into, there
abide, and thence depart. 5 And whosoever will not receive you, when ye go out of that city,
shake off the very dust from your feet for a testimony against them. 6 And they departed, and
went through the towns, preaching the gospel, and healing everywhere.

NEW COMMANDMENTS
MATTHEW 22:
37Jesus said to him, “‘You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul,
and with all your mind.’ 38This is the first and great commandment. 39And the second is like it:
‘You shall love your neighbor as yourself.’ 40On these two commandments hang all the Law and
the Prophets.”

LOVE YOUR ENEMIES
MATTHEW 5:
38 Ye have heard that it hath been said, An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth: 39 but I say
unto you, That ye resist not evil: but whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him
the other also. 40 And if any man will sue thee at the law, and take away thy coat, let him have
thy cloke also. 41 And whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him twain. 42 Give to
him that asketh thee, and from him that would borrow of thee turn not thou away.

43 Ye have heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love thy neighbour, and hate thine enemy.
44 But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate
you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute you; 45 that ye may be the
children of your Father which is in heaven: for he maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the
good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust. 46 For if ye love them which love you,
what reward have ye? do not even the publicans the same? 47 And if ye salute your brethren
only, what do ye more than others? do not even the publicans so? 48 Be ye therefore perfect,
even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect.

DO NOT BE AFRAID
MATTHEW 6:
25 Therefore I say unto you, Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat, or what ye shall
drink; nor yet for your body, what ye shall put on. Is not the life more than meat, and the body
than raiment? 26 Behold the fowls of the air: for they sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather
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into barns; yet your heavenly Father feedeth them. Are ye not much better than they? 27 Which
of you by taking thought can add one cubit unto his stature? 28 And why take ye thought for
raiment? Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow; they toil not, neither do they spin: 29 and
yet I say unto you, That even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these. 30
Wherefore, if God so clothe the grass of the field, which to day is, and to morrow is cast into the
oven, shall he not much more clothe you, O ye of little faith? 31 Therefore take no thought,
saying, What shall we eat? or, What shall we drink? or, Wherewithal shall we be clothed? 32
(For after all these things do the Gentiles seek:) for your heavenly Father knoweth that ye have
need of all these things. 33 But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and all
these things shall be added unto you. 34 Take therefore no thought for the morrow: for the
morrow shall take thought for the things of itself. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.

JOHN 14:
27 Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you: not as the world giveth, give I unto you.
Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid.

HAVE FAITH
MATTHEW 17:
14 And when they were come to the multitude, there came to him a certain man, kneeling down
to him, and saying, 15 Lord, have mercy on my son: for he is lunatick, and sore vexed: for
ofttimes he falleth into the fire, and oft into the water. 16 And I brought him to thy disciples, and
they could not cure him. 17 Then Jesus answered and said, O faithless and perverse
generation, how long shall I be with you? how long shall I suffer you? bring him hither to me. 18
And Jesus rebuked the devil; and he departed out of him: and the child was cured from that very
hour. 19 Then came the disciples to Jesus apart, and said, Why could not we cast him out? 20
And Jesus said unto them, Because of your unbelief: for verily I say unto you, If ye have faith as
a grain of mustard seed, ye shall say unto this mountain, Remove hence to yonder place; and it
shall remove; and nothing shall be impossible unto you. 21 Howbeit this kind goeth not out but
by prayer and fasting.

DO NOT BE DECEIVED
MATTHEW 24:
4 Jesus answered: “Watch out that no one deceives you. 5 For many will come in my name,
claiming, ‘I am the Messiah,’ and will deceive many. 6 You will hear of wars and rumors of wars,
but see to it that you are not alarmed. Such things must happen, but the end is still to come. 7
Nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom. There will be famines and
earthquakes in various places. 8 All these are the beginning of birth pains.

9 “Then you will be handed over to be persecuted and put to death, and you will be hated by all
nations because of me. 10 At that time many will turn away from the faith and will betray and
hate each other, 11 and many false prophets will appear and deceive many people. 12 Because
of the increase of wickedness, the love of most will grow cold, 13 but the one who stands firm to
the end will be saved. 14 And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in the whole world as
a testimony to all nations, and then the end will come.
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PROMISE OF THE HOLY SPIRIT
JOHN 14:
26 But the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send in my name, he shall
teach you all things, and bring all things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you.

HOLY SPIRIT
“The Hebrew Bible contains the term "spirit of God" (ruach elochim) which by Jews is interpreted
in the sense of the might of a unitary God.[citation needed] This interpretation is different from
the Nicene Christian conception of the Holy Spirit as one person of the Trinity.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holy_Spirit

JESUS - SON OF MAN
“Son of man is an expression in the sayings of Jesus in Christian writings, including the
Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles and the Book of Revelation. The meaning of the expression is
controversial. Interpretation of the use of "the Son of man" in the New Testament has remained
challenging and after 150 years of debate no consensus on the issue has emerged among
scholars.

The expression "the Son of man" occurs 81 times in the four canonical gospels (mainly quoting
Jesus) and another four times in the rest of the New Testament. The equivalent Hebrew
expression "son of man" ,בן–אדם) i.e. ben-'adam) appears in the Old Testament 103 times.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Son_of_man_(Christianity)

JESUS - SON OF GOD
“In Christianity, the title Son of God refers to the status of Jesus as the divine son of God the
Father. In Trinitarian Christianity, it also refers to his status as God the Son, the second Person
of the Trinity (the Godhead) or hypostasis of the Trinity.

It derives from several uses in the New Testament and early Christian theology. The terms "son
of God" and "son of the LORD" are found in several passages of the Old Testament.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Son_of_God_(Christianity)

ARIANISM
Arian theology holds that Jesus Christ is the Son of God; who was begotten by God the Father
with the difference that the Son of God did not always exist but was begotten/made before
"time" by God the Father; therefore, Jesus was not coeternal with God the Father, but
nonetheless Jesus began to exist outside time as time applies only to the creations of God.”

“Controversy over Arianism arose in the late 3rd century and persisted throughout most of the
4th century. It involved most church members—from simple believers, priests, and monks to
bishops, emperors, and members of Rome's imperial family.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arianism
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JESUS PREDICTS HIS DEATH FOR THE THIRD TIME
LUKE 18:
31 Then he took unto him the twelve, and said unto them, Behold, we go up to Jerusalem, and
all things that are written by the prophets concerning the Son of man shall be accomplished. 32
For he shall be delivered unto the Gentiles, and shall be mocked, and spitefully entreated, and
spitted on: 33 and they shall scourge him, and put him to death: and the third day he shall rise
again. 34 And they understood none of these things: and this saying was hid from them, neither
knew they the things which were spoken.

JESUS ANOINTED IN BETHANY
JOHN 12:
Then Jesus six days before the passover came to Bethany, where Lazarus was which had been
dead, whom he raised from the dead. 2 There they made him a supper; and Martha served: but
Lazarus was one of them that sat at the table with him. 3 Then took Mary a pound of ointment of
spikenard, very costly, and anointed the feet of Jesus, and wiped his feet with her hair: and the
house was filled with the odour of the ointment. 4 Then saith one of his disciples, Judas Iscariot,
Simon’s son, which should betray him, 5 Why was not this ointment sold for three hundred
pence, and given to the poor? 6 This he said, not that he cared for the poor; but because he
was a thief, and had the bag, and bare what was put therein. 7 Then said Jesus, Let her alone:
against the day of my burying hath she kept this. 8 For the poor always ye have with you; but
me ye have not always.

9 Much people of the Jews therefore knew that he was there: and they came not for Jesus’ sake
only, but that they might see Lazarus also, whom he had raised from the dead. 10 But the chief
priests consulted that they might put Lazarus also to death; 11 because that by reason of him
many of the Jews went away, and believed on Jesus.

12 On the next day much people that were come to the feast, when they heard that Jesus was
coming to Jerusalem, 13 took branches of palm trees, and went forth to meet him, and cried,
Hosanna: Blessed is the King of Israel that cometh in the name of the Lord. 14 And Jesus, when
he had found a young ass, sat thereon; as it is written, 15 Fear not, daughter of Sion: behold,
thy King cometh, sitting on an ass’s colt. 16 These things understood not his disciples at the
first: but when Jesus was glorified, then remembered they that these things were written of him,
and that they had done these things unto him.

HOLY PREPUCE
“And when the time of his circumcision was come, namely, the eighth day, on which the law
commanded the child to be circumcised, they circumcised him in a cave.
And the old Hebrew woman took the foreskin (others say she took the navel-string), and
preserved it in an alabaster-box of old oil of spikenard.
And she had a son who was a druggist, to whom she said, "Take heed thou sell not this
alabaster box of spikenard-ointment, although thou shouldst be offered three hundred pence for
it."
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Now this is that alabaster-box which Mary the sinner procured, and poured forth the ointment
out of it upon the head and feet of our Lord Jesus Christ, and wiped it off with the hairs of her
head.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holy_Prepuce

LAST SUPPER
John 13:
26 While they were eating, Jesus took bread, and when he had given thanks, he broke it and
gave it to his disciples, saying, “Take and eat; this is my body.”

27 Then he took a cup, and when he had given thanks, he gave it to them, saying, “Drink from
it, all of you. 28 This is my blood of the covenant, which is poured out for many for the
forgiveness of sins. 29 I tell you, I will not drink from this fruit of the vine from now on until that
day when I drink it new with you in my Father’s kingdom.”

30 When they had sung a hymn, they went out to the Mount of Olives.

WASHING THE DISCIPLES FEET
JOHN 13:
Now before the feast of the passover, when Jesus knew that his hour was come that he should
depart out of this world unto the Father, having loved his own which were in the world, he loved
them unto the end. 2 And supper being ended, the devil having now put into the heart of Judas
Iscariot, Simon’s son, to betray him; 3 Jesus knowing that the Father had given all things into his
hands, and that he was come from God, and went to God; 4 he riseth from supper, and laid
aside his garments; and took a towel, and girded himself. 5 After that he poureth water into a
bason, and began to wash the disciples’ feet, and to wipe them with the towel wherewith he was
girded. 6 Then cometh he to Simon Peter: and Peter saith unto him, Lord, dost thou wash my
feet? 7 Jesus answered and said unto him, What I do thou knowest not now; but thou shalt
know hereafter. 8 Peter saith unto him, Thou shalt never wash my feet. Jesus answered him, If I
wash thee not, thou hast no part with me. 9 Simon Peter saith unto him, Lord, not my feet only,
but also my hands and my head. 10 Jesus saith to him, He that is washed needeth not save to
wash his feet, but is clean every whit: and ye are clean, but not all. 11 For he knew who should
betray him; therefore said he, Ye are not all clean.

12 So after he had washed their feet, and had taken his garments, and was set down again, he
said unto them, Know ye what I have done to you? 13 Ye call me Master and Lord: and ye say
well; for so I am. 14 If I then, your Lord and Master, have washed your feet; ye also ought to
wash one another’s feet. 15 For I have given you an example, that ye should do as I have done
to you. 16 Verily, verily, I say unto you, The servant is not greater than his lord; neither he that is
sent greater than he that sent him. 17 If ye know these things, happy are ye if ye do them.

TAKE PURSE, SCRIPT & SWORD
LUKE 22:
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35 And he said unto them, When I sent you without purse, and scrip, and shoes, lacked ye any
thing? And they said, Nothing. 36 Then said he unto them, But now, he that hath a purse, let
him take it, and likewise his scrip: and he that hath no sword, let him sell his garment, and buy
one.

THE ARREST
LUKE 22:
And while he yet spake, behold a multitude, and he that was called Judas, one of the twelve,
went before them, and drew near unto Jesus to kiss him. 48 But Jesus said unto him, Judas,
betrayest thou the Son of man with a kiss? 49 When they which were about him saw what
would follow, they said unto him, Lord, shall we smite with the sword? 50 And one of them
smote the servant of the high priest, and cut off his right ear. 51 And Jesus answered and said,
Suffer ye thus far. And he touched his ear, and healed him. 52 Then Jesus said unto the chief
priests, and captains of the temple, and the elders, which were come to him, Be ye come out, as
against a thief, with swords and staves? 53 When I was daily with you in the temple, ye
stretched forth no hands against me: but this is your hour, and the power of darkness.

JESUS BEFORE HEROD
LUKE 22:
63 And the men that held Jesus mocked him, and smote him. 64 And when they had blindfolded
him, they struck him on the face, and asked him, saying, Prophesy, who is it that smote thee?
65 And many other things blasphemously spake they against him.

66 And as soon as it was day, the elders of the people and the chief priests and the scribes
came together, and led him into their council, saying, 67 Art thou the Christ? tell us. And he said
unto them, If I tell you, ye will not believe: 68 and if I also ask you, ye will not answer me, nor let
me go. 69 Hereafter shall the Son of man sit on the right hand of the power of God. 70 Then
said they all, Art thou then the Son of God? And he said unto them, Ye say that I am. 71 And
they said, What need we any further witness? for we ourselves have heard of his own mouth.

HEROD ANTIPAS
“Herod Antipas, another son of Herod and Malthace, was made a tetrarch of Galilee and Perea;
he ruled there until he was exiled to Spain by emperor Caligula in 39 CE, according to
Josephus. Herod Antipas is the person referenced in the Christian New Testament Gospels,
playing a role in the death of John the Baptist and the trial of Jesus. The Gospel of Luke states
that Jesus was first brought before Pontius Pilate for trial, since Pilate was the governor of
Roman Judea, which encompassed Jerusalem where Jesus was arrested. Pilate initially
handed him over to Antipas, in whose territory Jesus had been most active, but Antipas sent
him back to Pilate's court.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herodian_dynasty

HERODIAN DYNASTY
“The Herodian dynasty was a royal dynasty of Idumaean (Edomite) descent, ruling the Herodian
Kingdom of Judea and later the Herodian Tetrarchy as a vassal state of the Roman Empire. The
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Herodian dynasty began with Herod the Great, who assumed the throne of Judea, with Roman
support, bringing down the century-old Hasmonean Kingdom. His kingdom lasted until his death
in 4 BCE, when it was divided among his sons as a tetrarchy, which lasted for about 10 years.
Most of those tetrarchies, including Judea proper, were incorporated into Judaea Province from
6 CE, though limited Herodian de facto kingship continued until Agrippa I's death in 44 CE and
nominal title of kingship continued until 92 CE, when the last Herodian monarch, Agrippa II, died
and Rome assumed full power over his de jure domain.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herodian_dynasty

THE JUDGMENT
LUKE 23:
13 And Pilate, when he had called together the chief priests and the rulers and the people, 14
said unto them, Ye have brought this man unto me, as one that perverteth the people: and,
behold, I, having examined him before you, have found no fault in this man touching those
things whereof ye accuse him: 15 no, nor yet Herod: for I sent you to him; and, lo, nothing
worthy of death is done unto him. 16 I will therefore chastise him, and release him. 17 (For of
necessity he must release one unto them at the feast.) 18 And they cried out all at once, saying,
Away with this man, and release unto us Barabbas: 19 (who for a certain sedition made in the
city, and for murder, was cast into prison.) 20 Pilate therefore, willing to release Jesus, spake
again to them. 21 But they cried, saying, Crucify him, crucify him. 22 And he said unto them the
third time, Why, what evil hath he done? I have found no cause of death in him: I will therefore
chastise him, and let him go. 23 And they were instant with loud voices, requiring that he might
be crucified. And the voices of them and of the chief priests prevailed. 24 And Pilate gave
sentence that it should be as they required. 25 And he released unto them him that for sedition
and murder was cast into prison, whom they had desired; but he delivered Jesus to their will. 26
And as they led him away, they laid hold upon one Simon, a Cyrenian, coming out of the
country, and on him they laid the cross, that he might bear it after Jesus.

“WEEP NOT FOR ME BUT FOR YOURSELVES”
27 And there followed him a great company of people, and of women, which also bewailed and
lamented him. 28 But Jesus turning unto them said, Daughters of Jerusalem, weep not for me,
but weep for yourselves, and for your children. 29 For, behold, the days are coming, in the
which they shall say, Blessed are the barren, and the wombs that never bare, and the paps
which never gave suck. 30 Then shall they begin to say to the mountains, Fall on us; and to the
hills, Cover us. 31 For if they do these things in a green tree, what shall be done in the dry?

THE CRUCIFIXION
LUKE 23:
And one of the malefactors which were hanged railed on him, saying, If thou be Christ, save
thyself and us. 40 But the other answering rebuked him, saying, Dost not thou fear God, seeing
thou art in the same condemnation? 41 And we indeed justly; for we receive the due reward of
our deeds: but this man hath done nothing amiss. 42 And he said unto Jesus, Lord, remember
me when thou comest into thy kingdom. 43 And Jesus said unto him, Verily I say unto thee, To
day shalt thou be with me in paradise.
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44 And it was about the sixth hour, and there was a darkness over all the earth until the ninth
hour. 45 And the sun was darkened, and the veil of the temple was rent in the midst. 46 And
when Jesus had cried with a loud voice, he said, Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit:
and having said thus, he gave up the ghost. 47 Now when the centurion saw what was done, he
glorified God, saying, Certainly this was a righteous man. 48 And all the people that came
together to that sight, beholding the things which were done, smote their breasts, and returned.
49 And all his acquaintance, and the women that followed him from Galilee, stood afar off,
beholding these things.

GOLGOTHA - CALVARY
“The Fathers of the Church offered various interpretations of the name and its origin. Jerome
considered it a place of execution by beheading (locum decollatorum), Pseudo-Tertullian
describes it as a place resembling a head, and Origen associated it with legends concerning the
skull of Adam. This buried skull of Adam appears in noncanonical medieval legends, including
the Book of the Rolls, the Conflict of Adam and Eve with Satan, the Cave of Treasures, and the
works of Eutychius, the 9th-century patriarch of Alexandria. The usual form of the legend is that
Shem and Melchizedek retrieved the body of Adam from the resting place of Noah's ark on
Mount Ararat and were led by angels to Golgotha, a skull-shaped hill at the center of the earth
where Adam had previously crushed the serpent's head following the Fall of Man.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calvary

THE BURIAL
JOHN 19:
31 The Jews therefore, because it was the preparation, that the bodies should not remain upon
the cross on the sabbath day, (for that sabbath day was an high day,) besought Pilate that their
legs might be broken, and that they might be taken away. 32 Then came the soldiers, and brake
the legs of the first, and of the other which was crucified with him. 33 But when they came to
Jesus, and saw that he was dead already, they brake not his legs: 34 but one of the soldiers
with a spear pierced his side, and forthwith came there out blood and water. 35 And he that saw
it bare record, and his record is true: and he knoweth that he saith true, that ye might believe. 36
For these things were done, that the scripture should be fulfilled, A bone of him shall not be
broken. 37 And again another scripture saith, They shall look on him whom they pierced.

38 And after this Joseph of Arimathæa, being a disciple of Jesus, but secretly for fear of the
Jews, besought Pilate that he might take away the body of Jesus: and Pilate gave him leave. He
came therefore, and took the body of Jesus. 39 And there came also Nicodemus, which at the
first came to Jesus by night, and brought a mixture of myrrh and aloes, about an hundred pound
weight. 40 Then took they the body of Jesus, and wound it in linen clothes with the spices, as
the manner of the Jews is to bury. 41 Now in the place where he was crucified there was a
garden; and in the garden a new sepulchre, wherein was never man yet laid. 42 There laid they
Jesus therefore because of the Jews’ preparation day; for the sepulchre was nigh at hand.

HOLY SEPULCHRE - CHAPEL OF ADAM
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“The Church of the Holy Sepulchre, also known as the Church of the Resurrection,[b] is a
church in the Christian Quarter of the Old City of Jerusalem. It is considered to be the holiest
site for Christians in the world, as it has been the most important pilgrimage site for Christianity
since the 4th century.

According to traditions dating back to the 4th century, it contains two sites considered holy in
Christianity: the site where Jesus was crucified, at a place known as Calvary or Golgotha, and
Jesus's empty tomb, which is where he was buried and resurrected. Each time the church was
rebuilt, some of the antiquities from the preceding structure were used in the newer renovation.
The tomb itself is enclosed by a 19th-century shrine called the Aedicule. The Status Quo, an
understanding between religious communities dating to 1757, applies to the site.”

“On the ground floor, just underneath the Golgotha chapel, is the Chapel of Adam. According to
tradition, Jesus was crucified over the place where Adam's skull was buried. According to some,
the blood of Christ ran down the cross and through the rocks to fill Adam's skull. Through a
window at the back of the 11th-century apse, the rock of Calvary can be seen with a crack
traditionally held to be caused by the earthquake that followed Jesus's death; some scholars
claim it is the result of quarrying against a natural flaw in the rock.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Church_of_the_Holy_Sepulchre

THE RESURRECTION
JOHN 20:
14 And when she had thus said, she turned herself back, and saw Jesus standing, and knew
not that it was Jesus. 15 Jesus saith unto her, Woman, why weepest thou? whom seekest thou?
She, supposing him to be the gardener, saith unto him, Sir, if thou have borne him hence, tell
me where thou hast laid him, and I will take him away. 16 Jesus saith unto her, Mary. She turned
herself, and saith unto him, Rabboni; which is to say, Master. 17 Jesus saith unto her, Touch me
not; for I am not yet ascended to my Father: but go to my brethren, and say unto them, I ascend
unto my Father, and your Father; and to my God, and your God. 18 Mary Magdalene came and
told the disciples that she had seen the Lord, and that he had spoken these things unto her.

19 Then the same day at evening, being the first day of the week, when the doors were shut
where the disciples were assembled for fear of the Jews, came Jesus and stood in the midst,
and saith unto them, Peace be unto you. 20 And when he had so said, he shewed unto them his
hands and his side. Then were the disciples glad, when they saw the Lord. 21 Then said Jesus
to them again, Peace be unto you: as my Father hath sent me, even so send I you. 22 And
when he had said this, he breathed on them, and saith unto them, Receive ye the Holy Ghost:
23 whose soever sins ye remit, they are remitted unto them; and whose soever sins ye retain,
they are retained.

24 But Thomas, one of the twelve, called Didymus, was not with them when Jesus came. 25
The other disciples therefore said unto him, We have seen the Lord. But he said unto them,
Except I shall see in his hands the print of the nails, and put my finger into the print of the nails,
and thrust my hand into his side, I will not believe.
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26 And after eight days again his disciples were within, and Thomas with them: then came
Jesus, the doors being shut, and stood in the midst, and said, Peace be unto you. 27 Then saith
he to Thomas, Reach hither thy finger, and behold my hands; and reach hither thy hand, and
thrust it into my side: and be not faithless, but believing. 28 And Thomas answered and said
unto him, My Lord and my God. 29 Jesus saith unto him, Thomas, because thou hast seen me,
thou hast believed: blessed are they that have not seen, and yet have believed.

30 And many other signs truly did Jesus in the presence of his disciples, which are not written in
this book: 31 but these are written, that ye might believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of
God; and that believing ye might have life through his name.

VISION THEORY
“The vision theory or vision hypothesis is a term used to cover a range of theories that question
the physical resurrection of Jesus, and suggest that sightings of a risen Jesus were visionary
experiences.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vision_theory_of_Jesus%27_appearances

THE ASCENSION
ACTS 1:
6 Then they gathered around him and asked him, “Lord, are you at this time going to restore
the kingdom to Israel?”

7 He said to them: “It is not for you to know the times or dates the Father has set by his own
authority. 8 But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will be my
witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.”

9 After he said this, he was taken up before their very eyes, and a cloud hid him from their sight.

THE GREAT COMMISSION
“In Christianity, the Great Commission is the instruction of the resurrected Jesus Christ to his
disciples to spread the gospel to all the nations of the world. The Great Commission is outlined
in Matthew 28:16–20, where on a mountain in Galilee Jesus calls on his followers to make
disciples of and baptize all nations in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.

The Great Commission is similar to the episodes of the commissioning of the Twelve Apostles
found in the other Synoptic Gospels, though with significant differences. Luke also has Jesus
during his ministry dispatching disciples, including the seventy disciples, sending them to all the
nations and giving them power over demons. The dispersion of the Apostles in the traditional
ending of Mark is thought to be a 2nd-century summary based on Matthew and Luke.

It has become a tenet in Christian theology emphasizing ministry, missionary work, evangelism,
and baptism. The apostles are said to have dispersed from Jerusalem and founded the
apostolic sees, such as those at Corinth, Philippi, Ephesus, and Rome (see also: Holy See).
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Preterists believe that the Great Commission and other Bible prophecies were fulfilled in the 1st
century while futurists believe Bible prophecy has yet to be fulfilled at the Second Coming.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Commission

HOLY SPIRIT - PENTECOST
“Peter's sermon in Acts 2:14–36 stresses the resurrection and exaltation. In his sermon, Peter
quotes Joel 2:28–32 and Psalm 16 to indicate that first Pentecost marks the start of the
Messianic Age. About one hundred and twenty followers of Christ (Acts 1:15) were present,
including the Twelve Apostles (Matthias was Judas' replacement) (Acts 1:13, 26), Jesus' mother
Mary, other female disciples and his brothers (Acts 1:14). While those on whom the Spirit had
descended were speaking in many languages, the Apostle Peter stood up with the eleven and
proclaimed to the crowd that this event was the fulfillment of the prophecy.

In Acts 2:17, it reads: "'And in the last days,' God says, 'I will pour out my spirit upon every sort
of flesh, and your sons and your daughters will prophesy and your young men will see visions
and your old men will dream dreams." He also mentions (Acts 2:15) that it was the third hour of
the day (about 9:00 am). Acts 2:41 then reports: "Then they that gladly received his word were
baptized: and the same day there were added unto them about three thousand souls."”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pentecost

SESSION OF CHRIST
“The Session of Christ or heavenly session is a Christian doctrine stating that Jesus Christ is
seated at the right hand of God the Father in Heaven—the word "session" is an archaic noun
meaning "sitting". Although the word formerly meant "the act of sitting down", its meaning is
somewhat broader in current English usage, and is used to refer to a sitting for various reasons,
such as a teaching session, or a court or council being in session. The New Testament also
depicts Jesus as standing and walking in Heaven, but the Session of Christ has special
theological significance because of its connection to the role of Christ as King. The Session of
Christ is one of the doctrines specifically mentioned in the Apostles' Creed, where "sitteth on the
right hand of God the Father Almighty" immediately follows the statement of the Ascension.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Session_of_Christ

ETERNAL LIFE - PERFECTION
“Christian perfection is the name given to a process of achieving spiritual maturity or perfection;
theological concepts within many sects of Christianity. The ultimate goal of this process is union
with God characterized by pure love of God and other people as well as personal holiness or
sanctification. Other terms used are entire sanctification, perfect love, the baptism with the Holy
Spirit, the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, baptism by fire, the second blessing, and the second
work of grace.

Understandings of the doctrine of Christian Perfection vary widely between Christian traditions,
though these denominational interpretations find basis in Jesus' words recorded in Matthew
5:48, "Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect" (King James
Version) but not Matthew 19:21, "Jesus said unto him, If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that
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thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and come and follow
me."

Some protestant denominations, such as the Lutheran and Reformed churches, reject the
possibility of Christian perfection in this life as contrary to the doctrine of salvation by faith alone,
holding that deliverance from sin occurs in glorification.[Contrasting to all, Christian Science
teaches that as man is made in God's image and likeness (Genesis 1:27), "The great spiritual
fact must be brought out that man is, not shall be, perfect and immortal.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_perfection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eternal_life_(Christianity)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nirvana

HEAVEN IS AT HAND
MATTHEW 3:
In those days John the Baptist came, preaching in the wilderness of Judea 2 and saying,
“Repent, for the kingdom of heaven has come near.” 3 This is he who was spoken of through
the prophet Isaiah:

“A voice of one calling in the wilderness,
‘Prepare the way for the Lord,

make straight paths for him.’”[a]

4 John’s clothes were made of camel’s hair, and he had a leather belt around his waist. His food
was locusts and wild honey. 5 People went out to him from Jerusalem and all Judea and the
whole region of the Jordan. 6 Confessing their sins, they were baptized by him in the Jordan
River.

7 But when he saw many of the Pharisees and Sadducees coming to where he was baptizing,
he said to them: “You brood of vipers! Who warned you to flee from the coming wrath? 8
Produce fruit in keeping with repentance. 9 And do not think you can say to yourselves, ‘We
have Abraham as our father.’ I tell you that out of these stones God can raise up children for
Abraham. 10 The ax is already at the root of the trees, and every tree that does not produce
good fruit will be cut down and thrown into the fire.

11 “I baptize you with[b] water for repentance. But after me comes one who is more powerful
than I, whose sandals I am not worthy to carry. He will baptize you with[c] the Holy Spirit and
fire. 12 His winnowing fork is in his hand, and he will clear his threshing floor, gathering his
wheat into the barn and burning up the chaff with unquenchable fire.”

KINGDOM OF GOD IS WITHIN YOU
LUKE 17:
20 And when he was demanded of the Pharisees, when the kingdom of God should come, he
answered them and said, The kingdom of God cometh not with observation: 21 neither shall
they say, Lo here! or, lo there! for, behold, the kingdom of God is within you.
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BORN AGAIN BY THE SPIRIT
JOHN 3:
There was a man of the Pharisees, named Nicodemus, a ruler of the Jews: 2 the same came to
Jesus by night, and said unto him, Rabbi, we know that thou art a teacher come from God: for
no man can do these miracles that thou doest, except God be with him. 3 Jesus answered and
said unto him, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be born again, he cannot see the
kingdom of God. 4 Nicodemus saith unto him, How can a man be born when he is old? can he
enter the second time into his mother’s womb, and be born? 5 Jesus answered, Verily, verily, I
say unto thee, Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the
kingdom of God. 6 That which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is
spirit. 7 Marvel not that I said unto thee, Ye must be born again. 8 The wind bloweth where it
listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh, and whither it
goeth: so is every one that is born of the Spirit.

9 Nicodemus answered and said unto him, How can these things be? 10 Jesus answered and
said unto him, Art thou a master of Israel, and knowest not these things? 11 Verily, verily, I say
unto thee, We speak that we do know, and testify that we have seen; and ye receive not our
witness. 12 If I have told you earthly things, and ye believe not, how shall ye believe, if I tell you
of heavenly things? 13 And no man hath ascended up to heaven, but he that came down from
heaven, even the Son of man which is in heaven. 14 And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the
wilderness, even so must the Son of man be lifted up: 15 that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have eternal life. 16 For God so loved the world, that he gave his only
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life. 17
For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world through him
might be saved. 18 He that believeth on him is not condemned: but he that believeth not is
condemned already, because he hath not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God.
19 And this is the condemnation, that light is come into the world, and men loved darkness
rather than light, because their deeds were evil. 20 For every one that doeth evil hateth the light,
neither cometh to the light, lest his deeds should be reproved. 21 But he that doeth truth cometh
to the light, that his deeds may be made manifest, that they are wrought in God.

THE LIGHT OF THE BODY
MATTHEW 6:
22 The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be single, thy whole body shall be full
of light.

SIN = TRANSGRESSION OF THE LAW - SONS OF GOD
1 JOHN 3:
3 Behold, what manner of love the Father hath bestowed upon us, that we should be called the
sons of God: therefore the world knoweth us not, because it knew him not. 2 Beloved, now are
we the sons of God, and it doth not yet appear what we shall be: but we know that, when he
shall appear, we shall be like him; for we shall see him as he is. 3 And every man that hath this
hope in him purifieth himself, even as he is pure.
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4 Whosoever committeth sin transgresseth also the law: for sin is the transgression of the law. 5
And ye know that he was manifested to take away our sins; and in him is no sin. 6 Whosoever
abideth in him sinneth not: whosoever sinneth hath not seen him, neither known him. 7 Little
children, let no man deceive you: he that doeth righteousness is righteous, even as he is
righteous. 8 He that committeth sin is of the devil; for the devil sinneth from the beginning. For
this purpose the Son of God was manifested, that he might destroy the works of the devil. 9
Whosoever is born of God doth not commit sin; for his seed remaineth in him: and he cannot
sin, because he is born of God. 10 In this the children of God are manifest, and the children of
the devil: whosoever doeth not righteousness is not of God, neither he that loveth not his
brother.

11 For this is the message that ye heard from the beginning, that we should love one another.

HOLY SACRAMENTS
“A sacrament is a Christian rite that is recognized as being particularly important and significant.
There are various views on the existence, number and meaning of such rites. Many Christians
consider the sacraments to be a visible symbol of the reality of God, as well as a channel for
God's grace. Many denominations, including the Catholic, Lutheran, Anglican, Methodist, and
Reformed, hold to the definition of sacrament formulated by Augustine of Hippo: an outward
sign of an inward grace, that has been instituted by Jesus Christ. Sacraments signify God's
grace in a way that is outwardly observable to the participant.

The Catholic Church, Hussite Church and the Old Catholic Church recognise seven
sacraments: Baptism, Penance (Reconciliation or Confession), Eucharist (or Holy Communion),
Confirmation, Marriage (Matrimony), Holy Orders, and Anointing of the Sick (Extreme Unction).
The Eastern Churches, such as the Eastern Orthodox Church and Oriental Orthodox Church as
well as the Eastern Catholic Churches, also believe that there are seven major sacraments, but
apply the words sacred mysteries corresponding to Greek word, μυστήριον (mysterion), and
also to rites that in the Western tradition are called sacramentals and to other realities, such as
the Church itself. Many Protestant denominations, such as those within the Reformed tradition,
identify two sacraments instituted by Christ, the Eucharist (or Holy Communion) and Baptism.
The Lutheran sacraments include these two, often adding Confession (and Absolution) as a
third sacrament. Anglican and Methodist teaching is that "there are two Sacraments ordained of
Christ our Lord in the Gospel, that is to say, Baptism and the Supper of the Lord," and that
"those five commonly called Sacraments, that is to say, Confirmation, Penance, Orders,
Matrimony, and Extreme Unction, are not to be counted for Sacraments of the Gospel."

Some traditions, such as Quakerism do not observe any of the rites, or, in the case of
Anabaptists, hold that they are simply reminders or commendable practices that do not impart
actual grace—not sacraments but "ordinances" pertaining to certain aspects of the Christian
faith.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacrament
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UNLEAVENED BREAD
“Unleavened bread is any of a wide variety of breads which are prepared without using rising
agents such as yeast. Unleavened breads are generally flat breads; however, not all flat breads
are unleavened. Unleavened breads, such as the tortilla and roti, are staple foods in Central
America and South Asia, respectively. Unleavened sacramental bread plays a major part in
Christian liturgy and Eucharistic theology.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unleavened_bread

HOLY LEAVEN
“The origin of the Holy Leaven supposedly goes back to the Last Supper. According to various
traditions, John the Apostle kept a piece of bread given to him by Jesus and later mixed it with
Jesus' blood after his death. This substance was divided between the apostles to be used in
preparing sacramental bread ever since and successfully brought to the Christians of the East.
The earliest historical mention of the Holy Leaven is from c. 900, and tradition that connects it
with the Last Supper is fairly new, dating from the 13th and 14th centuries. It is likely that the
Holy Leaven is a symbol instituted to unify congregations by the Patriarchate of
Seleucia-Ctesiphon during vast missionary expansion of the Church of the East.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holy_Leaven
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eucharistic_miracle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holy_Qurbana
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacred_mysteries
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eucharist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacramental_bread
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SACRAMENTAL BREAD
“Sacramental bread, also called Communion bread, Communion wafer, Eucharistic bread, the
Lamb or simply the host (Latin: hostia, lit. 'sacrificial victim'), is the bread used in the Christian
ritual of the Eucharist. Along with sacramental wine, it is one of two elements of the Eucharist.
The bread may be either leavened or unleavened, depending on tradition.

Catholic theology generally teaches that at the Words of Institution the bread's substance is
changed into the Body of Christ (transubstantiation), whereas Eastern Christian theology
generally views the epiclesis as the point at which the change occurs. Bread was also used in
Jewish Temple ritual as well as in the religious rituals of Mandaeism, Mithraism, and other
pagan cultures similar to that of ancient Egypt.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacramental_bread

ENTERING HEAVEN ALIVE
“Entering heaven alive (called by various religions "ascension", "assumption", or "translation") is
a belief held in various religions. Since death is the normal end to an individual's life on Earth
and the beginning of afterlife, entering heaven without dying first is considered exceptional and
usually a sign of a deity's special recognition of the individual's piety.”

“Sacred Scripture teaches that Enoch and Elijah were assumed into heaven while still alive and
not experiencing physical death. There is also an unconfirmed pious belief that Moses was
assumed bodily into Heaven after his death; this is based on the Epistle of Saint Jude, where
Saint Michael the Archangel contends with Satan over the body of Moses.

The Catholic Church distinguishes between the ascension of Jesus in which he rose to heaven
by his own power, and the assumption of Mary, the mother of Jesus, who was raised to heaven
by God's power, or the assumption of other saints.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entering_heaven_alive
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crucifixion_of_Jesus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swoon_hypothesis

ASCENDED MASTER
“Ascended masters, as written about in the theosophical tradition, are held to be enlightened
beings who in past incarnations were ordinary humans, but who have undergone a series of
spiritual transformations called initiations.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ascended_master

COMMUNION OF THE SAINTS
“The communion of saints (Latin: commūniō sānctōrum, Ancient Greek: κοινωνίᾱ τῶν Ἁγῐ́ων,
koinōníā tôn Hagíōn), when referred to persons, is the spiritual union of the members of the
Christian Church, living and the dead, but excluding the damned. They are all part of a single
"mystical body", with Christ as the head, in which each member contributes to the good of all
and shares in the welfare of all.
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The earliest known use of this term to refer to the belief in a mystical bond uniting both the living
and the dead in a confirmed hope and love is by Saint Nicetas of Remesiana (c. 335–414); the
term has since then played a central role in formulations of the Christian creed. Belief in the
communion of saints is affirmed in the Apostles' Creed.

The word "sanctorum" in the phrase "communio sanctorum" can also be understood as referring
not to holy persons, but to holy things, namely the blessings that the holy persons share with
each other, including their faith, the sacraments and the other spiritual graces and gifts they
have as Christians.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communion_of_saints

A NEW COVENANT
“Generally, Christians believe that the promised New Covenant was instituted at the Last
Supper as part of the Eucharist, which, in the Gospel of John, includes the New Commandment.
Based on the biblical passage which reads that, "For where a testament is, there must also of
necessity be the death of the testator. For a testament is of force after men are dead: otherwise
it is of no strength at all while the testator liveth", Protestants tend to believe that the New
Covenant only came into force with the death of Jesus Christ. The commentary to the Roman
Catholic New American Bible also affirms that Christ is the "testator whose death puts his will
into effect". Thus, Christians believe that Jesus is the mediator of the New Covenant, and they
also believe that the blood of Christ, which was shed during his crucifixion, is the only blood
sacrifice which is required by the covenant.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Covenant

HEBREWS 9:
11 But when Christ came as high priest of the good things that are now already here, he went
through the greater and more perfect tabernacle that is not made with human hands, that is to
say, is not a part of this creation. 12 He did not enter by means of the blood of goats and calves;
but he entered the Most Holy Place once for all by his own blood, thus obtaining eternal
redemption. 13 The blood of goats and bulls and the ashes of a heifer sprinkled on those who
are ceremonially unclean sanctify them so that they are outwardly clean. 14 How much more,
then, will the blood of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit offered himself unblemished to God,
cleanse our consciences from acts that lead to death, so that we may serve the living God!

15 For this reason Christ is the mediator of a new covenant, that those who are called may
receive the promised eternal inheritance—now that he has died as a ransom to set them free
from the sins committed under the first covenant.

ABROGATION OF OLD COVENANT LAWS
“New Covenant theology is a Christian theological system that shares similarities with and yet is
distinct from dispensationalism and Covenant theology. New Covenant theology sees all Old
Covenant laws as "cancelled" or "abrogated" in favor of the Law of Christ or the New Testament.
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Douglas J. Moo has argued that 9 of the Ten Commandments have been renewed under the
New Covenant.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abrogation_of_Old_Covenant_laws

SUPERSESSIONISM
“Supersessionism, also called replacement theology or fulfillment theology, is a Christian
theological doctrine which describes the theological conviction that the Christian Church has
superseded the nation of Israel assuming their role as God's covenanted people, thus asserting
that the New Covenant through Jesus Christ has superseded or replaced the Mosaic covenant
exclusive to Jews. Supersessionist theology also holds that the universal Christian Church has
succeeded ancient Israel as God's true Israel and that Christians have succeeded the ancient
Israelites as the people of God.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supersessionism

COUNCIL OF JERUSALEM
“Jerusalem was the first center of the Christian Church according to the Book of Acts, and
according to the Catholic Encyclopedia, the location of "the first Christian church". The apostles
lived and taught there for some time after Pentecost. James the Just, brother of Jesus was
leader of the early Christian community in Jerusalem, and his other kinsmen likely held
leadership positions in the surrounding area after the destruction of the city until its rebuilding as
Aelia Capitolina in c. 130 AD, when all Jews were banished from Jerusalem.

The apostles Barnabas and Paul went to Jerusalem to meet with the "Pillars of the Church":
James the Just, Peter, and John. The Council of Jerusalem is generally dated to c. 48–50 AD,
roughly 15 to 25 years after the crucifixion of Jesus (between 26 and 36 AD). Acts 15 and
Galatians 2 both suggest that the meeting was called to debate the legitimacy of the
Evangelizing mission of Barnabas and Paul to the Gentiles and the Gentile converts' freedom
from most of the Mosaic Law, especially from the circumcision of males, a practice that was
considered execrable and repulsive in the Greco-Roman world during the period of
Hellenization of the Eastern Mediterranean, and was especially disdained in Classical
civilization both from ancient Greeks and Romans, which instead valued the foreskin positively.

At the time, most followers of Jesus (which historians refer to as Jewish Christians) were Jewish
by birth and even converts would have considered the early Christians as a part of Judaism.
According to scholars, the Jewish Christians affirmed every aspect of the then contemporary
Second Temple Judaism with the addition of the belief that Jesus was the Jewish Messiah.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Council_of_Jerusalem

APOSTOLIC SEE
“Jurisdictional authority of particular episcopal sees over others is not necessarily associated
with the apostolic origin of the see. Thus, the fourth canon of the First Council of Nicaea of 325
attributed to the bishop of the capital (metropolis) of each Roman province (the "metropolitan
bishop") a position of authority among the bishops of the province, without reference to the
founding figure of that bishop's see.
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Its sixth canon the same council recognized the wider authority, extending beyond a single
imperial province, traditionally held by Rome and Alexandria, and the prerogatives of the
churches in Antioch and the other provinces.

Of Aelia, the Roman city built on the site of the destroyed city of Jerusalem, the council's
seventh canon reads: "Since custom and ancient tradition have prevailed that the Bishop of
Aelia should be honoured, let him, saving its due dignity to the Metropolis, have the next place
of honour." The metropolis in question is generally taken to be Caesarea Maritima, though in the
late 19th century Philip Schaff also mentioned other views.

The see of Constantinople was elevated to a position of jurisdictional prominence not on the
grounds of apostolic origin but because of its political importance as the capital of the Roman
Empire. The First Council of Constantinople (381), held in what by then had been the political
capital for half a century, decreed in a canon of disputed validity: "The Bishop of Constantinople,
however, shall have the prerogative of honour after the Bishop of Rome; because
Constantinople is New Rome." It was later ranked second among the sees in the theory of
Pentarchy: "[F]ormulated in the legislation of the emperor Justinian I (527–565), especially in his
Novella 131, the theory received formal ecclesiastical sanction at the Council in Trullo (692),
which ranked the five sees as Rome, Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem."

For another pentarchic see, that of Alexandria, the reputed founder and close associate of the
apostle Peter, Saint Mark, is not called an apostle in the New Testament.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apostolic_see

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH (NOT STATE/EMPIRE)
“Christianity spread throughout the early Roman Empire, despite persecutions due to conflicts
with the pagan state religion. Emperor Constantine legalized the practice of Christianity in 313,
and it became the state religion in 380. Germanic invaders of Roman territory in the 5th and 6th
centuries, many of whom had previously adopted Arian Christianity, eventually adopted
Catholicism to ally themselves with the papacy and the monasteries.

In the 7th and 8th centuries, expanding Muslim conquests following the advent of Islam led to
an Arab domination of the Mediterranean that severed political connections between that area
and northern Europe, and weakened cultural connections between Rome and the Byzantine
Empire. Conflicts involving authority in the church, particularly the authority of the bishop of
Rome finally culminated in the East–West Schism in the 11th century, splitting the church into
the Catholic and Orthodox churches. Earlier splits within the church occurred after the Council
of Ephesus (431) and the Council of Chalcedon (451). However, a few Eastern Churches
remained in communion with Rome, and portions of some others established communion in the
15th century and later, forming what are called the Eastern Catholic Churches.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catholic_Church

EASTERN ORTHODOX CHURCH (NOT STATE/EMPIRE)
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“In the 11th century, what was recognised as the Great Schism took place between Rome and
Constantinople, which led to separation between the Church of the West, the Catholic Church,
and the Eastern Byzantine churches, now the Orthodox. There were doctrinal issues like the
filioque clause and the authority of the Roman Pope involved in the split, but these were greatly
exacerbated by political factors of both Church and state, and by cultural and linguistic
differences between Latins and Greeks. Regarding papal supremacy, the Eastern half grew
disillusioned with the Pope's centralisation of power, as well as his blatant attempts of excluding
the Eastern half in regard to papal approvals. It had previously been the case that the emperor
would have a say when a new Pope was elected, but towards the high Middle Ages, the
Christians in Rome were slowly consolidating power and removing Byzantine influence.
However, even before this exclusionary tendency from the West, well before 1054, the Eastern
and Western halves of the Church were in perpetual conflict, particularly during the periods of
Eastern iconoclasm and the Photian schism.

The final breach is often considered to have arisen after the capture and sacking of
Constantinople by the Fourth Crusade in 1204; the final break with Rome occurred circa 1450.
The sacking of Church of Holy Wisdom and establishment of the Latin Empire as a seeming
attempt to supplant the Orthodox Byzantine Empire in 1204 is viewed with some rancour to the
present day. In 2004, Pope John Paul II extended a formal apology for the sacking of
Constantinople in 1204, which had also been strongly condemned by the Pope at the time,
Innocent III; the apology was formally accepted by Patriarch Bartholomew of Constantinople.
However, many items stolen during this time, such as holy relics and riches, are still held in
various European cities, particularly Venice.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eastern_Orthodox_Church

PRINCIPATE
“The Principate is the form of imperial government of the Roman Empire from the beginning of
the reign of Augustus in 27 BC to the end of the Crisis of the Third Century in AD 284, after
which it evolved into the Dominate.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principate

SIEGE OF JERUSALEM - 70 CE
“The siege of Jerusalem of 70 CE was the decisive event of the First Jewish–Roman War
(66–73 CE), in which the Roman army led by future emperor Titus besieged Jerusalem, the
center of Jewish rebel resistance in the Roman province of Judaea. Following a five-month
siege, the Romans destroyed the city and the Second Jewish Temple.

In April 70 CE, three days before Passover, the Roman army started besieging Jerusalem. The
city had been taken over by several rebel factions following a period of massive unrest and the
collapse of a short-lived provisional government. Within three weeks, the Roman army broke the
first two walls of the city, but a stubborn rebel standoff prevented them from penetrating the
thickest and third wall. According to Josephus, a contemporary historian and the main source
for the war, the city was ravaged by murder, famine and cannibalism.
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On Tisha B'Av, 70 CE (August 30), Roman forces overwhelmed the defenders and set fire to the
Temple.[9] Resistance continued for another month, but eventually the upper and lower parts of
the city were taken as well, and the city was burned to the ground. Titus spared only the three
towers of the Herodian citadel as a testimony to the city's former might. The siege had a major
toll on human life, with many people being killed and enslaved, and large parts of the city
destroyed. This victory gave the Flavian dynasty legitimacy to claim control over the empire. A
triumph was held in Rome to celebrate the fall of Jerusalem, and two triumphal arches were
built to commemorate it. The treasures looted from the Temple were put on display.

The destruction of Jerusalem and the Second Temple marked a major turning point in Jewish
history. The loss of mother-city and temple necessitated a reshaping of Jewish culture to ensure
its survival. Judaism's Temple-based sects, including the priesthood and the Sadducees,
diminished in importance. A new form of Judaism that became known as Rabbinic Judaism
developed out of Pharisaic school and eventually became the mainstream form of the religion.
Many followers of Jesus of Nazareth also survived the city's destruction. They spread his
teachings across the Roman Empire, giving rise to the new religion of Christianity. After the war
had ended, a military camp of Legio X Fretensis was established on the city's ruins. Jerusalem
was later re-founded as the Roman colony of Aelia Capitolina. Foreign cults were introduced
and Jews were forbidden entry. This event is often considered one of the catalysts for the Bar
Kokhba revolt.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siege_of_Jerusalem_(70_CE)

CRISIS OF THE THIRD CENTURY
“Fundamental problems with the empire still remained. The right of imperial succession had
never been clearly defined, which was a factor in the continuous civil wars as competing
factions in the military, Senate, and other parties put forward their favored candidate for
emperor. The sheer size of the empire, which had been an issue since the late Roman Republic
three centuries earlier, continued to make it difficult for a single ruler to effectively counter
multiple threats at the same time. These continuing problems were addressed by the radical
reforms of Diocletian, who broke the cycle of usurpation. He began by sharing his rule with a
colleague, then formally established the Tetrarchy of four co-emperors in 293. However the
trend of civil war would continue after the abdication of Diocletian in the Civil wars of the
Tetrarchy (306–324) until the rise of Constantine the Great as sole Emperor. The empire
survived until 476 in the West and until 1453 in the East.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crisis_of_the_Third_Century

DOMINATE
“The Dominate, also known as the late Roman Empire, is the despotic form of imperial
government of the late Roman Empire. It followed the earlier period known as the Principate.
Until the empire was reunited in 313, this phase is more often called the Tetrarchy.

Although Diocletian is commonly thought of as creator of the Dominate, its origins lie in the
innovations of earlier emperors, principally those undertaken by Aurelian (AD 270–275).[11]
Some reforms stretch back to the reigns of Gallienus (AD 253–268) and Trajan (AD 98–117),
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during whose reign "knights were given an escalating importance in the administration of Rome
and the empire." Not all the changes that produced the 'Dominate' were completed by the time
of Diocletian's abdication in AD 305; many changes were either introduced or modified by
Constantine I. Consequently, just as the Principate emerged over the period 31 BC through to
14 AD, it is only by AD 337 that the reforms that resulted in the Dominate were largely
complete.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dominate

CONSTITUTION OF THE LATE ROMAN EMPIRE
“The removal of the seat of government from Rome reduced the Roman Senate to a municipal
body, an image that was reinforced when the emperor Constantine later created a similar body
in Constantinople. Diocletian also discontinued the practice of having the Senate ratify the
Imperial powers of a new emperor. Going back to the founding of the city, control of the state
was considered to return to the Senate whenever the chief magistracy became vacant, and so
this particular reform robbed the Senate of its status as the depository of supreme power.
Diocletian's reforms also ended whatever fiction had remained that the Senate had substantive
legislative powers, and since the magistracies had become meaningless, the electoral powers
of the Senate had no real meaning. The Senate did retain its legislative powers over public
games and the senatorial order, as well as the power to try cases, especially treason, if the
Emperor gave permission.

The executive magistrates had been little more than municipal officials since long before
Diocletian became Emperor, and so Diocletian's reforms simply declared this openly. The
Consul now could only preside over the senate, and the Praetor and Quaestor could only
manage public games, although the Praetor did retain some limited judicial authority. All other
magisterial offices disappeared.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution_of_the_Late_Roman_Empire

ROMANO-GERMANIC CULTURE
The term Romano-Germanic describes the conflation of Roman culture with that of various
Germanic peoples in areas successively ruled by the Roman Empire and Germanic "barbarian
monarchies".

These include the kingdoms of the Visigoths (in Hispania and Gallia Narbonensis), the
Ostrogoths (in Italia, Sicilia, Raetia, Noricum, Pannonia, Dalmatia and Dacia), the Anglo-Saxon
kingdoms in Sub-Roman Britain, and finally the Franks who established the nucleus of the later
"Holy Roman Empire" in Gallia Aquitania, Gallia Lugdunensis, Gallia Belgica, Germania
Superior and Inferior, and parts of the previously unconquered Germania Magna. Additionally,
minor Germanic tribes – the Vandals, the Suebi, the Burgundians, the Alemanni, and later the
Lombards − also established their kingdoms in Roman territory in the West.

Romano-Germanic cultural contact begins as early as the first Roman accounts of the Germanic
peoples. Roman influence is perceptible beyond the boundaries of the empire, in the Northern
European Roman Iron Age of the first centuries AD. The nature of this cultural contact changes
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with the decline of the Roman Empire and the beginning Migration period in the wake of the
crisis of the third century: the "barbarian" peoples of Germania Magna formerly known as
mercenaries and traders now came as invaders and eventually as a new ruling elite, even in
Italy itself, beginning with Odoacer's rise to the rank of Dux Italiae in 476 AD.

The cultural syncretism was most pronounced in Francia. In West Francia, the nucleus of what
was to become France, the Frankish language was eventually extinct, but not without leaving
significant traces in the emerging Romance language. In East Francia on the other hand, the
nucleus of what was to become the kingdom of Germany and ultimately German-speaking
Europe, the syncretism was less pronounced since only its southernmost portion had ever been
part of the Roman Empire, as Germania Superior: all territories on the right hand side of the
Rhine remain Germanic-speaking. Those parts of the Germanic sphere extends along the left of
the Rhine, including the Swiss plateau, the Alsace, the Rhineland and Flanders, are the parts
where Romano-Germanic cultural contact remains most evident.

Early Germanic law reflects the coexistence of Roman and Germanic cultures during the
Migration period in applying separate laws to Roman and Germanic individuals, notably the Lex
Romana Visigothorum (506), the Lex Romana Curiensis and the Lex Romana Burgundionum.
The separate cultures amalgamated after Christianization, and by the Carolingian period the
distinction of Roman vs. Germanic subjects had been replaced by the feudal system of the
Three Estates of the Realm.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romano-Germanic_culture

FALL OF THE WESTERN ROMAN EMPIRE - ‘FALL OF ROME’
“In 376, a large migration of Goths and other non-Roman people, fleeing from the Huns, entered
the Empire. Roman forces were unable to exterminate, expel or subjugate them (as was their
normal practice). In 395, after winning two destructive civil wars, Theodosius I died. He left a
collapsing field army, and the Empire divided between the warring ministers of his two incapable
sons. Goths and other non-Romans became a force that could challenge either part of the
Empire. Further barbarian groups crossed the Rhine and other frontiers. The armed forces of
the Western Empire became few and ineffective, and despite brief recoveries under able
leaders, central rule was never again effectively consolidated.

By 476, the position of Western Roman Emperor wielded negligible military, political, or financial
power, and had no effective control over the scattered Western domains that could still be
described as Roman. Barbarian kingdoms had established their own power in much of the area
of the Western Empire. In 476, the Germanic barbarian king Odoacer deposed the last emperor
of the Western Roman Empire in Italy, Romulus Augustulus, and the Senate sent the imperial
insignia to the Eastern Roman Emperor Zeno.

While its legitimacy lasted for centuries longer and its cultural influence remains today, the
Western Empire never had the strength to rise again. The Eastern Roman, or Byzantine Empire,
survived and remained for centuries an effective power of the Eastern Mediterranean, although
it lessened in strength. Additionally, while the loss of political unity and military control is
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universally acknowledged, the fall of Rome is not the only unifying concept for these events; the
period described as late antiquity emphasizes the cultural continuities throughout and beyond
the political collapse.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fall_of_the_Western_Roman_Empire

CONSTANTINE I
“Constantine built the new Church of the Holy Apostles on the site of a temple to Aphrodite.
Generations later there was the story that a divine vision led Constantine to this spot, and an
angel no one else could see led him on a circuit of the new walls. The capital would often be
compared to the 'old' Rome as Nova Roma Constantinopolitana, the "New Rome of
Constantinople".

Constantine reunited the empire under one emperor, and he won major victories over the
Franks and Alamanni in 306–308, the Franks again in 313–314, the Goths in 332, and the
Sarmatians in 334. By 336, he had reoccupied most of the long-lost province of Dacia which
Aurelian had been forced to abandon in 271. At the time of his death, he was planning a great
expedition to end raids on the eastern provinces from the Persian Empire.

The Holy Roman Empire reckoned Constantine among the venerable figures of its tradition. In
the later Byzantine state, it became a great honor for an emperor to be hailed as a "new
Constantine"; ten emperors carried the name, including the last emperor of the Eastern Roman
Empire. Charlemagne used monumental Constantinian forms in his court to suggest that he was
Constantine's successor and equal. Charlemagne, Henry VIII, Philip II of Spain, Godfrey of
Bouillon, House of Capet, House of Habsburg, House of Stuart, Macedonian dynasty and
Phokas family claimed descent from Constantine. Geoffrey of Monmouth embroidered a tale
that the legendary king of Britain, King Arthur, was also a descendant of Constantine.
Constantine acquired a mythic role as a hero and warrior against heathens. His reception as a
saint seems to have spread within the Byzantine empire during wars against the Sasanian
Persians and the Muslims in the late 6th and 7th century. The motif of the Romanesque
equestrian, the mounted figure in the posture of a triumphant Roman emperor, became a visual
metaphor in statuary in praise of local benefactors. The name "Constantine" enjoyed renewed
popularity in western France in the 11th and 12th centuries.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constantine_the_Great

CONSTANTINOPLE
“In 324, after the Western and Eastern Roman Empires were reunited, the ancient city of
Byzantium was selected to serve as the new capital of the Roman Empire, and the city was
renamed Nova Roma, or 'New Rome', by Emperor Constantine the Great. On 11 May 330, it
was renamed Constantinople and dedicated to Constantine. Constantinople is generally
considered to be the center and the "cradle of Orthodox Christian civilization".

The city was built intentionally to rival Rome, and it was claimed that several elevations within its
walls matched Rome's 'seven hills'. The impenetrable defenses enclosed magnificent palaces,
domes, and towers, the result of prosperity Constantinople achieved as the gateway between
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two continents (Europe and Asia) and two seas (the Mediterranean and the Black Sea).
Although besieged on numerous occasions by various armies, the defenses of Constantinople
proved impenetrable for nearly nine hundred years.

In 1204, however, the armies of the Fourth Crusade took and devastated the city, and for
several decades, its inhabitants resided under Latin occupation in a dwindling and depopulated
city. In 1261 the Byzantine Emperor Michael VIII Palaiologos liberated the city, and after the
restoration under the Palaiologos dynasty, it enjoyed a partial recovery. With the advent of the
Ottoman Empire in 1299, the Byzantine Empire began to lose territories, and the city began to
lose population. By the early 15th century, the Byzantine Empire was reduced to just
Constantinople and its environs, along with Morea in Greece, making it an enclave inside the
Ottoman Empire. The city was finally besieged and conquered by the Ottoman Empire in 1453,
remaining under its control until the early 20th century, after which it was renamed Istanbul
under the Empire's successor state, Turkey.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constantinople

BYZANTIUM
“Byzantium (/bɪˈzæntiəm, -ʃəm/) or Byzantion (Ancient Greek: Βυζάντιον) was an ancient Greek
city in classical antiquity that became known as Constantinople in late antiquity and Istanbul
today. The Greek name Byzantion and its Latinization Byzantium continued to be used as a
name of Constantinople sporadically and to varying degrees during the thousand year existence
of the Byzantine Empire. Byzantium was colonized by Greeks from Megara in the 7th century
BC and remained primarily Greek-speaking until its conquest by the Ottoman Empire in AD
1453.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantium

EAST-WEST SCHISM (CHURCH)
“The East–West Schism, also known as the Great Schism or Schism of 1054, is the ongoing
break of communion between the Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches since 1054.
It is estimated that, immediately following the beginning of the schism, a slim majority of
Christians worldwide were Eastern Christians; most of the rest were Western Christians. A
series of ecclesiastical differences and theological disputes between the Greek East and Latin
West preceded the formal split that occurred in 1054. Prominent among these were the
procession of the Holy Spirit (Filioque), whether leavened or unleavened bread should be used
in the Eucharist,[a] the Pope's claim to universal jurisdiction, and the place of the See of
Constantinople in relation to the pentarchy.

The first action that would lead to a formal schism was taken in 1053: The Greek churches in
southern Italy were required to conform to Latin practices, under threat of closure. In retaliation,
Patriarch Michael I Cerularius of Constantinople ordered the closure of all Latin churches in
Constantinople. In 1054, the papal legate sent by Leo IX travelled to Constantinople in order,
among other things, to deny Cerularius the title of "ecumenical patriarch" and insist that he
recognize the pope's claim to be the head of all of the churches. The main purposes of the
papal legation were to seek help from the Byzantine emperor, Constantine IX Monomachos, in
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view of the Norman conquest of southern Italy, and to respond to Leo of Ohrid’s attacks on the
use of unleavened bread and other Western customs, attacks that had the support of
Cerularius. The historian Axel Bayer says that the legation was sent in response to two letters,
one from the emperor seeking help to organize a joint military campaign by the eastern and
western empires against the Normans, and the other from Cerularius. When the leader of the
legation, Cardinal Humbert of Silva Candida, O.S.B., learned that Cerularius had refused to
accept the demand, he excommunicated him, and in response Cerularius excommunicated
Humbert and the other legates. According to Ware, "Even after 1054 friendly relations between
East and West continued. The two parts of Christendom were not yet conscious of a great gulf
of separation between them. ... The dispute remained something of which ordinary Christians in
East and West were largely unaware".”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East%E2%80%93West_Schism

SIEGE OF JERUSALEM - 1099
“The siege of Jerusalem (7 June – 15 July 1099) was waged by European forces of the First
Crusade, resulting in the capture of the Holy City of Jerusalem from the Muslim Fatimid
Caliphate, and laying the foundation for the Christian Kingdom of Jerusalem, which lasted
almost two centuries. The capture of Jerusalem was the final major battle of the first of the
Crusades to occupy the Holy Land begun in 1095. A number of eyewitness accounts of the
siege were recorded, the most quoted being that from the anonymous Gesta Francorum.

Upon the declaration of the secular state, Godfrey of Bouillon, prominent among the leaders of
the crusades, was elected ruler, eschewing the title "king." The siege was followed by the mass
slaughter of thousands of Muslims and Jews and the conversion of Muslim holy sites on the
Temple Mount into Christian shrines.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siege_of_Jerusalem_(1099)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Crusade

SIEGE OF JERUSALEM - 1187
“The siege of Jerusalem lasted from 20 September to 2 October 1187, when Balian of Ibelin
surrendered the city to Saladin. Earlier that summer, Saladin had defeated the kingdom's army
and conquered several cities. Balian was charged with organizing a defense. The city was full of
refugees but had few soldiers. Despite this fact the defenders managed to repulse several
attempts by Saladin's army to take the city by storm. Balian bargained with Saladin to buy safe
passage for many, and the city was peacefully surrendered with limited bloodshed. Though
Jerusalem fell, it was not the end of the Kingdom of Jerusalem, as the capital shifted first to Tyre
and later to Acre after the Third Crusade. Latin Christians responded in 1189 by launching the
Third Crusade led by Richard the Lionheart, Philip Augustus, and Frederick Barbarossa
separately. In Jerusalem, Saladin restored Muslim holy sites and generally showed tolerance
towards Christians; he allowed Orthodox and Eastern Christian pilgrims to visit the holy sites
freely—though Frankish (i.e. Catholic) pilgrims were required to pay a fee for entry. The control
of Christian affairs in the city was handed over to the Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siege_of_Jerusalem_(1187)
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CUTTING OF THE ELM
“One account narrates the meeting between King Henry II of England and King Philip II of
France in 1188, following the fall of Jerusalem:

At Gisors, Henry II and his advisers stood under an Elm tree while Philip and his entourage
suffered in the full heat of the sun. After the meeting, Philip ordered the tree cut down and
hacked to pieces, sending the message that he would offer no quarter to the English.

A quite different account is given by the Minstrel of Rheims (c. 1260), a thirteenth-century
historical fiction:

King Richard sent a message to the counts of Sancerre and of Barre, telling them that they took
the king's bread and gave him nothing in return but if they were brave enough to come to the
elm tree at Gisors, he would consider them truly courageous. The French nobles sent the
message back that they would come the next day, at the third hour, to cut the tree down, in spite
of him. When the English king heard that they were coming to cut down the tree, he had the
trunk reinforced with bands of iron, that were wrapped five times around it. The next morning the
French nobles armed themselves, and assembled five squadrons of their men, one of which
was led by the count of Sancerre, another by the count of Chartres, the third by the count of
Vendôme, the fourth by the count of Nevers, and the fifth by Sir William of Barre and Sir Alain of
Roucy. They rode up to the elm tree at Gisors, with the crossbowmen and carpenters out front,
and they had in their hands sharp axes and good pointed hammers, with which to cut the bands
that were fastened around the tree. They stopped at the elm tree, tore off the bands, and cut it
down, in spite of all resistance.

The event has been used in the history proposed by Pierre Plantard and other pseudo-historical
theories. In this context, the Cutting of the elm was portrayed as marking the split between the
Knights Templar and the Priory of Sion.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cutting_of_the_elm

THIRD CRUSADE
“The Third Crusade (1189–1192) was an attempt led by three European monarchs of Western
Christianity (Philip II of France, Richard I of England and Frederick I, Holy Roman Emperor) to
reconquer the Holy Land following the capture of Jerusalem by the Ayyubid sultan Saladin in
1187. For this reason, the Third Crusade is also known as the Kings' Crusade.

It was partially successful, recapturing the important cities of Acre and Jaffa, and reversing most
of Saladin's conquests, but it failed to recapture Jerusalem, which was the major aim of the
Crusade and its religious focus.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Third_Crusade

TREATY OF JAFFA
“The Treaty of Jaffa, more seldom referred to as the Treaty of Ramla or the treaty of 1192, was a
truce agreed to during the Crusades. It was signed on 1 or 2 September 1192 A.D. (20th of
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Sha'ban 588 AH) between the Muslim ruler Saladin and Richard the Lionheart, King of England,
shortly after the July–August 1192 Battle of Jaffa. The treaty, negotiated with the help of Balian
of Ibelin, guaranteed a three-year truce between the two armies. This treaty ended the Third
Crusade.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaty_of_Jaffa_(1192)

ANGEVIN EMPIRE
“The use of the term Empire has engendered controversy among some historians over whether
the term is accurate for the actual state of affairs at the time. The area was a collection of the
lands inherited and acquired by Henry, and so it is unclear whether these dominions shared any
common identity and so should be labelled with the term Empire. Some historians argue that the
term should be reserved solely for the Holy Roman Empire, the only Western European political
structure actually named an empire at that time, although Alfonso VII of León and Castile had
taken the title "Emperor of all Spain" in 1135. Other historians argue that Henry II's empire was
neither powerful, centralised, nor large enough to be seriously called an empire. Furthermore,
the Plantagenets never claimed any sort of imperial title as implied by the term Angevin Empire.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angevin_Empire

WAR OF THE ROSES
“The Wars of the Roses (1455–1487), known at the time and for more than a century after as
the Civil Wars, were a series of civil wars fought over control of the English throne in the mid- to
late fifteenth century. These wars were fought between supporters of two rival cadet branches of
the royal House of Plantagenet: Lancaster and York. The wars extinguished the last male line of
the house of Lancaster in 1471, leading to the Tudor family inheriting the Lancastrian claim to
the throne. Following the war and the extinction of the last male line of the house of York in
1483, a politically arranged marriage united the Houses of Tudor and York, creating a new royal
dynasty which inherited the Yorkist claim as well, thereby resolving the conflict.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wars_of_the_Roses

HOUSE OF TUDOR
The House of Tudor was a dynasty of largely Welsh and English origin that held the English
throne from 1485 to 1603.

Henry VII (a descendant of Edward III, and the son of Edmund Tudor, a half-brother of Henry VI)
succeeded in presenting himself as a candidate not only for traditional Lancastrian supporters,
but also for discontented supporters of their rival Plantagenet cadet House of York, and he took
the throne by right of conquest. Following his victory at the Battle of Bosworth Field (22 August
1485), he reinforced his position in 1486 by fulfilling his 1483 vow to marry Elizabeth of York,
daughter of King Edward IV and the heiress of the Yorkist claim to the throne, thus symbolically
uniting the former warring factions of Lancaster and York under the new dynasty (represented
by the Tudor rose). The Tudors extended their power beyond modern England, achieving the full
union of England and the Principality of Wales in 1542 (Laws in Wales Acts 1535 and 1542),
and successfully asserting English authority over the Kingdom of Ireland (proclaimed by the
Crown of Ireland Act 1542). They also maintained the nominal English claim to the Kingdom of
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France; although none of them made substance of it, Henry VIII fought wars with France
primarily as a matter of international alliances but also asserting claim to the title. After him, his
daughter Mary I lost control of all territory in France permanently with the Siege of Calais in
1558.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Tudor

HOUSE OF STUART
“The House of Stuart, originally spelled Stewart, was a royal house of Scotland, England,
Ireland and later Great Britain. The family name comes from the office of High Steward of
Scotland, which had been held by the family progenitor Walter fitz Alan (c. 1150). The name
Stewart and variations had become established as a family name by the time of his grandson
Walter Stewart. The first monarch of the Stewart line was Robert II, whose male-line
descendants were kings and queens in Scotland from 1371, and of England, Ireland and Great
Britain from 1603, until 1714. Mary, Queen of Scots (r.1542-1567), was brought up in France
where she adopted the French spelling of the name Stuart.

In 1503, James IV married Margaret Tudor, thus linking the reigning royal houses of Scotland
and England. Margaret's niece, Elizabeth I of England died without issue in 1603, and James
IV's and Margaret's great-grandson James VI of Scotland succeeded to the thrones of England
and Ireland as James I in the Union of the Crowns. The Stuarts were monarchs of Britain and
Ireland and its growing empire until the death of Queen Anne in 1714, except for the period of
the Commonwealth between 1649 and 1660.

In total, nine Stewart/Stuart monarchs ruled Scotland alone from 1371 until 1603, the last of
whom was James VI, before his accession in England. Two Stuart queens ruled the isles
following the Glorious Revolution in 1688: Mary II and Anne. Both were the Protestant
daughters of James VII and II by his first wife Anne Hyde and the great-grandchildren of James
VI and I. Their father had converted to Catholicism and his new wife gave birth to a son in 1688,
who was to be brought up as a Roman Catholic; so James was deposed by Parliament in 1689,
in favour of his daughters. However, neither daughter had any children who survived to
adulthood, so the crown passed to the House of Hanover on the death of Queen Anne in 1714
under the terms of the Act of Settlement 1701 and the Act of Security 1704. The House of
Hanover had become linked to the House of Stuart through the line of Elizabeth Stuart, Queen
of Bohemia.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Stuart

THE KILLING TIME
“The Killing Time was a period of conflict in Scottish history between the Presbyterian
Covenanter movement, based largely in the southwest of the country, and the government
forces of Kings Charles II and James VII. The period, roughly from 1679 to the Glorious
Revolution of 1688, was subsequently called The Killing Time by Robert Wodrow in his The
History of the Sufferings of the Church of Scotland from the Restoration to the Revolution,
published in 1721–22. It is an important episode in the martyrology of the Church of Scotland.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Killing_Time
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The Glorious Revolution[a] is the term, first used in 1689, to summarise events leading to the
deposition of James II and VII of England, Ireland, and Scotland in November 1688 and his
replacement by his daughter Mary II and her husband, who was also James's nephew William
III of Orange, de facto ruler of the Dutch Republic. Known as the Glorieuze Overtocht or
Glorious Crossing in the Netherlands, it has been described both as the last successful invasion
of England and as an internal coup.

Despite being Catholic, James became king in February 1685 with widespread support from the
Protestant majority in England and Scotland. Many feared his exclusion would cause a
repetition of the 1639–1653 Wars of the Three Kingdoms, while it was viewed as a short-term
issue, since the heir presumptive was his Protestant elder daughter Mary. James soon lost
popular support by suspending the Parliaments of Scotland and England in 1685, and thereafter
ruling by personal decree.

Two events in June 1688 turned dissatisfaction into a political crisis. The first was the birth on 10
June of a male heir, James Francis Edward, displacing Mary and creating the prospect of a
Catholic dynasty. The second was the prosecution for seditious libel of seven bishops from the
Protestant Church of England. Many saw this as the latest in a series of attacks on the state
church; their acquittal on 30 June sparked widespread anti-Catholic riots and destroyed James's
political authority. A coalition of English politicians, soldiers and religious leaders issued the
Invitation to William, asking him to intervene militarily and "protect the Protestant religion".

William and the Dutch wanted to prevent British military and financial resources being used
against them in the Nine Years War, launched by Louis XIV of France in September 1688.
Devising one of the largest and riskiest military operations in Dutch military history, William
landed in Brixham, Devon with 20,000 men on 5 November, and advanced on London. As he
did so, the Royal Army disintegrated, and James went into exile in France on 23 December. In
April 1689, Parliament made William and Mary joint monarchs of England and Ireland. A
separate but similar Scottish settlement was made in June.

While the Revolution itself was quick and relatively bloodless, pro-Stuart revolts in Scotland and
Ireland caused significant casualties.[6] Although Jacobitism persisted into the late 18th century,
the Revolution ended a century of political dispute by confirming the primacy of Parliament over
the Crown, a principle established in the Bill of Rights 1689. The Toleration Act 1688 granted
freedom of worship to nonconformist Protestants, but restrictions on Catholics contained in the
1678 and 1681 English and Scottish Test Acts remained in force until 1828. Religious
prohibitions on the monarch's choice of spouse were removed in 2015, but those applying to the
monarch themselves remain.

William's accession to the English throne in 1689 also marks a crucial moment in Dutch military
history. William, who now had the unprecedented double role as stadholder-king, gained a great
deal of political and military power in both the British kingdoms and the Dutch Republic.
Thenceforth, instead of fighting each other, English and Dutch military forces would carry out
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concerted attacks on their enemies in Europe. Although William had to take into account the
wishes of parliament and the Dutch States General he would effectively determine the way in
which the forces of both countries were deployed. William assigned the supreme command of
the combined armies to the Dutch, while the Allied naval forces would be under English
command in the future. Although this meant that the Dutch Republic would be overshadowed as
a maritime power by its old rival, it gave the Dutch a chance to focus more on the land war with
France.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glorious_Revolution

KING JAMES I OF ENGLAND & VI OF SCOTLAND - DAEMONOLOGIE
“Daemonologie—in full Daemonologie, In Forme of a Dialogue, Divided into three Books: By the
High and Mighty Prince, James &c.—was first published in 1597 by King James VI of Scotland
(later also James I of England) as a philosophical dissertation on contemporary necromancy
and the historical relationships between the various methods of divination used from ancient
black magic. It was reprinted again in 1603 when James took the throne of England. The
widespread consensus is that King James wrote Daemonologie in response to skeptical
publications such as Reginald Scot's The Discoverie of Witchcraft.

Daemonologie included a study of demonology and the methods demons used to bother
troubled men. The book endorses the practice of witch hunting.

This book is believed to be one of the main sources used by William Shakespeare in the
production of Macbeth. Shakespeare attributed many quotes and rituals found within the book
directly to the Weird Sisters, yet also attributed the Scottish themes and settings referenced
from the trials in which King James was involved.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daemonologie

KING JAMES BIBLE
“The King James Version (KJV), also the King James Bible (KJB) and the Authorized Version
(AV) is an Early Modern English translation of the Christian Bible for the Church of England,
which was commissioned in 1604 and published in 1611, by sponsorship of King James VI and
I.[d][e] The 80 books of the King James Version include 39 books of the Old Testament, 14
books of Apocrypha, and the 27 books of the New Testament. Noted for its "majesty of style",
the King James Version has been described as one of the most important books in English
culture and a driving force in the shaping of the English-speaking world.

The KJV was first printed by John Norton and Robert Barker, who both held the post of the
King's Printer, and was the third translation into English language approved by the English
Church authorities: The first had been the Great Bible, commissioned in the reign of King Henry
VIII (1535), and the second had been the Bishops' Bible, commissioned in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth I (1568).[5] In Geneva, Switzerland, the first generation of Protestant Reformers had
produced the Geneva Bible which was published in 1560 by Sir Rowland Hill[ having referred to
the original Hebrew and Greek scriptures, which was influential in the writing of the Authorized
King James Version. The English Church initially used the officially sanctioned "Bishops' Bible",
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which, however, was hardly used by the population. More popular was the named "Geneva
Bible", which was created on the basis of the Tyndale translation in Geneva under the direct
successor of the reformer John Calvin for his English followers.

However, their footnotes represented a Calvinistic Puritanism that was too radical for King
James. In particular, the decidedly anti-royalist tone of the Geneva Bible was unbearable for
King James I, for he was a strict advocate of divine right. The translators of the Geneva Bible
had translated the word king as tyrant about four hundred times—the word tyrant does not
appear once in the KJB. Because of this, it has been assumed that King James purposely had
the translators of the KJV mistranslate the word "tyrant" as either "troubling, "oppressor," or
some other word to avoid people being critical of his monarchy, though there is no evidence to
back up that claim. For his project, King James convened the Hampton Court Conference in
January 1604, where a new English version was conceived in response to the problems of the
earlier translations perceived by the Puritans, a faction of the Church of England.

James gave the translators instructions intended to ensure that the new version would conform
to the ecclesiology, and reflect the episcopal structure, of the Church of England and its belief in
an ordained clergy. The translation was done by six panels of translators (47 men in all, most of
whom were leading biblical scholars in England) who had the work divided up between them:
the Old Testament was entrusted to three panels, the New Testament to two, and the Apocrypha
to one. In common with most other translations of the period, the New Testament was translated
from Greek, the Old Testament from Hebrew and Aramaic, and the Apocrypha from Greek and
Latin. In the 1662 Book of Common Prayer, the text of the Authorized Version replaced the text
of the Great Bible for Epistle and Gospel readings (but not for the Psalter, which substantially
retained Coverdale's Great Bible version), and as such was authorized by Act of Parliament.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_James_Version

HOUSE OF HANOVER
“The House of Hanover (German: Haus Hannover), whose members are known as
Hanoverians, is a European royal house of German origin that ruled Hanover, Great Britain, and
Ireland at various times during the 17th to 20th centuries. The house originated in 1635 as a
cadet branch of the House of Brunswick-Lüneburg, growing in prestige until Hanover became
an Electorate in 1692. A great-grandson of King James VI and I, George I, who was
prince-elector of Hanover, became the first Hanoverian monarch of Great Britain and Ireland in
1714. At the end of his line, Queen Victoria's death in 1901, the throne of the United Kingdom
passed to her eldest son Edward VII, a member of the House of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha,
through his father Albert, Prince Consort. The last reigning members of the House of Hanover
lost the Duchy of Brunswick in 1918 when Germany became a republic.

The formal name of the house was the House of Brunswick-Lüneburg, Hanover line.[2] The
senior line of Brunswick-Lüneburg, which ruled Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, became extinct in 1884.
The House of Hanover is now the only surviving branch of the House of Welf, which is the
senior branch of the House of Este. The current head of the House of Hanover is Ernst August,
Prince of Hanover.”
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HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE (CHURCH & STATE)
“The Holy Roman Empire, also known as the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation after
1512, was a polity in Central and Western Europe, usually headed by the Holy Roman Emperor.
It developed in the Early Middle Ages and continued over 800 years until its dissolution in 1806
during the Napoleonic Wars.

On 25 December 800, Pope Leo III crowned Frankish king Charlemagne as Roman emperor,
reviving the title in Western Europe more than three centuries after the fall of the ancient
Western Roman Empire in 476. The title lapsed in 924, but was revived in 962 when Otto I was
crowned emperor by Pope John XII, fashioning himself as Charlemagne's and the Carolingian
Empire's successor,[20] and beginning a continuous existence of the empire for over eight
centuries. From 962 until the twelfth century, the empire was the most powerful monarchy in
Europe.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holy_Roman_Empire

IMPERIAL REFORM
“Maximilian I of Habsburg was elected King of the Romans from 1486. At the 1495 Diet,
Maximilian asked the representatives of the estates not only for contributions but also for an
imperial tax to be raised and for troops to be committed for his wars against the Ottomans in the
East and the French in Italy. The deputies, led by Chancellor Bertold von Henneberg-Römhild,
the Archbishop of Mainz, agreed in principle to a Common Penny tax paid directly to the
Empire, but in return set conditions:

The constitution of an Imperial Government, which placed power in the hand of the princes, with
the emperor as a honorary chairman. Maximilian refused this restriction of his authority from
outset, and did not consent until the Diet of Augsburg, 1500, after the states had conceded their
own Landsknecht troops to him, only to abolish the Government two years later.

The Perpetual Public Peace established the Empire as a single body of law that excluded feuds
as means of politics between the vassals.

Reception of Roman law: Roman law was adopted as the official law for the whole Empire
The related installation of the Reichskammergericht (Imperial Chamber Court), a supreme court
for all of the Empire's territory. This Court originally had its seat at Frankfurt am Main; it moved
to Speyer in 1523 and finally to Wetzlar in 1693

Maximilian generally opposed the institutions that weakened his power, but he supported, the
Land Peace, adoption of Roman law, sounder administrative procedures, better record-keeping,
qualifications for offices etc. Responding to the proposal that an Imperial Council (the later
Reichsregiment) should be created, he agreed and welcomed the participation of the Estates,
but he alone should be the one who appointed members and the council should function only
during his campaigns. He supported modernizing reforms (which he himself pioneered in his
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Austrian lands), but also wanted to tie it to his personal control, above all by permanent taxation,
which the Estates consistently opposed. In 1504, when he was strong enough to propose his
own ideas of such a Council, the cowered Estates tried to resist. At his strongest point though,
he still failed to find a solution for the common tax matter, which led to disasters in Italy later.
Meanwhile, he explored Austria's potential as a base for Imperial power and built his
government largely with officials drawn from the lower aristocracy and burghers in Southern
Germany.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imperial_Government

PROTESTANT REFORMATION
“The Reformation (alternatively named the Protestant Reformation, and the European
Reformation) was a major movement in Western Christianity in 16th-century Europe that posed
a religious and political challenge to the Catholic Church and in part posed a challenge to papal
authority. Following the start of the Renaissance, the Reformation marked the beginning of
Protestantism.

It is considered one of the events that signified the end of the Middle Ages and the beginning of
the early modern period in Europe. The end of the Reformation era is disputed among modern
scholars.

Prior to Martin Luther and the other Protestant Reformers, there were earlier reform movements
within Western Christianity. Although the Reformation is usually considered to have started with
the publication of the Ninety-five Theses by Martin Luther in 1517, he was not excommunicated
by Pope Leo X until January 1521. The Diet of Worms of May 1521 condemned Luther and
officially banned citizens of the Holy Roman Empire from defending or propagating his ideas.
Luther survived after being declared an outlaw due to the protection of Elector Frederick the
Wise.

The spread of Gutenberg's printing press provided the means for the rapid dissemination of
religious materials in the vernacular. The initial movement in Germany diversified, and other
reformers such as Huldrych Zwingli and John Calvin arose.

In general, the Reformers argued that salvation in Christianity was a completed status based on
faith in Jesus alone and not a process that could involve good works, as in the Catholic view.
Protestantism also introduced new ecclesiology.

The Counter-Reformation was the Catholic reform efforts initiated in response to the Protestant
Reformation and its causes.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reformation

GERMAN CONNECTIONS TO THE BRITISH PARLIAMENT
“Johann Caspar Graf von Bothmer (also called Hans Caspar Graf von Bothmer; 1656–1732)
was a Hanoverian diplomat and politician. He is most notable for his time spent in Britain after
1701, when he served as an advisor to several British monarchs.
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Bothmer was a member of the household Sophia Dorothea, wife of George the son and heir of
the Ernest Augustus, Duke of Hanover while George was taking part in the Siege of Vienna in
1683. He rose in the service of the family, elevated after 1692 from Dukes to Electors of
Hanover, performing a series of diplomatic missions. and in 1701 he was appointed as the
Hanoverian envoy in London. The Act of Settlement established that following Queen Anne, the
crown should pass to her nearest Protestant relations. This meant the distant Hanoverian
branch of the family rather than her Catholic half-brother James Stuart, the Jacobite claimant.
He was appointed an Imperial Baron in 1696, and was known in London as Baron von Bothmer
even after he was elevated to the title of Imperial Count in 1713.

He grew to be a confidante of the British Queen Anne, and after her death in 1714, he spent his
time burning her secret correspondence so that it would not fall into the hands of her enemies.
He was by this time a popular figure in British political society, and counted both Tories and
Whigs amongst his friends.

In 1714, he was instrumental in securing the succession of the Hanoverian King George I to the
throne, rather than the rival Jacobite claimant James III & VIII who possessed an arguably
stronger blood claim. In spite of this, he experienced a surprisingly turbulent relationship with
the new King, and for a while he fell out of favour. In these years, he conspired with Robert
Walpole, a British politician, who had also been excluded from power. In 1719 he was one of the
original backers of the Royal Academy of Music, establishing a London opera company which
commissioned numerous works from Handel, Bononcini and others.

He lived at 10 Downing Street from 1720 to his death in 1732 after which it was taken over by
Robert Walpole, and became the residence of future British Prime Ministers.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hans_Caspar_von_Bothmer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_behind_the_throne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Crown

BRITISH DUAL SYSTEM - GREAT OFFICERS OF STATE & PARLIAMENTARY OFFICERS
“Initially, after the Norman Conquest, England adopted the officers from the Normandy Ducal
court (which was modelled after the French court) with a steward, chamberlain and constable.
Originally having both household and governmental duties, some of these officers later split into
two counterparts in Great Officer of the State and officer of the royal household, while other
offices were superseded by new offices or absorbed by existing offices. This was due to many
of the offices becoming hereditary because of feudalistic practices, and thus removed from the
practical operation of either the state or the Royal Household.[3] The Great Officers then
gradually expanded to cover multiple duties, and have now become largely ceremonial.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Officers_of_State
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Officers_of_State_(United_Kingdom)#England

HISTORY OF THE JEWS IN ENGLAND
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“With Catholic Emancipation in 1829, the hopes of the Jews rose high; and the first step toward
a similar alleviation in their case was taken in 1830 when William Huskisson presented a
petition signed by 2,000 merchants and others of Liverpool. This was immediately followed by a
bill presented by Robert Grant on 15 April of that year which was destined to engage the
Parliament in one form or another for the next thirty years.

In 1837, Queen Victoria knighted Moses Haim Montefiore; four years later, Isaac Lyon Goldsmid
was made a baronet, the first Jew to receive a hereditary title. The first Jewish Lord Mayor of
London, Sir David Salomons, was elected in 1855, followed by the 1858 emancipation of the
Jews. On 26 July 1858, Lionel de Rothschild was finally allowed to sit in the British House of
Commons when the law restricting the oath of office to Christians was changed; Benjamin
Disraeli, a baptised Christian of Jewish parentage, was already an MP. In 1868, Disraeli became
Prime Minister having earlier been Chancellor of the Exchequer. In 1884, Nathan Mayer
Rothschild, 1st Baron Rothschild became the first Jewish member of the British House of Lords;
again Disraeli was already a member. (Though born a Jew, Disraeli's baptism as a child
qualified him as eligible for political aspirations, presenting no restrictions regarding a mandated
Christian oath of office.) Disraeli as a leader of the Conservative Party, with its ties to the landed
aristocracy, used his Jewish ancestry to claim an aristocratic heritage of his own.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Jews_in_England

JEWISH USURY
“In England, the departing Crusaders were joined by crowds of debtors in the massacres of
Jews at London and York in 1189–1190. In 1275, Edward I of England passed the Statute of the
Jewry which made usury illegal and linked it to blasphemy, in order to seize the assets of the
violators. Scores of English Jews were arrested, 300 were hanged and their property went to
the Crown. In 1290, all Jews were to be expelled from England, allowed to take only what they
could carry; the rest of their property became the Crown's. Usury was cited as the official reason
for the Edict of Expulsion; however, not all Jews were expelled: it was easy to avoid expulsion
by converting to Christianity. Many other crowned heads of Europe expelled Jewish people,
although again converts to Christianity were no longer considered Jewish. Many of these forced
converts still secretly practiced their faith.

The growth of the Lombard bankers and pawnbrokers, who moved from city to city, was along
the pilgrim routes.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Usury

43 GROUP
“The 43 Group was an English anti-fascist group set up by Jewish ex-servicemen after the
Second World War. They did this when, upon returning to London, they encountered British
fascist organisations such as Jeffrey Hamm's British League of Ex-Servicemen and later
Oswald Mosley's new fascist party, the Union Movement. The activities of these fascist groups
included antisemitic speeches in public places, and from the rank-and-file fascists, violent
attacks on London Jews and Jewish property. Group members broke up far-right meetings,
infiltrated fascist groups, and attacked the fascists in street fighting.”
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BRITISH UNION OF FASCISTS
“The British Union of Fascists (BUF) was a British fascist political party formed in 1932 by
Oswald Mosley. Mosley changed its name to the British Union of Fascists and National
Socialists in 1936 and, in 1937, to the British Union. In 1939, following the start of the Second
World War, the party was proscribed by the British government and in 1940 it was disbanded.

The BUF emerged in 1932 from the electoral defeat of its antecedent, the New Party, in the
1931 general election. The BUF's foundation was initially met with popular support, and it
attracted a sizeable following, with the party claiming 50,000 members at one point. The press
baron Lord Rothermere was a notable early supporter. As the party became increasingly radical,
however, support declined. The Olympia Rally of 1934, in which a number of anti-fascist
protestors were attacked by the paramilitary wing of the BUF, the Fascist Defence Force,
isolated the party from much of its following. The party's embrace of Nazi-style antisemitism in
1936 led to increasingly violent anti-fascist confrontations, notably the 1936 Battle of Cable
Street in London's East End. The Public Order Act 1936, which banned political uniforms and
responded to increasing political violence, had a particularly strong effect on the BUF whose
supporters were known as "Blackshirts" after the uniforms they wore.

Growing British hostility towards Nazi Germany, with which the British press persistently
associated the BUF, further contributed to the decline of the movement's membership. It was
finally banned by the British government on 23 May 1940 after the start of the Second World
War, amid suspicion that its remaining supporters might form a pro-Nazi "fifth column". A
number of prominent BUF members were arrested and interned under Defence Regulation
18B.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Union_of_Fascists

COMMUNITY SECURITY TRUST
“The Community Security Trust grew out of the Community Security Organisation, which
became independent of the Board of Deputies of British Jews in 1986.”

“Beginning in 2015, the UK government's Home Office has provided 'The Jewish Community
Protective Security Grant' for the security of synagogues, schools and other Jewish centres,
with the CST as the Grant Recipient. Home Secretary Sajid Javid pledged to increase funding,
bringing the total amount allocated from 2015 to 2019 to £65.2 million. In 2020, the grant was
renewed, and the CST received £14 million in funding for protecting the security of the Jewish
community and its institutions. As of 2020, the CST had 1,500 volunteers.”

“In 2011, a number of articles appeared in the British weekly newspaper The Jewish Chronicle
that questioned the work and functioning of the CST. Gilbert Kahn, of Kean University in the US,
took the view that British Jewry did not need a CST because British Jews paid taxes to the state
for their physical protection and could therefore depend on the police. On 15 April, the
newspaper's columnist Geoffrey Alderman argued against the CST on the grounds that its
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leadership and funding were neither transparent nor accountable. Alderman returned to the
subject on 10 June, when he speculated that his doubts about the CST and its work were more
widely shared.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_Security_Trust
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Home_Office

ARAB REVOLT
“The Arab Revolt or the Great Arab Revolt was an armed uprising by the Arabs against the
Ottoman Empire amidst the Middle Eastern theatre of World War I.

On the basis of the McMahon–Hussein Correspondence, exchanged between Henry McMahon
of the United Kingdom and Hussein bin Ali of the Kingdom of Hejaz, the rebellion against the
ruling Turks was officially initiated at Mecca on 10 June 1916. The primary goal of the Arab
rebels was to establish an independent and unified Arab state stretching from Aleppo to Aden,
which the British government had promised to recognize.

The Sharifian Army, led by Hussein and the Hashemites with backing from the British military's
Egyptian Expeditionary Force, successfully fought and expelled the Ottoman military presence
from much of the Hejaz and Transjordan. By 1918, the rebels had captured Damascus and
proclaimed the Arab Kingdom of Syria, a short-lived monarchy that was led by Hussein's son
Faisal I.

Having covertly signed the Sykes–Picot Agreement with the French Third Republic, the British
reneged on their promise to support the Arabs' establishment of a singular Arab state. Instead,
the Arab-majority Ottoman territories of the Middle East were broken up into a number of
League of Nations mandates, jointly controlled by the British and the French. Amidst the
partition of the Ottoman Empire, the defeated Ottomans' mainland in Anatolia came under a
joint military occupation by the victorious Allies, though this was gradually broken by the Turkish
War of Independence, which established the present-day Republic of Turkey.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arab_Revolt

FALL OF CONSTANTINOPLE
“The conquest of Constantinople and the fall of the Byzantine Empire was a watershed of the
Late Middle Ages, marking the effective end of the last remains of the Roman Empire, a state
which began in roughly 27 BC and had lasted nearly 1500 years. Among many modern
historians, the fall of Constantinople is considered the end of the medieval period”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fall_of_Constantinople

“SAMARITANS LINK MUSLIMS AND JEWS”
“MOUNT GERIZIM, West Bank (RNS) – During the recent Sukkot holiday, Yousef Sadaka
HaCohen, a Samaritan priest, greeted guests eager to soak up the Samaritans’ unique holiday
traditions.
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Among those guests were several Israeli and Palestinian officials, who, on the rare occasions
they get together these days, usually meet to coordinate security or air grievances.

“During our holidays, officials from the Palestinian Authority and Israeli commanders accept our
invitation. They eat together, even laugh together. You would never know they are enemies,”
HaCohen said with a sparkle in his eyes.”
https://religionnews.com/2017/10/17/middle-easts-samaritans-link-muslims-and-jews/

JESUS REJECTED BY SAMARITANS
LUKE 9:51-56
51 And it came to pass, when the time was come that he should be received up, he stedfastly
set his face to go to Jerusalem, 52 and sent messengers before his face: and they went, and
entered into a village of the Samaritans, to make ready for him. 53 And they did not receive him,
because his face was as though he would go to Jerusalem. 54 And when his disciples James
and John saw this, they said, Lord, wilt thou that we command fire to come down from heaven,
and consume them, even as Elias did? 55 But he turned, and rebuked them, and said, Ye know
not what manner of spirit ye are of. 56 For the Son of man is not come to destroy men’s lives,
but to save them. And they went to another village.

JEWS WHO SAY THEY ARE JEWS BUT AREN’T JEWS - SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN
REVELATION 2:
8 And unto the angel of the church in Smyrna write; These things saith the first and the last,
which was dead, and is alive; 9 I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich)
and I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue
of Satan.

REVELATION 3:
7 And to the angel of the church in Philadelphia write; These things saith he that is holy, he that
is true, he that hath the key of David, he that openeth, and no man shutteth; and shutteth, and
no man openeth; 8 I know thy works: behold, I have set before thee an open door, and no man
can shut it: for thou hast a little strength, and hast kept my word, and hast not denied my name.
9 Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are not,
but do lie; behold, I will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have
loved thee.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synagogue_of_Satan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aryan_race
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reform_Judaism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neolog_Judaism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conservative_Judaism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hungarian_Reform_Era
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zionism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_diaspora
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Halakha
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gathering_of_Israel
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_Return
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aliyah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Aliyah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Aliyah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aliyah_and_Yishuv_during_World_War_I
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balfour_Declaration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Third_Aliyah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourth_Aliyah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_Paper_of_1939
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fifth_Aliyah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aliyah_Bet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bricha
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_exodus_from_the_Muslim_world
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Magic_Carpet_(Yemen)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Ezra_and_Nehemiah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Migration_of_Moroccan_Jews_to_Israel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_migration_from_Lebanon_post-1948
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1970s_Soviet_Union_aliyah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1990s_post-Soviet_aliyah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1968_Polish_political_crisis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aliyah_from_Ethiopia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_emigration_from_Romania
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aliyah_from_Latin_America_in_the_2000s
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_question
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One_Million_Plan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Return_to_Zion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_Yishuv
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perushim
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yishuv
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_Legion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sinai_and_Palestine_campaign
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandatory_Palestine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israeli_Declaration_of_Independence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Israel_(1948%E2%80%93present)
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2022/02/israels-apartheid-against-palestinians-a-cruel-s
ystem-of-domination-and-a-crime-against-humanity/

BRITISH MANDATE FOR PALESTINE
“Immediately following their declaration of war on the Ottoman Empire in November 1914, the
British War Cabinet began to consider the future of Palestine[1] (at the time, an Ottoman region
with a small minority Jewish population). By late 1917, in the lead-up to the Balfour Declaration,
the wider war had reached a stalemate. Two of Britain's allies were not fully engaged, the United
States had yet to suffer a casualty, and the Russians were in the midst of the October
revolution. A stalemate in southern Palestine was broken by the Battle of Beersheba on 31
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October 1917. The release of the Balfour Declaration was authorised by 31 October; the
preceding Cabinet discussion had mentioned perceived propaganda benefits amongst the
worldwide Jewish community for the Allied war effort.

The British government issued the Declaration, a public statement announcing support for the
establishment of a "national home for the Jewish people" in Palestine, on 2 November 1917.
The opening words of the declaration represented the first public expression of support for
Zionism by a major political power. The term "national home" had no precedent in international
law, and was intentionally vague about whether a Jewish state was contemplated. The intended
boundaries of Palestine were not specified, and the British government later confirmed that the
words "in Palestine" meant that the Jewish national home was not intended to cover all of
Palestine. The second half of the declaration was added to satisfy opponents of the policy, who
said that it would otherwise prejudice the position of the local population of Palestine and
encourage antisemitism worldwide by (according to the presidents of the Conjoint Committee,
David L. Alexander and Claude Montefiore in a letter to the Times) "stamping the Jews as
strangers in their native lands". The declaration called for safeguarding the civil and religious
rights for the Palestinian Arabs, who composed the vast majority of the local population, and the
rights of Jewish communities in any other country.

The Balfour Declaration was subsequently incorporated into the Mandate for Palestine to put
the declaration into effect. Unlike the declaration itself, the Mandate was legally binding on the
British government.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandate_for_Palestine

BALFOUR DECLARATION
“The Balfour Declaration was a public statement issued by the British government in 1917
during the First World War announcing its support for the establishment of a "national home for
the Jewish people" in Palestine, then an Ottoman region with a small minority Jewish
population. The declaration was contained in a letter dated 2 November 1917 from the United
Kingdom's Foreign Secretary Arthur Balfour to Lord Rothschild, a leader of the British Jewish
community, for transmission to the Zionist Federation of Great Britain and Ireland. The text of
the declaration was published in the press on 9 November 1917.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balfour_Declaration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Israel#Mandatory_Palestine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palestine_white_papers

STATE OF ISRAEL
“On 14 May 1948, the day before the expiration of the British Mandate, David Ben-Gurion, the
head of the Jewish Agency, declared "the establishment of a Jewish state in Eretz-Israel, to be
known as the State of Israel." The only reference in the text of the Declaration to the borders of
the new state is the use of the term Eretz-Israel ("Land of Israel"). The following day, the armies
of four Arab countries—Egypt, Syria, Transjordan and Iraq—entered into parts of what had been
British Mandatory Palestine, launching the 1948 Arab–Israeli War; contingents from Yemen,
Morocco, Saudi Arabia and Sudan joined the war. The apparent purpose of the invasion was to
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prevent the establishment of the Jewish state at inception, and some Arab leaders talked about
"driving the Jews into the sea". According to Benny Morris, Jews were worried that the invading
Arab armies held the intent to slaughter them. The Arab league stated the invasion was to
restore law and order and to prevent further bloodshed.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Israel

ISRAELI DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
“The Israeli Declaration of Independence, formally the Declaration of the Establishment of the
State of Israel (Hebrew: ישראלמדינתהקמתעלהכרזה ), was proclaimed on 14 May 1948 (5 Iyar
5708) by David Ben-Gurion, the Executive Head of the World Zionist Organization, Chairman of
the Jewish Agency for Palestine, and soon to be first Prime Minister of Israel. It declared the
establishment of a Jewish state in Eretz-Israel, to be known as the State of Israel, which would
come into effect on termination of the British Mandate at midnight that day. The event is
celebrated annually in Israel as Independence Day, a national holiday on 5 Iyar of every year
according to the Hebrew calendar.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israeli_Declaration_of_Independence

QUESTION OF PALESTINE
The United Nations Information System on the Question of Palestine (UNISPAL) is an online
collection of texts of current and historical United Nations decisions and publications concerning
the question of Palestine, the Israeli–Palestinian conflict and other issues related to the Middle
East situation.

UNISPAL-Select contains a selection of the most important U.N. documents on these issues.
The Special Focus section features documents on recent developments. The Supplement
features non-U.N. documents on these issues.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_Information_System_on_the_Question_of_Palestin
e

TWO-STATE SOLUTION
“The two-state solution to the Israeli–Palestinian conflict envisions an independent State of
Palestine alongside the State of Israel, west of the Jordan River. The boundary between the two
states is still subject to dispute and negotiation, with Palestinian and Arab leadership demanding
full Israeli withdrawal from territories it occupied in 1967, which is rejected by Israel. The territory
of the former Mandate Palestine (including West Jerusalem), which did not form part of the
Palestinian State, would continue to be part of Israel.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two-state_solution

ZIONISM
“Zionism is a nationalist movement that emerged in the 19th century to espouse support for the
establishment of a homeland for the Jewish people in Palestine, a region roughly corresponding
to the Land of Israel in Jewish tradition. Following the establishment of Israel, Zionism became
an ideology that supports "the development and protection of the State of Israel".
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Zionism initially emerged in Central and Eastern Europe as a national revival movement in the
late 19th century, both in reaction to newer waves of antisemitism and as a response to
Haskalah, or Jewish Enlightenment. Soon after this, most leaders of the movement associated
the main goal with creating the desired homeland in Palestine, then an area controlled by the
Ottoman Empire. This process was seen by the Zionist Movement as an "ingathering of exiles"
(kibbutz galuyot), an effort to put a stop to the exoduses and persecutions that have marked
Jewish history by bringing the Jewish people back to their historic homeland.

From 1897 to 1948, the primary goal of the Zionist Movement was to establish the basis for a
Jewish homeland in Palestine, and thereafter to consolidate it. In a unique variation of the
principle of self-determination, The Lovers of Zion united in 1884 and in 1897 the first Zionist
congress was organized. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, a large number of Jews
immigrated to first Ottoman and later Mandatory Palestine, and at the same time, diplomatic
attempts were made to gain worldwide recognition and support. Since the establishment of the
State of Israel in 1948, Zionism has continued primarily to advocate on behalf of Israel and to
address threats to its continued existence and security.

Zionism has never been a uniform movement. Its leaders, parties, and ideologies frequently
diverged from one another. Compromises and concessions were made in order to achieve a
shared cultural and political objective as a result of the growing antisemitism and yearning to
return to the "ancestral" country. A variety of types of Zionism have emerged, including political
Zionism, liberal Zionism, labor Zionism, revisionist Zionism, cultural Zionism, and religious
Zionism. Advocates of Zionism view it as a national liberation movement for the repatriation of a
persecuted people to its ancestral homeland. Critics of Zionism view it as a colonialist, racist, or
exceptionalist ideology or movement.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zionism

CHRISTIAN ZIONISM 101 - ICEJ
“Tens of thousands of churches have a committed belief in the importance of standing with
Israel and blessing the Jewish people. The verse most often referred to as their biblical mandate
is Genesis 12:3 in which God tells Abraham “I will bless those who bless you and I will curse
those who curse you and in you, all the families of the earth will be blessed.”

Since the birth of the State of Israel in 1948, the theological error known as Replacement
Theology has begun to decline and increasing is a theology of Christian Zionism that
understands the importance of God’s everlasting covenant with Abraham and the nation he
would birth.”
https://www.icej.org/understand-israel/biblical-teachings/christian-zionism-101/

“UKRAINE BACKING U.N ANTI-ISRAEL VOTES COULD HURT SUPPORT”
“Israeli officials were especially incensed by Ukraine supporting November 2022 resolutions
calling for a Middle East free of nuclear weapons, and another for an international conference
on Israeli-Palestinian peace in Moscow, as it was battling Russian troops in its own territory.”
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“Ukraine also supported a resolution to request that the International Court of Justice “urgently”
weigh in on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and Israeli “annexation.” Ukrainian president
Volodymyr Zelensky’s personal aide, Alexey Arestovych, said afterward that the vote was “a
grave mistake.”

“Supporting anti-Israeli initiatives in the UN doesn’t help to build trust” between the countries,
Brodsky said at the time.”
https://www.timesofisrael.com/ukraines-backing-of-90-of-un-anti-israel-votes-could-hurt-support-
israeli-envoy/

CHRISTIAN ZIONISM
“Christian Zionism is an ideology that, in a Christian context, espouses the return of the Jewish
people to the Holy Land. Likewise, it holds that the founding of the State of Israel in 1948 was in
accordance with Bible prophecy: that the re-establishment of Jewish sovereignty in the Levant
— the eschatological "Gathering of Israel" — is a prerequisite for the Second Coming of Jesus
Christ. The term began to be used in the mid-20th century, in place of Christian restorationism,
as proponents of the ideology rallied behind Zionists in support of a Jewish national homeland.

Advocacy on the part of Christians for a Jewish restoration grew after the Reformation, and is
rooted in 17th-century England. Contemporary Israeli historian Anita Shapira suggests that
England's Zionist evangelical Christians "passed this notion on to Jewish circles" around the
1840s, while Jewish nationalism in the early 19th century was largely met with hostility from
British Jews.

Christian pro-Zionist ideals have generally been common among Protestants since the
Reformation. While supporting a mass Jewish return to the Land of Israel, Christian Zionism
asserts a parallel idea that the returnees ought to be encouraged to reject Judaism and adopt
Christianity as a means of fulfilling biblical prophecies. Polling has suggested a trend of
widespread distrust among Jews towards the motives of Christian Zionists with regard to their
particular pro-Jewish sentiment and their support for the Jewish state.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zionism

ICEJ ON ZIONISM
Today Christian Zionism stirs up all sorts of reactions within the confessing church and
sometimes is regarded as extreme or even heretical as a theological position. Those taking this
view forget that some of the greatest leaders of the church through history held this position.
Indeed a good case can be made that the Apostolic Band did (Acts 1:6). The documents of the
early church reveal that for much of the first three centuries of the fledgling church this was the
predominant view. The Puritans of the 17th century, who gave us democracy in its present form
(Oliver Cromwell) and the now famous Authorized Version of the Bible in 1611, were Christian
Zionist by belief. The greatest revival the world has ever seen was led by Christian
Zionists. They would not have called themselves this as the term was not in use but their belief
system would have branded them as Christian Zionists today. I am speaking about the Wesley
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brothers, Charles and John. The Pietists of Switzerland, Moravia, Germany, and Sweden had
amongst them leaders who held “restorationist views.” The Moravians, for instance, greatly
influenced the Wesley brothers.

We can add to this list names of people like Charles Haddon Spurgeon, Bishop Ryle of
Liverpool, Professor Jacob Janeway of the Scottish National Church and many more. In our
times one of the world’s greatest expositors of the Bible, David Pawson, is a Christian Zionist
and his book, “Unlocking the Bible”, is presently one of the world’s best selling Christian books.
Derek Prince led hundreds of thousands of people all over the world to Christ and was
also a dedicated Christian Zionist and then, one of the greatest evangelists of our times
Reinhard Bonnke, who in Africa alone has brought 55 million people to Jesus, is a
Christian Zionist! This is just the tip of the iceberg. Just two weeks ago we hosted the
General Executive of the Assemblies of God of Southern Africa. These wonderful brothers in
Jesus give oversight to some three thousand churches encompassing hundreds of thousands of
believers in Jesus. They are a spiritual force to be reckoned with and yet they also see and
acknowledge the hand of God in Israel’s modern day restoration as does Dr. Jack Hayford the
revered leader of the Four Square Church of God in the USA.

The Lausanne Conference, recently held in Cape Town, released a pre-conference statement
essentially stating that Christian Zionists have to be corrected. There was such an outcry from
responsible theological quarters all over the world that they had to release another statement
retracting their earlier position. What does this mean? Precisely this: That great church leaders
hold, and have held, Christian Zionist views just as great church leaders have not held these
views. This in turn means that we should be very careful how we handle this matter and it
should never divide us or bring us to a place of hostility even if we are right! Paul warns that a
faction in Corinth existed that claimed allegiance to Christ (1 Cor. 1:12). The problem is they
were hostile and divisive!
https://icejusa.org/christian-zionism-in-balance/

CHARISMATIC CHRISTIANITY
“Charismatic Christianity is a form of Christianity that emphasizes the work of the Holy Spirit and
spiritual gifts as an everyday part of a believer's life. It has a global presence in the Christian
community. Practitioners are often called Charismatic Christians or Renewalists. Although there
is considerable overlap, Charismatic Christianity is often categorized into three separate groups:
Pentecostalism, the Charismatic movement (which is spread across historical Christian
denominations), and the Neo-charismatic movement.

Charismatic Christianity grew out of Protestantism and is distinguished from Pentecostalism by
making the act of speaking in tongues no longer necessary as evidence of baptism with the
Holy Spirit, and giving prominence to a diversity of spiritual gifts. According to the Pew Research
Center, Pentecostals and Charismatic Christians number over 584 million worldwide.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charismatic_Christianity

CHARISMATIC MOVEMENT
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“The charismatic movement in Christianity is a movement within established or mainstream
Christian denominations to adopt beliefs and practices of Charismatic Christianity with an
emphasis on baptism with the Holy Spirit, and the use of spiritual gifts (charismata). It has
affected most denominations in the US, and has spread widely across the world.

The movement is deemed to have begun in 1960 in Anglicanism, and spread to other
mainstream protestant denominations, including Lutherans and Presbyterians by 1962 and to
Roman Catholicism by 1967. Methodists became involved in the charismatic movement in the
1970s.

The movement was not initially influential in evangelical churches, and although this changed in
the 1980s in the so called Third Wave, this was often expressed in the formation of separate
evangelical churches such as the Vineyard Movement - neo-charismatic organisations that
mirrored the establishment of Pentecostal churches. Many traditional evangelical churches
remain opposed to the movement and teach a cessationist theology.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charismatic_movement
https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/themelios/article/deliverance-the-evolution-of-a-doctrine/
https://www.scribd.com/document/65826363/Win-Worley-Exorcists-Joining-Host-of-Hell

ICEJ FEAST - ZIONISM - PENTECOSTAL & CHARISMATIC TRADITIONS
The ICEJ Feast is an example of a broader shift within Christian Zionism toward Pentecostal or
charismatic traditions: Many attendees come out of traditions that emphasize present-day
miracles, ecstatic worship, and God’s healing powers.
https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2017/10/feast-of-the-tabernacles/543378/
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/church-history/article/abs/pentecostalization-of-christia
n-zionism/06B1E3FC5DCBC4FD2B6AE361DAACB197
https://www.firstthings.com/article/2017/06/the-new-christian-zionism
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20201123-pentecostal-zionists-and-their-support-for-the-ille
gal-israeli-occupation/

DEMONIC POSSESSION - EXAMPLE: JESUS VS. ANGRY SATAN & SATAN THE TEMPTER
“"Get behind me, Satan", or "Go away, Satan", and in older translations such as the King James
Version "Get thee behind me, Satan", is a saying of Jesus in the New Testament. It is first
attested in Mark 8:33, where Jesus is addressing Peter; this is retold in Matthew 16:23 (Greek:
Ὕπαγε ὀπίσω μου, Σατανᾶ, Hypage opisō mou, Satana). In the temptation of Jesus, in Matthew
4 and Luke 4:8, Jesus rebukes "the tempter" (Greek: ὁ πειραζῶν, ho peirazōn) or "the devil"
(Greek: ὁ διάβολος, ho diabolos) with the same phrase.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Get_behind_me,_Satan

Vade retro satana (Ecclesiastical Latin for "Begone, Satan", "Step back, Satan", or "Back off,
Satan"; alternatively spelt vade retro satanas, or sathanas), is a medieval Western Christian
formula for exorcism, recorded in a 1415 manuscript found in the Benedictine Metten Abbey in
Bavaria; its origin is traditionally associated with the Benedictines. The initials of this formula
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(VRSNSMV SMQLIVB or VRS:NSMV:SMQL:IVB) have often been engraved around crucifixes
or the Saint Benedict Medals of Western Christianity since at least 1780.

The phrase is also used allusively in literary contexts to depict rejection of possibly tempting, but
undesirable, proposals; in such cases, it is generally used without any religious connotations.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vade_retro_satana

BINDING AND LOOSING
“Binding and loosing is originally a Jewish Mishnaic phrase also mentioned in the New
Testament, as well as in the Targum. In usage, to bind and to loose simply means to forbid by
an indisputable authority and to permit by an indisputable authority. One example of this is
Isaiah 58:5–6 which relates proper fasting to loosing the chains of injustice.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binding_and_loosing

DISCERNMENT - GENERATIONAL CURSES
https://www.openbible.info/topics/sins_of_the_father
https://www.gotquestions.org/deliverance-ministry.html
https://www.christianity.com/wiki/christian-life/are-generational-curses-biblical.html

PEOPLE WILL FALL AWAY FROM SOUND DOCTRINE
2 TIMOTHY 4:
2 Timothy 4:3 “For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their
own lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears;”

WARNINGS ON DRIFTING OR FALLING AWAY
MATTHEW 7:
Judge not, that ye be not judged. 2 For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged: and
with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you again. 3 And why beholdest thou the
mote that is in thy brother’s eye, but considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye? 4 Or
how wilt thou say to thy brother, Let me pull out the mote out of thine eye; and, behold, a beam
is in thine own eye? 5 Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of thine own eye; and then
shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother’s eye.

6 Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither cast ye your pearls before swine, lest they
trample them under their feet, and turn again and rend you.

7 Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be opened unto you:
8 for every one that asketh receiveth; and he that seeketh findeth; and to him that knocketh it
shall be opened. 9 Or what man is there of you, whom if his son ask bread, will he give him a
stone? 10 Or if he ask a fish, will he give him a serpent? 11 If ye then, being evil, know how to
give good gifts unto your children, how much more shall your Father which is in heaven give
good things to them that ask him? 12 Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men should
do to you, do ye even so to them: for this is the law and the prophets.
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13 Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to
destruction, and many there be which go in thereat: 14 because strait is the gate, and narrow is
the way, which leadeth unto life, and few there be that find it.

15 Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly they are
ravening wolves. 16 Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs
of thistles? 17 Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth
evil fruit. 18 A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good
fruit. 19 Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire. 20
Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them.

21 Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he
that doeth the will of my Father which is in heaven. 22 Many will say to me in that day, Lord,
Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name? and in thy name have cast out devils? and in thy
name done many wonderful works? 23 And then will I profess unto them, I never knew you:
depart from me, ye that work iniquity.

24 Therefore whosoever heareth these sayings of mine, and doeth them, I will liken him unto a
wise man, which built his house upon a rock: 25 and the rain descended, and the floods came,
and the winds blew, and beat upon that house; and it fell not: for it was founded upon a rock. 26
And every one that heareth these sayings of mine, and doeth them not, shall be likened unto a
foolish man, which built his house upon the sand: 27 and the rain descended, and the floods
came, and the winds blew, and beat upon that house; and it fell: and great was the fall of it.

28 And it came to pass, when Jesus had ended these sayings, the people were astonished at
his doctrine: 29 for he taught them as one having authority, and not as the scribes.

HEBREWS 5:
11Of whom we have many things to say, and hard to be uttered, seeing ye are dull of hearing.
12For when for the time ye ought to be teachers, ye have need that one teach you again which
be the first principles of the oracles of God; and are become such as have need of milk, and not
of strong meat. 13For every one that useth milk is unskilful in the word of righteousness: for he
is a babe. 14But strong meat belongeth to them that are of full age, even those who by reason
of use have their senses exercised to discern both good and evil.”

FIRST, SECOND & THIRD REICH
“A 1923 book entitled Das Dritte Reich by Arthur Moeller van den Bruck counted the medieval
Holy Roman Empire as the first, and the 1871–1918 monarchy as the second, which was then
to be followed by a "reinvigorated" third one. Subsequently the Nazi regime was (unofficially)
called the "Third Reich"; this usage was sometimes contemporaneous, but mostly retrospective
and applied by non-Germans.

Following the Anschluss annexation of Austria in 1938, Nazi Germany informally named itself
the Greater German Reich (German: Großdeutsches Reich). This name was made the official
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state name only during the last two years (1943–1945) of Nazi rule under Adolf Hitler, although
the change was never proclaimed. After World War II, the denotation "German Reich" quickly
fell into disuse in Allied-occupied Germany, however, and the state's continued existence
remained a matter of debate; the post-war Bonn Republic maintained the continued existence of
the German Reich as an 'overall state", but dormant while East and West Germany continued to
be divided. Nevertheless, when Germany was reunited in 1990 the term "German Reich" was
not revived as a title for the Berlin Republic.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_Reich

CAESAROPAPISM
“Caesaropapism /ˌsiːzəroʊˈpeɪpɪzəm/ is the idea of combining the social and political power of
secular government with religious power, or of making secular authority superior to the spiritual
authority of the Church; especially concerning the connection of the Church with government.
Although Justus Henning Böhmer (1674–1749) may have originally coined the term
caesaropapism (Cäseropapismus), it was Max Weber (1864–1920) who wrote that "a secular,
caesaropapist ruler... exercises supreme authority in ecclesiastic matters by virtue of his
autonomous legitimacy." According to Weber, caesaropapism entails "the complete
subordination of priests to secular power."

In an extreme form, caesaropapism is where the head of state, notably the emperor ("Caesar",
by extension a "superior" king), is also the supreme head of the church (pope or analogous
religious leader). In this form, caesaropapism inverts theocracy (or hierocracy in Weber), in
which institutions of the church control the state. Both caesaropapism and theocracy are
systems in which there is no separation of church and state and in which the two form parts of a
single power-structure.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caesaropapism

‘HOLY’ ROMAN EMPIRE
“The Holy Roman Empire,[e] also known as the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation after
1512, was a polity in Central and Western Europe, usually headed by the Holy Roman Emperor.
It developed in the Early Middle Ages and continued over 800 years until its dissolution in 1806
during the Napoleonic Wars.

In a famous assessment of the name, the political philosopher Voltaire remarked sardonically:
"This body which was called and which still calls itself the Holy Roman Empire was in no way
holy, nor Roman, nor an empire."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holy_Roman_Empire

CORONATION OF THE HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR
“The Holy Roman emperor received the imperial regalia from the hands of the pope,
symbolizing both the pope's right to crown Christian sovereigns and also the emperor's role as
protector of the Roman Catholic Church. The Holy Roman empresses were crowned as well.
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The Holy Roman Empire was established in the year 800 under Charlemagne. Later emperors
were crowned by the pope or other Catholic bishops. Charles V became the last Holy Roman
emperor to be crowned by a pope: Clement VII in Bologna in 1530. Thereafter, until the abolition
of the empire in 1806, no further crownings by the pope were held. Later rulers simply
proclaimed themselves Imperator Electus Romanorum or "Elected Emperor of the Romans"
after their election by the princes and coronation as German king.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronation_of_the_Holy_Roman_emperor

GOLDEN BULL 1356
“The Golden Bull of 1356 (Czech: Zlatá bula, German: Goldene Bulle, German pronunciation:
[ˈɡɔldənə ˈbʊlə]ⓘ, Latin: Bulla Aurea, Italian: Bolla d'oro) was a decree issued by the Imperial
Diet at Nuremberg and Metz (Diet of Metz, 1356/57) headed by the Emperor Charles IV which
fixed, for a period of more than four hundred years, important aspects of the constitutional
structure of the Holy Roman Empire. It was named the Golden Bull for the golden seal it
carried.[1]

In June 2013 the Golden Bull was included in the UNESCO's Memory of the World Register.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_Bull_of_1356

IMPERIAL DIET
“The precise role and function of the Imperial Diet changed over the centuries, as did the
Empire itself, in that the estates and separate territories gained more and more control of their
own affairs at the expense of imperial power. Initially, there was neither a fixed time nor location
for the Diet. It started as a convention of the dukes of the old Germanic tribes that formed the
Frankish kingdom when important decisions had to be made, and was probably based on the
old Germanic law whereby each leader relied on the support of his leading men.

For example, already under Emperor Charlemagne during the Saxon Wars, the Diet, according
to the Royal Frankish Annals, met at Paderborn in 777 and officially determined laws concerning
the subdued Saxons and other tribes. In 803, the Frankish emperor issued the final version of
the Lex Saxonum.

At the Diet of 919 in Fritzlar the dukes elected the first King of the Germans, who was a Saxon,
Henry the Fowler, thus overcoming the longstanding rivalry between Franks and Saxons and
laying the foundation for the German realm. After the conquest of Italy, the 1158 Diet of
Roncaglia finalized four laws that would significantly alter the (never formally written)
constitution of the Empire, marking the beginning of the steady decline of the central power in
favour of the local dukes. The Golden Bull of 1356 cemented the concept of "territorial rule"
(Landesherrschaft), the largely independent rule of the dukes over their respective territories,
and also limited the number of electors to seven. The Pope, contrary to modern myth, was
never involved in the electoral process but only in the process of ratification and coronation of
whomever the Prince-Electors chose.
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The summons for Luther to appear at the Diet of Worms, signed by Charles V. The text on the
left was on the reverse side.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imperial_Diet_(Holy_Roman_Empire)

IMPERIAL REFORM
“Imperial Reform (Latin: Reformatio imperii, German: Reichsreform) is the name given to
repeated attempts in the 15th and 16th centuries to adapt the structure and the constitutional
order (Verfassungsordnung) of the Holy Roman Empire to the requirements of the early modern
state and to give it a unified government under either the Imperial Estates or the emperor's
supremacy.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imperial_Reform

REICHSKOMMISSARIAT
Reichskommissariat (English: Realm Commissariat) is a German word for a type of
administrative entity headed by a government official known as a Reichskommissar (English:
Realm Commissioner). However, many offices existed, primarily throughout the Imperial
German and Nazi periods, in a number of fields (ranging from public infrastructure and spatial
planning to ethnic cleansing) it is most commonly used to refer to the quasi-colonial
administrative territorial entity established by Nazi Germany in several occupied countries during
World War II. While officially located outside the German Reich in a legal sense, these entities
were directly controlled by their supreme civil authorities (the Reichskommissars), who ruled
their territories as German governors on behalf of and as representatives of Adolf Hitler.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reichskommissariat

ERA OF RELIGIOUS REFORMATION
“Europe experienced a period of dreadful calamities from the early 14th century. First,
exceptionally heavy rains or severe droughts caused crop failures and famine, then a
devastating pandemic known as the Black Death hit Europe, killing about one third of the
population. Thousands of Jews fell victim to anti-semitic pogroms, as irrational rumours accused
them of well poisoning. Around 1500, the population of Europe was about 60–85 million
people—no more than 75 per cent of the mid-14th-century demographic maximum. Due to a
shortage of workforce, the landlords began to restrict the rights of their tenants which led to rural
revolts that often ended with a compromise.

The constant fear of unexpected death was mirrored by popular artistic motifs, such as the
allegory of danse macabre ('dance of death'). The fear also contributed to the growing popularity
of Masses for the dead. Already detectable among early Christians, these Masses indicated a
widespread belief in purgatory—a transitory state for souls that needed purification before
entering heaven. Fear of malevolent magical practice was also growing, and witch-hunts
intensified.

From the end of the 15th century, a new, sexually transmitted infection spread in Europe. This
was syphilis that destroyed its victims' looks with ulcers and scabs before killing them. Along
with the French invasion of Italy, the syphilis gave the background to the success of the
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charismatic preacher Girolamo Savonarola (d. 1498) who called for a moral renewal in Florence.
After establishing a short-lived theocracy,  he was arrested and executed for heresy, but his
meditations remained a popular reading.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reformation

NAPOLEON VS. BRITISH EMPIRE
“Britain ended the uneasy truce created by the Treaty of Amiens when it declared war on France
in May 1803. The British were increasingly angered by Napoleon's reordering of the
international system in Western Europe, especially in Switzerland, Germany, Italy and the
Netherlands. Kagan argues that Britain was especially alarmed by Napoleon's assertion of
control over Switzerland. The British felt insulted when Napoleon said it deserved no voice in
European affairs (even though King George was an elector of the Holy Roman Empire) and
sought to restrict the London newspapers that were vilifying him.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napoleonic_Wars#Overview

DISSOLUTION OF THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE
“The Holy Roman Empire by the time of the 18th century was widely regarded by
contemporaries, both inside and outside the empire, as a highly "irregular" monarchy and "sick",
having an "unusual" form of government. The empire lacked both a central standing army and a
central treasury and its monarchs, formally elective rather than hereditary, could not exercise
effective central control. Even then, most contemporaries believed that the empire could be
revived and modernized. The Holy Roman Empire finally began its true terminal decline during
and after its involvement in the French Revolutionary Wars and the Napoleonic Wars.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dissolution_of_the_Holy_Roman_Empire

HRE PRINCE-ELECTORS
“After the abolition of the Holy Roman Empire in August 1806, the Electors continued to reign
over their territories, many of them taking higher titles. The Electors of Bavaria, Württemberg,
and Saxony styled themselves Kings, while the Electors of Baden, Regensburg, and Würzburg
became Grand Dukes. The Elector of Hesse-Kassel, however, retained the meaningless title
"Elector of Hesse", thus distinguishing himself from other Hessian princes (the Grand Duke of
Hesse(-Darmstadt) and the Landgrave of Hesse-Homburg). Napoleon soon exiled him and
Kassel was annexed to the Kingdom of Westphalia, a new creation. The King of Great Britain
remained at war with Napoleon and continued to style himself Elector of Hanover, while the
Hanoverian government continued to operate in London.

The Congress of Vienna accepted the Electors of Bavaria, Württemberg, and Saxony as Kings,
along with the newly created Grand Dukes (less those of Würzburg and Frankfurt. The Elector
of Hanover finally joined his fellow Electors by declaring himself the King of Hanover. The
restored Elector of Hesse, a Napoleonic creation, tried to be recognized as the King of the
Chatti. However, the European powers refused to acknowledge this title at the Congress of
Aix-la-Chapelle (1818) and instead listed him with the Grand Dukes as a "Royal Highness".[8]
Believing the title of Prince-Elector to be superior in dignity to that of Grand Duke, the Elector of
Hesse-Kassel chose to remain an Elector, even though there was no longer a Holy Roman
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Emperor to elect. Hesse-Kassel remained the only Electorate in Germany until 1866, when the
country backed the losing side in the Austro-Prussian War and was absorbed into Prussia.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince-elector

CONFEDERATION OF THE RHINE
“The Confederated States of the Rhine,[a] simply known as the Confederation of the Rhine or
Rhine Confederation, was a confederation of German client states established at the behest of
Napoleon some months after he defeated Austria and Russia at the Battle of Austerlitz. Its
creation brought about the dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire shortly afterward. The
Confederation of the Rhine lasted from 1806 to 1813.

The founding members of the confederation were German princes of the Holy Roman Empire.
They were later joined by 19 others, altogether ruling a total of over 15 million subjects. This
granted a significant strategic advantage to the French Empire on its eastern frontier by
providing a buffer between France and the two largest German states, Prussia and Austria
(which also controlled substantial non-German lands).”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confederation_of_the_Rhine

GERMAN MEDIATIZATION
“German mediatisation (English: /miːdiətaɪˈzeɪʃən/; German: deutsche Mediatisierung) was the
major territorial restructuring that took place between 1802 and 1814 in Germany and the
surrounding region by means of the mass mediatisation and secularisation[note 1] of a large
number of Imperial Estates. Most ecclesiastical principalities, free imperial cities, secular
principalities, and other minor self-ruling entities of the Holy Roman Empire lost their
independent status and were absorbed into the remaining states. By the end of the
mediatisation process, the number of German states had been reduced from almost 300 to just
39.

In the strict sense of the word, mediatisation consists in the subsumption of an immediate
(unmittelbar) state into another state, thus becoming mediate (mittelbar), while generally leaving
the dispossessed ruler with his private estates and a number of privileges and feudal rights,
such as low justice. For convenience, historians use the term mediatisation for the entire
restructuring process that took place at the time, whether the mediatised states survived in
some form or lost all individuality. The secularisation of ecclesiastical states took place
concurrently with the mediatisation of free imperial cities and other secular states.

The mass mediatisation and secularisation of German states that took place at the time was not
initiated by Germans. It came under relentless military and diplomatic pressure from
revolutionary France and Napoleon. It constituted the most extensive redistribution of property
and territories in German history prior to 1945.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_mediatisation

PRUSSIAN JEWS
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“In 1750 Frederick II of Prussia issued an edict which classified Jews in Prussia into several
categories. The main division was between so-called "tolerated Jews" who could remain in
Prussia, and "not tolerated Jews" who were required to leave upon reaching adulthood, as well
as "protected Jews" (Schutz-Juden) . The "protected Jews", whose number was initially limited
to a total of 203 families in all of Brandenburg-Prussia, were allowed to reside in a city but had
no right of mobility. Non-protected "tolerated Jews", who comprised the vast majority of Jewish
inhabitants of the Prussian kingdom, were not allowed to permanently settle in Prussia, were not
allowed to purchase land or houses or to engage in any commercial or economic activity, and
generally were not allowed to live in the cities unless they served as employees or clients of the
"protected Jews". As a result, the Jewish population of Königsberg in the 18th century was fairly
low, although this changed as the restrictions became relaxed over the course of the 19th
century. In 1753 Frederick II allowed the city's Jews to build a Hasidic synagogue on Vordere
Vorstadt's Schnürlingsdamm, which was completed in 1756. Georg David Kypke served as its
government inspector. In 1756 there were 29 families of "protected Jews" in Königsberg, which
increased to 57 by 1789. The total number of Jewish inhabitants was less than 500 in the
middle of the 18th century, and around 800 by the end of it, out of a total population of almost
60,000 people.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Jews_in_K%C3%B6nigsberg

BRANDENBURG - PRUSSIA
“The Margraviate of Brandenburg (German: Markgrafschaft Brandenburg) was a major
principality of the Holy Roman Empire from 1157 to 1806 that played a pivotal role in the history
of Germany and Central Europe.

Brandenburg developed out of the Northern March founded in the territory of the Slavic Wends.
It derived one of its names from this inheritance, the March of Brandenburg (Mark
Brandenburg). Its ruling margraves were established as prestigious prince-electors in the
Golden Bull of 1356, allowing them to vote in the election of the Holy Roman Emperor. The state
thus became additionally known as Electoral Brandenburg or the Electorate of Brandenburg
(Kurbrandenburg or Kurfürstentum Brandenburg).

The House of Hohenzollern came to the throne of Brandenburg in 1415. In 1417, Frederick I
moved its capital from Brandenburg an der Havel to Berlin. By 1535, the electorate had an area
of some 10,000 square miles (26,000 km2) and a population of 400,000. Under Hohenzollern
leadership, Brandenburg grew rapidly in power during the 17th century and inherited the Duchy
of Prussia. The resulting Brandenburg-Prussia was the predecessor of the Kingdom of Prussia,
which became a leading German state during the 18th century. Although the electors' highest
title was "King in/of Prussia", their power base remained in Brandenburg and its capital Berlin.

The Margraviate of Brandenburg ended with the dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire in 1806.
It was replaced after the Napoleonic Wars with the Prussian Province of Brandenburg in 1815.
The Hohenzollern Kingdom of Prussia was the primary driving force behind the unification of
Germany. The Prussian-dominated North German Confederation later transformed in 1871 into
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the German Empire; it was the legal predecessor of the united German Reich of 1871–1945,
and as such a direct ancestor of the present-day Federal Republic of Germany.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Margraviate_of_Brandenburg

BAILIWICK OF BRANDENBURG
“The Bailiwick of Brandenburg of the Chivalric Order of Saint John of the Hospital at Jerusalem
(German: Balley Brandenburg des Ritterlichen Ordens Sankt Johannis vom Spital zu
Jerusalem), commonly known as the Order of Saint John or the Johanniter Order (German:
Johanniterorden), is the German Protestant branch of the Knights Hospitaller, the oldest
surviving chivalric order, which generally is considered to have been founded at Jerusalem in
1099.

The Order is led by its thirty-seventh Herrenmeister ("Master of the Knights" or Grand Master),
Oskar Prince of Prussia. Each of its knights, about four thousand men worldwide, is either a
Knight of Justice (Rechtsritter) or a Knight of Honour (Ehrenritter). Membership in the Order is
by appointment only, and individuals may not petition for admission; it is not limited to German
citizens or German speakers, and knights include citizens and residents of numerous countries.
Although membership is no longer limited to the nobility, as it was until 1948, the majority of
knights still are drawn from this class. The Order comprises seventeen commanderies in
Germany, one each in Austria, Finland, France, Hungary, and Switzerland, and a global
commandery with subcommanderies in twelve other countries (Australia, Belgium, Canada,
Colombia, Denmark, Italy, Namibia, Poland, South Africa, the United Kingdom, the United
States, and Venezuela).

Together with the London-based Most Venerable Order of the Hospital of Saint John of
Jerusalem (of which the British monarch is Sovereign Head), the Swedish Johanniterorden i
Sverige, and the Dutch Johanniter Orde in Nederland, the Order is a member of the Alliance of
the Orders of Saint John of Jerusalem. Along with the Roman Catholic Sovereign Military Order
of Malta (SMOM), these four "Alliance Orders" represent the legitimate heirs of the Knights
Hospitaller. They consider other orders using the name of Saint John to be merely imitative, and
the Alliance and the SMOM jointly formed a False Orders Committee (renamed and reorganized
as the Committee on Orders of Saint John), with representatives of each of the five orders, to
expose and take action against such imitations.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Order_of_Saint_John_(Bailiwick_of_Brandenburg)

ORDER OF SAINT JOHN - CANADA - VICE-REGAL GOVERNMENT
“Following constitutional changes made in 1999, the Priory of England and The Islands was
established (including the Commandery of Ards in Northern Ireland) alongside the existing
Priories of Wales, Scotland, Canada, Australia (including the Commandery of Western
Australia), New Zealand, South Africa, and the United States. In 2013, the Priory of Kenya and
in 2014 the Priory of Singapore were formed. Each is governed by a prior and a priory chapter.
Commanderies, governed by a Knight or Dame Commander and a commandery chapter, may
exist within or wholly or partly without the territory of a priory, known as Dependent or
Independent Commanderies, respectively. Any country without a priory or commandery of its
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own is assumed into the "home priory" of England and The Islands, many of these being smaller
Commonwealth of Nations states in which the order has only a minor presence.

The governor general serves as the prior and chief officer in Canada, while lieutenant governors
act as the vice-priors, overseeing the administration of the order in their respective province.
These individuals thus automatically become Knights or Dames of Justice upon their assuming
viceregal office.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Order_of_Saint_John_(chartered_1888)

SOVEREIGN MILITARY ORDER OF MALTA
“The Prince and Grand Master is the head of the order and governs both as sovereign and as
religious superior. He is "entitled to sovereign prerogatives and honors as well as the title of
"Most Eminent Highness".[1]: Constitution Article 12  He is elected to a term of ten years and
may be elected to a second term, but may not serve beyond the completion of his 85th
year.[1]: Constitution Article 13, §2  The Prince and Grand Master is Fra' John T. Dunlap who was
elected on 3 May 2023.[57] "In the event of permanent impediment, resignation or death of the
Grand Master, the Order is governed by a Lieutenant ad interim in the person of the Grand
Commander, who can only perform acts of ordinary administration without making any
innovations."[1]: Constitution Article 18  If it is not possible to elect a Grand Master, a Lieutenant
of the Grand Master is elected, who has the same powers as the Grand Master with the
exception of the prerogatives of honour pertaining to a sovereign. Both the Lieutenant ad interim
and the Lieutenant of the Grand Master are styled Eccellenza (Excellency).

The Sovereign Council is the primary governing body of the Order that handles regular
business. The members are the Grand Master (or Lieutenant), the holders of the four High
Officers (the Grand Commander,[58] the Grand Chancellor,[59] the Grand Hospitaller[60] and
the Receiver of the Common Treasure),[61] the five Councilors of the Council of the Professed
Knights, and four Councilors.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sovereign_Military_Order_of_Malta

POPE PROMULGATES NEW CONSTITUTION FOR ORDER OF SAINT JOHN
“Pope Francis promulgates the new Constitution of the Order of Malta and appoints a
provisional Sovereign Council, as part of an ongoing renewal process of the Order. He
announces the convocation of the Extraordinary General Chapter for January 25, 2023, the
Feast of the Conversion of St. Paul.”
https://www.vaticannews.va/en/pope/news/2022-09/pope-promulgates-new-constitution-order-m
alta.html

CONGRESS OF VIENNA
“The immediate background was Napoleonic France's defeat and surrender in May 1814, which
brought an end to 23 years of nearly continuous war. Remarkably, negotiations continued
unaffected despite the outbreak of fighting triggered by Napoleon's return from exile and
resumption of power in France during the Hundred Days of March to July 1815. The Congress's
agreement was signed nine days before Napoleon's final defeat at Waterloo on 18 June 1815.
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Some historians have criticized the outcomes of the Congress for causing the subsequent
suppression of national, democratic, and liberal movements, and it has been seen as a
reactionary settlement for the benefit of traditional monarchs. Others have praised the Congress
for protecting Europe from large widespread wars for almost a century.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Congress_of_Vienna

GERMAN CONFEDERATION
The German Confederation (German: Deutscher Bund, German pronunciation: [ˌdɔɪ̯t͡ ʃɐ ˈbʊnt]
ⓘ) was an association of 39 predominantly German-speaking sovereign states in Central
Europe. It was created by the Congress of Vienna in 1815 as a replacement of the former Holy
Roman Empire, which had been dissolved in 1806.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_Confederation

CHRISTIAN PERSECUTION
“The persecution of Christians can be historically traced from the first century of the Christian
era to the present day. Christian missionaries and converts to Christianity have both been
targeted for persecution, sometimes to the point of being martyred for their faith, ever since the
emergence of Christianity.

Early Christians were persecuted at the hands of both Jews, from whose religion Christianity
arose, and the Romans who controlled many of the early centers of Christianity in the Roman
Empire. Since the emergence of Christian states in Late Antiquity, Christians have also been
persecuted by other Christians due to differences in doctrine which have been declared
heretical. Early in the fourth century, the empire's official persecutions were ended by the Edict
of Serdica in 311 and the practice of Christianity legalized by the Edict of Milan in 312. By the
year 380, Christians had begun to persecute each other. The schisms of late antiquity and the
Middle Ages – including the Rome–Constantinople schisms and the many Christological
controversies – together with the later Protestant Reformation provoked severe conflicts
between Christian denominations. During these conflicts, members of the various
denominations frequently persecuted each other and engaged in sectarian violence. In the 20th
century, Christian populations were persecuted, sometimes, they were persecuted to the point
of genocide, by various states, including the Ottoman Empire and its successor state, which
committed the Hamidian massacres, the Armenian genocide, the Assyrian genocide, and the
Greek genocide, and atheist states such as those of the former Eastern Bloc.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persecution_of_Christians
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-Christian_sentiment

MUSLIM PERSECUTION
“The persecution of Muslims has been recorded throughout the history of Islam, beginning with
its founding by Muhammad in the 7th century.

In the early days of Islam in Mecca, pre-Islamic Arabia, the new Muslims were frequently
subjected to abuse and persecution by the Meccans (also called Mushrikun by Muslims), a
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polytheistic Arab tribal confederation. In the contemporary period, Muslims have faced religious
restrictions in some countries. Various incidents of Islamophobia have also occurred, such as
the Christchurch mosque shootings. Some global conflicts have seen religiously and/or
politically motivated belligerents persecute the Muslim population of a region. Notable examples
of such persecution have occurred in the Xinjiang conflict in China, the Yugoslav Wars, and
many other conflicts.

As part of the ongoing Rohingya conflict in Myanmar, the Rohingya genocide has resulted in
over 25,000 deaths as of 2018, the displacement of over 700,000 refugees, large-scale sexual
violence committed against Rohingya women and girls, the burning of Rohingya homes and
mosques, and many other human rights violations.

The ongoing conflict in Xinjiang has led to the internment of more than one million Muslims (the
majority of them being ethnic Uyghurs) in secret detention camps without any legal process. As
a result, Muslim birth rates have plummeted in Xinjiang, falling by nearly 24 percent in 2019
alone, compared to just 4.2 percent in the rest of China. These abuses have often been
characterized as genocide.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persecution_of_Muslims

JEWISH PERSECUTION
“The persecution of Jews has been a major event in Jewish history, prompting shifting waves of
refugees and the formation of diaspora communities. As early as 605 BCE, Jews who lived in
the Neo-Babylonian Empire were persecuted and deported. Antisemitism was also practiced by
the governments of many different empires (Roman empire) and the adherents of many different
religions (Christianity), and it was also widespread in many different regions of the world (Middle
East and Islamic).

Jews were commonly used as scapegoats for tragedies and disasters such as in the Black
Death Persecutions, the 1066 Granada Massacre, the Massacre of 1391 in Spain, the many
Pogroms in the Russian Empire, and the tenets of Nazism prior to and during World War II,
which led to The Holocaust and the murder of six million Jews.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persecution_of_Jews

WW I
“For much of the 19th century, the major European powers maintained a tenuous balance of
power among themselves, known as the Concert of Europe.[9] After 1848, this was challenged
by a variety of factors, including Britain's withdrawal into so-called splendid isolation, the decline
of the Ottoman Empire, New Imperialism, and the rise of Prussia under Otto von Bismarck. The
1866 Austro-Prussian War established Prussian hegemony in Germany, while victory in the
1870–1871 Franco-Prussian War allowed Bismarck to consolidate the German states into a
German Empire under Prussian leadership. Avenging the defeat of 1871, or revanchism, and
recovering the provinces of Alsace-Lorraine became the principal objects of French policy for
the next forty years.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_I
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HAAVARA AGREEMENT
“The Haavara Agreement (Hebrew: הַעֲבָרָההֶסְכֵּם  Translit.: heskem haavara Translated: "transfer
agreement") was an agreement between Nazi Germany and Zionist German Jews signed on 25
August 1933. The agreement was finalized after three months of talks by the Zionist Federation
of Germany, the Anglo-Palestine Bank (under the directive of the Jewish Agency) and the
economic authorities of Nazi Germany. It was a major factor in making possible the migration of
approximately 60,000 German Jews to Palestine in 1933–1939.

The agreement enabled Jews fleeing persecution under the new Nazi regime to transfer some
portion of their assets to British Mandatory Palestine. Emigrants sold their assets in Germany to
pay for essential goods (manufactured in Germany) to be shipped to Mandatory Palestine. The
agreement was controversial and was criticised by many Jewish leaders both within the Zionist
movement (such as the Revisionist Zionist leader Ze'ev Jabotinsky) and outside it, as well as by
members of both the Nazi Party and the German public. For German Jews, the agreement
offered a way to leave an increasingly hostile environment in Germany; for the Yishuv, the
Jewish community in Palestine, it offered access to both immigrant labour and economic
support; for the Germans it facilitated the emigration of German Jews while breaking the
anti-Nazi boycott of 1933, which had mass support among European and American Jews and
was thought by the German state to be a potential threat to the German economy.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haavara_Agreement

WW II
“World War I had radically altered the political European map with the defeat of the Central
Powers—including Austria-Hungary, Germany, Bulgaria, and the Ottoman Empire—and the
1917 Bolshevik seizure of power in Russia, which led to the founding of the Soviet Union.
Meanwhile, the victorious Allies of World War I, such as France, Belgium, Italy, Romania, and
Greece, gained territory, and new nation-states were created out of the collapse of
Austria-Hungary and the Ottoman and Russian Empires.

To prevent a future world war, the League of Nations was created during the 1919 Paris Peace
Conference. The organisation's primary goals were to prevent armed conflict through collective
security, military and naval disarmament, and settling international disputes through peaceful
negotiations and arbitration.

Despite strong pacifist sentiment after World War I,[irredentist and revanchist nationalism
emerged in several European states in the same period. These sentiments were especially
marked in Germany because of the significant territorial, colonial, and financial losses imposed
by the Treaty of Versailles. Under the treaty, Germany lost around 13 percent of its home
territory and all its overseas possessions, while German annexation of other states was
prohibited, reparations were imposed, and limits were placed on the size and capability of the
country's armed forces.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_I
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END OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE
“The British Empire was composed of the dominions, colonies, protectorates, mandates, and
other territories ruled or administered by the United Kingdom and its predecessor states. It
began with the overseas possessions and trading posts established by England in the late 16th
and early 17th centuries. At its height in the 19th and early 20th century, it was the largest
empire in history and, for a century, was the foremost global power.[1] By 1913, the British
Empire held sway over 412 million people, 23 per cent of the world population at the time,[2]
and by 1920, it covered 35.5 million km2 (13.7 million sq mi),[3] 24 per cent of the Earth's total
land area. As a result, its constitutional, legal, linguistic, and cultural legacy is widespread. At
the peak of its power, it was described as "the empire on which the sun never sets", as the sun
was always shining on at least one of its territories.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Empire

COMMONWEALTH OF NATIONS
“The Commonwealth dates back to the first half of the 20th century with the decolonisation of
the British Empire through increased self-governance of its territories. It was originally created
as the British Commonwealth of Nations[8] through the Balfour Declaration at the 1926 Imperial
Conference, and formalised by the United Kingdom through the Statute of Westminster in 1931.
The current Commonwealth of Nations was formally constituted by the London Declaration in
1949, which modernised the community and established the member states as "free and equal"”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commonwealth_of_Nations

WAR GRAVES COMMISSION
“The Commonwealth War Graves Commission (CWGC) is an intergovernmental organisation of
six independent member states whose principal function is to mark, record and maintain the
graves and places of commemoration of Commonwealth of Nations military service members
who died in the two World Wars. The commission is also responsible for commemorating
Commonwealth civilians who died as a result of enemy action during the Second World War.
The commission was founded by Sir Fabian Ware and constituted through Royal Charter in
1917 as the Imperial War Graves Commission. The change to the present name took place in
1960.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commonwealth_War_Graves_Commission

FOURTH REICH
“The Fourth Reich (German: Viertes Reich) is a hypothetical Nazi Reich that is the successor to
Adolf Hitler's Third Reich (1933–1945). The term has also been used to refer to the possible
resurgence of Nazi ideas, as well as pejoratively of political opponents.”

“Neo-Nazis envision the Fourth Reich as featuring Aryan supremacy, anti-Semitism,
Lebensraum, aggressive militarism and totalitarianism. Upon the establishment of the Fourth
Reich, German neo-Nazis propose that Germany should acquire nuclear weapons and use the
threat of their use as a form of nuclear blackmail to re-expand to Germany's former boundaries
as of 1937.
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Based on pamphlets published by David Myatt in the early 1990s, many neo-Nazis came to
believe that the rise of the Fourth Reich in Germany would pave the way for the establishment
of the Western Imperium, a pan-Aryan world empire encompassing all land populated by
predominantly European-descended peoples (i.e., Europe, Russia, Anglo-America, Australia,
New Zealand, and White South Africa).”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourth_Reich

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES (UAE)
“Following the British withdrawal from the UAE in 1971 and the establishment of the UAE as a
state, the UAE disputed rights to three islands in the Persian Gulf against Iran, namely Abu
Musa, Greater Tunb, and Lesser Tunb. The UAE tried to bring the matter to the International
Court of Justice, but Iran dismissed the notion. Pakistan was the first country to formally
recognise the UAE upon its formation. The UAE alongside multiple Middle Eastern and African
countries cut diplomatic ties with Qatar in June 2017 due to allegations of Qatar being a state
sponsor of terrorism, resulting in the Qatar diplomatic crisis. Ties were restored in January 2021.
The UAE recognized Israel in August 2020, reaching a historic Israel–United Arab Emirates
peace agreement and leading towards full normalization of relations between the two countries.

An investigation, Abu Dhabi Secrets revealed that a private Swiss intelligence company, Alp
Services, ran a smear campaign in Europe, particularly France, on behalf of the UAE to target
Emirati opponents like Qatar and Muslim Brotherhood. Alp Services provided the UAE with a list
of over 1,000 individuals and 400 organizations in Europe, falsely linking them to radical Islam.
The list included politicians, journalists, and public institutions. The agency conducted
operations to discredit these Emirati opponents through press campaigns and false Wikipedia
entries. The UAE paid Mario Brero, founder of Alp Services, over €5.7 million for his services.

In June 2023, a flight carrying humanitarian aid landed at Entebbe airport in Uganda for
Sudanese refugees. Ugandan officials said instead of the food and medical supplies, the cargo
plane was filled with ammunition, assault rifles, and other small arms. As per the Ugandan
officials, they were ordered to not inspect the Emirati flights. The aircraft was allegedly carrying
arms for Mohamed Hamdan Dagalo's Rapid Support Forces, via Chad.However, the UAE
government denied the allegations”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Arab_Emirates

ISRAEL-UAE NORMALIZATION AGREEMENT - ABRAHAM ACCORDS
“The Israel–United Arab Emirates normalization agreement, officially the Abraham Accords
Peace Agreement: Treaty of Peace, Diplomatic Relations and Full Normalization Between the
United Arab Emirates and the State of Israel was initially agreed to in a joint statement by the
United States, Israel and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) on August 13, 2020, officially referred
to as the Abraham Accords. The UAE thus became the third Arab country, after Egypt in 1979
and Jordan in 1994, to agree to formally normalize its relationship with Israel, as well as the first
Persian Gulf country to do so. Concurrently, Israel agreed to suspend plans for annexing parts
of the West Bank. The agreement normalized what had long been informal but robust foreign
relations between the two countries. The agreement was signed at the White House on
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September 15, 2020. It was approved unanimously by the Israeli cabinet on October 12 and
was ratified by the Knesset on October 15. The UAE parliament and cabinet ratified the
agreement on October 19.

On August 16, 2020, the UAE for the first time established telephone links to Israel by
unblocking direct dialling to Israel's +972 country code. The first direct commercial flight from
Israel to the UAE took place on August 31, 2020, and the first ship carrying cargo from the
United Arab Emirates to Israel entered the Port of Haifa on October 12.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israel%E2%80%93United_Arab_Emirates_normalization_agreeme
nt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham_Accords

“ISRAEL HERITAGE FOUNDATION AWARDS TRUMP ‘CROWN OF JERUSALEM’”
“The rabbi extended the “blessings from Israel” and wishes for a long, healthy and sweet life to
“the president, his family and all his friends.” Some 150 Orthodox Jews looked on at Trump
National Golf Club Bedminster, in New Jersey, on July 10, as the Israel Heritage Foundation
awarded the former president a Keter Yerushalayim (Crown of Jerusalem) award.”

““I’ve often heard the president lament that with all the great things he’s done for the State of
Israel and for the Jewish people, why is his support so low, relatively speaking. Why doesn’t he
get a tremendous amount of support from the Jewish people?” said Lewis Topper, a Florida
businessman, introducing Trump.

“The only thing I can think of is that after seeing myriads of miracles, only 20% of the Jews left
Egypt to follow Moses into the desert,” he added. “So I think the president’s doing pretty well.”

Trump told the audience, “The United States backs Israel, but they back it less than they used
to. I was having a lot of problems getting support for Israel and I can’t really understand it.”

If he decided to “give this up and go over to Israel,” he would be elected prime minister “very
quickly,” he added.

The former president noted that he polls at 99% in Israel, but at only 26% or 28% among U.S.
Jews.

“I should be at 100%,” he said.

Trump also told stories about the construction of the U.S. Embassy in Jerusalem, discussed
recognizing the Golan Heights as part of Israel and talked about the election being rigged.
About moving the embassy and recognizing the Golan Heights, he said he was told the world
would blow up if he did either. “Both of them I did, nothing happened,” he said.
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Leading up to moving the embassy, Trump said the world’s most powerful leaders called him
asking him not to do it. “What I did is I turned off my phone,” he said. “I set a date for signing,
which was a Thursday, and when people called I said, ‘I’ll get back to you on Monday.’”

Trump applauded his administration’s work on the Iran nuclear deal, but said that the Biden
administration has since bungled things with Iran. “That was the worst deal,” he said. “You
cannot allow Iran to have a nuclear weapon.”

And of the Abraham Accords, Trump claimed, “We had four countries that we had them lined up
to sign if that election were legitimate. If we were in there. We would have had virtually every
country in the Middle East. You would have had peace in the Middle East.”
https://www.jns.org/us-news/donald-trump/23/7/16/302653/

2019 - TRUMP TEMPLE COINS - HISTORIC DECLARATION
“A little more than a year ago, President Donald Trump made an historic declaration that
Jerusalem is the “One and Only Capital of the Jewish State of Israel.”

Soon after, Trump proved to the world that he not only makes declarations, but also acts upon
his beliefs: He transferred the American Embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. And following this
historic event, the TRUMP TEMPLE COINS were minted.

The concept was conceived by Professor Hillel Weiss and the coins were produced by the
Mikdash Educational Center in Jerusalem. In the past year, these unique coins have found their
way to thousands of people worldwide- from North and South America, China, to Australia, all
around Europe and even to Iran - all who support Israel, the Holy Temple, and Trump’s
declaration.”
https://www.israelnationalnews.com/news/259984

MODERN DAY JERUSALEM
“Jerusalem is a city in Western Asia, on a plateau in the Judaean Mountains between the
Mediterranean and the Dead Sea. It is one of the oldest cities in the world, and is considered
holy to the three major Abrahamic religions—Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Both Israelis and
Palestinians claim Jerusalem as their capital; Israel maintains its primary governmental
institutions there, and the State of Palestine ultimately foresees it as its seat of power. Neither
claim, however, is widely recognized internationally.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerusalem

“[EXCLUSIVE] TRUMP OFFICIALLY ENDORSED BY THE NEW
MASTER OF THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR”

“The infamous Knights Templar has elected a new master in January 2020. We’ve just
discovered he officially endorsed Donald Trump’s 2020 re-election as POTUS. For anyone who
has at least a superficial knowledge of the Templar history and power, the implications are
bigger than big.”
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https://silview.media/2020/10/06/exclusive-trump-officially-endorsed-by-the-new-master-of-the-k
nights-templar/

TEMPLAR INN OF COURT - IGNITA VERITAS - ROYAL ALLIANCE OF
INDEPENDENT STATES

https://ignitaveritasunited.org/bar-council/inn-of-court/
https://ignitaveritasunited.org/royal-alliance/

MASONIC KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
“The Knights Templar, full name The United Religious, Military and Masonic Orders of the
Temple and of St John of Jerusalem, Palestine, Rhodes and Malta, is a fraternal order affiliated
with Freemasonry. Unlike the initial degrees conferred in a regular Masonic Lodge, which (in
most Regular Masonic jurisdictions) only require a belief in a Supreme Being regardless of
religious affiliation, the Knights Templar is one of several additional Masonic Orders in which
membership is open only to Freemasons who profess a belief in Christianity.[2] One of the
obligations entrants to the order are required to declare is to protect and defend the Christian
faith. The word "United" in its full title indicates that more than one historical tradition and more
than one actual order are jointly controlled within this system. The individual orders 'united'
within this system are principally the Knights of the Temple (Knights Templar), the Knights of
Malta, the Knights of St Paul, and only within the York Rite, the Knights of the Red Cross.

Like the Masonic Red Cross of Constantine being inspired by the Sacred Military Constantinian
Order of Saint George and the Order of Malta being inspired by the Sovereign Military Order of
Malta, the Masonic order of Knights Templar derives its name from the medieval Catholic
military order Knights Templar. However, it does not claim any direct lineal descent from the
original Templar order.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knights_Templar_(Freemasonry)

MASONIC TEMPLARS - YORK RITE
“The York Rite, sometimes referred to as the American Rite, is one of several Rites of
Freemasonry. It is named for, but not practiced in, York, Yorkshire, England. A Rite is a series of
progressive degrees that are conferred by various Masonic organizations or bodies, each of
which operates under the control of its own central authority. The York Rite specifically is a
collection of separate Masonic Bodies and associated Degrees that would otherwise operate
independently. The three primary bodies in the York Rite are the Chapter of Royal Arch Masons,
Council of Royal & Select Masters or Council of Cryptic Masons, and the Commandery of
Knights Templar, each of which are governed independently but are all considered to be a part
of the York Rite.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/York_Rite

MASONIC TEMPLAR MOTTO/SYMBOLISM
“A cross and crown laid upon a cross pattée inscribed with "In Hoc Signo Vinces" resting upon
downward pointing swords in saltire is often used to represent the Knights Templar.
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The various symbols used allude to the orders of the body, though the cross and crown is often
used alone as well.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knights_Templar_(Freemasonry)#/media/File:Knights_Templar_Log
o_(Freemasonry).svg

IN HOC SIGNO VINCES
“"In hoc signo vinces" (Classical Latin: [in ho̞ːk s̠íŋno̞ː wíŋke̞ːs̠], Ecclesiastical Latin: [in ok ˈsiɲo
ˈvint͡ ʃes]) is a Latin phrase conventionally translated into English as "In this sign thou shalt
conquer", often also being translated as "By this sign, conquer".

The Latin phrase itself renders, rather loosely, the Greek phrase "ἐν τούτῳ νίκα", transliterated
as "en toútōi níka", literally meaning "in this, conquer".
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/In_hoc_signo_vinces

CHARTER OF THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE ASSOCIATION
“The Imperial Order and Association of the Nobility of the Holy Roman Empire, which has been
preserved for many centuries for the defence of Christianity, which originates from the First
Noble Knights of the Holy Roman Empire, who fought for the victory of the Christian Faith in
Europe. It is now formally composed of the old and new families of the Holy Roman Empire and
is, therefore a closed Imperial Order. The Holy Roman Empire hands down its own traditions
through the surviving families, and it has never suffered a conquest by any foreign power.”
http://www.holyromanempireassociation.com/charter-of-the-holy-roman-empire-association.html

BRICS
“In August 2023, at the 15th BRICS Summit, South African President Cyril Ramaphosa
announced that six emerging market group countries (Argentina, Egypt, Ethiopia, Iran, Saudi
Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates) had been invited to join the bloc. Full membership is
scheduled to take effect on 1 January 2024.[19][20]

The aim of latest expansion is touted as part of plan to build a "multipolar" world order that puts
weight to hitherto subdued voices of the Global South and brings them to the centre of the world
agenda.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BRICS

SCOTTISH RITE - FREEMASONRY - ROSE CROIX
“In the Ancient Accepted Scottish Rite, Northern Masonic Jurisdiction, the responsibility of a
Rose Croix chapter is to confer the 17° and 18°. The lessons within these degrees are rich,
exploring the themes of philosophy, religion, ethics, and more.”
https://scottishritenmj.org/blog/about-the-chapter-of-rose-croix

ROSY CROSS - KABBALISTIC ORDER
“Throughout its history, the Kabbalistic Order of the Rose-Cross has incorporated the most
important heritages linked to the esoteric Gnostic and Christian traditions. This inheritance could
have remained a mere immobile conservatory.
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Under the leadership of its current Grand Patriarch R+C, our tradition has revitalized the various
components that make it a unique example within the Western world.

Whether it is original Gnosticism, Chivalry, the Rose-Cross, the Kabbalah or Martinism, the most
respectable and authentic filiations have been gathered in our Order. They are therefore
practiced and conferred on the initiate during his initiatory journey.”
https://www.okrc.org/heritage-okrc?lang=en

MASONIC U.N - MISSION
“The Masonic United Nations (TMUN) is an inter-jurisdictional organization tasked with
maintaining international peace and security, developing friendly relations among Masonic
Jurisdictions globally, achieving international co-operation, and being a center for harmonizing
the actions of Masonic organizations. It was established in 2017 with the aim of preventing
future disharmony, and confusion within the Global Masonic Community Its headquarters, which
are subject to extraterritoriality, are in Manhattan, New York City, and it has begone establishing
embassies around the world, the first being established in the state of Georgia USA. The
organization is financed by assessed and voluntary contributions from its members. Its
objectives include maintaining international peace and security, protecting human rights,
delivering humanitarian aid, promoting sustainable development, and upholding international
law. The Masonic United Nations is on track to be the largest, most familiar, most internationally
represented and most powerful inter-jurisdictional organization in the world. At its founding, The
Masonic UN had 20 Member Jurisdictions and is growing exponentially.”
https://masonicun.org/masonic-un-mission/
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May the reader be blessed with wisdom, grace, LOVE, courage and the strength to persevere!

Thanks be to Jesus; praise be to God! <3
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